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ABSTRACT

A. High Altitude Radio Relay (IHARR) Study. This is the first semi-

annual report on the work being performed under the High Altitude Radio
Relay (HARR) study contract. The HARR program is an applied research
study effort in support of the Advanced Research Projects Agency require-

ments for Remote Area Conflict communications (Project AGILE). The
theoretical and analytical investigations are aimed at determining the key
characteristics and parameters of a system to enable the use of military

communications equipment over difficult paths. The technique being
investigated is the use of a radio relay installed in a high-altitude platform,

for the purpose of extending the range of remote area radio communi-
cations. (U)

B. HARR Parameters. The operational parameters being considered
are: traffic, transmission range, terrain, foliage, frequency range, modu-
lation, and types of relay capabilities. The equipment parameters being
considered are: relay control, transmission modes, size and weight, radio

frequency power levels, receiver sensitivities, power requirements, opera-
tional life, interference, jamming, platform performance, platform payloads,

compatibility, basing, availability, and costs. (U)

C. HARR Program. The goal is to define the best relay-platform con-

figurations for extending jungle communications ranges over difficult terrain.
Within this context, the effort is one of synthesis, study, and selection of

appropriate configurations, finalizing in a system design plan for inmplementa-
tion of the selected systems. In performing the analytical investigations, the

study teams have been task-oriented. The following four major tasks have

been performed in the first half of the study: communication mission require-
ments, propagation analysis, relay analysis, and platform analysis. (U)
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SECTION I

S U 1\N4A R Y

1.1 GENERAL

I is the first semi-annual report on the work being performed under
the High Altitude Radio Relay (HARR) study contract. The HARR program is
an applied research study effort in support of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency requirements for- Remote Area Conflict communications (Project
AGILE). This research programn is under the contractual and technical direc-
tion of the United States Army Electronics Command (USAECOM), Fort
Monmouth, New Jersey. The theoretical and analytical investigations are
aimed at determining the key characteristics and parameters of a system to
enable the use of military communications equipment over difficult paths. The
technique being investigated is the use of a radio relay installed in a high-
altitude platform, for the purpose of extending the range of remote area radio
communications. The operational. parameters being considered are: traffic,
transmission range, terrain, foliage, frequency range, modulation, compati-
bility, basing, availability, costs and types of relay capabilities. The equip-
ment parameters being considered are: relay control, transmission Modes,
size and weight, radio frequency power levels, receiver sensitivities, power
requirements, operational life, interference, jamming, platform perfor-
mance, and platform payloads.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The primary cobjective of the study is to develop a number of recom-
mended equipment configurations for extending jungie communications ranges
via airborne-type repeaters. The fofl.owing detailed objectives have been
established:

a. To prove, by means of propagation analysis, that relay modes
of operation will achieve significant increases in radio range
over difficult paths in a jungle environment.

b. To make optimum selections of equipments suitable for both
relay and platform operations, on the basis of all modes of
performance.
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c. To combine selected repeaters and platforms and to perform
a cost-effectiveness trade-oif analysis of the various system
configurations.

d. To prepare a system design plan for implementing the recom-
mended hardware configuration solutions.

1. 3 RESULTS TO DATE

Although the results of the study are not yet finalized, there have been
some findings of significance. The conclusions that follow are presented as
the interim results of the first half of the study.

1.3.1 The results of the propagation analysis have demonstrated that relay
modes of operation will achieve significant increases in radio range over diffi-
cult paths in a jungle environment.

1. 3. 2 Certain relay and platform equipments have been subjected to trade-
off analysis and interim selections have been made where possible.

1. 3.2. 1 The relay trade-off analysis has been inconclusive, thus far. The
review of candidate systems has demonstrated that there is no completely
satisfactory equipment currently available in the inventory. This is due to the
necessity for satisfying the combined requirements of channel capacity, range,
ground equipment compatibility, and platform compatibility.

Subject to the above finding, for use during the initial time frame
(1968), the best solution to the relay equipment problem is the adaptation of
the AN/PRC-25 (or the improved version, the AN/PRC-77), the AN/ARC-114,
or the AN/ARC-89(V). The characteristics of repeater candidates have been
examined in order to find other equipments readily adaptable to the relaying
requirements. The discussions in section 3. 4 describe the relay limitations
of each equipment and identify those equipments which, in addition to the above,
have some capability for repeater functions.

1.3. 2.2 The platform trade-off analysis has yielded the following results-

a. The use of manned platforms is considered necessary
for multichannel operation, in order to handle the prob-
lems of channel control and frequency management.

b. The use of unmanned platforms is recommended under
conditions detrimental to performance of manned plat-
forms. A desirable unmanned platform is the QM-50D
DASH (Drone Anti -Submarine Helicopter).
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c. For use during the initial time frame, the repeater
plattorm recommendations in order of preference are:

1. For platoon operations, the UH-ID helicopter, the
U-6 single-engine utility aircraft, the 0-i single-
engine observation aircraft, and the QM-50DDASH.

2. For battalion operations, the LOH-6 light obser-
vation helicopter, the U-6, the UH-iD, the CV-2
Caribou, and the C-123 Provider.

3. For division operations, the UH-iD, the CV-2,
and the C-123.

d. The use of tethered balloons is not recommended, due
to the combined disadvantages of required logistic
support in the field, payload limitations, and environ-
mental constraints.

e. The use of synchronous satellites is not recommended
with low-powered man-pack radio sets.

f. Initial results oi the platform cost analysis show a wide
variation in anticipated cost per channel hour of opera-
tion. In addition to cost, the significant parameters
are platform payload capacity in number of channels,
and platfozini flight endurance in hours.

1. 4 SCOPE OF WORK

The intent of the program is to define the best relay-platform con-
figurations for extending jungle communications ranges over difficult terrain.
Within this context, the effort is one of synthesis, study, and selection of
appropriate configurations, finalizing in a system design plan for imple-
inentation of the selected systems.

1.4. 1 In all ways the study is parametric in nature. Three time frames
are being considered, as follows:

a. Initial (1968), requiring the use of existing inventory
equipment.

b. Interim (t969-1972), requiring the use of existing equip-
ment with improvements.

c. Long-range (post-1975), requiring the use of develop-
mental equipments.

3
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1. 4. Z A complete set of communication mission requirements has been
postulated and an evaluation tool has been developed based on these require-
ments. Within each of the three time frames the availability of inverntory
equipments has been predicated for use on the ground.

1. 4. 3 On the basis of the communication mission requirements, relay and
platform equipments have been selected prior to marrying them into a number
of system configurations. The various configurations will be subjected to
performance cost effectiveness trade-offs in the second half of the program,
in order to make final configuration selections.

1. 4. 4 The following separate analyses are being performed as necessary
in order to support the prirnary objective:

a. The propagation study has been a continuing task since the
inception of the program. Within the established epviron-
ment, a complete set of parametric path loss curves has
been generated to validate the relay modes of operation.

b. The Viet Nam random aircraft sortie distribution study is
a special task that has evolved since the start of the pro-
gram.

c. The canopy treetop configuration study is also a special
task and is part of the continuing search for new ideas
which can be applied to the program.

1.5 STUDY APPROACH AND METHODS

In performing the analytical investigations, the study teams have fol-
lowed the Technical Guidelines of 14 April 1965. As such, the analysis has
been task-oriented. There have been four major tasks performed in the first
half of the study, as follows:

1. 5.1 'Task I: Conmmunication Mission Requirements. This task has
included the following activities:

a. Communications missions
b. Channel requirements
c. Communications link criteria
d. Ground ranges
e. Ground terminals
f. Ground equipment performance

4



1, 5. Z Task II: Propagation Analysis. This task has included the following
activities:

a. Mathematical propagation model
b, Effects of foliage
c. Effects of terrain
d. Programming of math model
e. Path loss analysis
f. Sets of parametric path Ic ss curves

1. 5.3 Task III: Relay Analysis. This task has included the following
activities:

a. Relay system identification and tabulation
b. Parametric evaluation of candidate equipments
c. Recommendations for relay systems
d. Preparation of relay power budgets
e. F -F vs 7 -F transmission modes

f. Multiple access
g. Channel loading
h. Design criteria to optimize relay performance
i. Novel repeater concepts -I

1. 5.4 Task IV: Platform Analysis. This task has included the following
activities:

a. Platform system identification and tabulation -

b. Parametric evaluation of candidate equipments
c. Recommendations for platform systems
d. Payload and relay interface
e. Delivery systems
f. Logistics
g. Cost model

h. Cost analysis
i. Random aircraft sortie distribution
j. Design criteria to optimize platform performance
k. Novel platform concepts

5
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SECTION 2

COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS AND
MISSION MODELING

2. 1 GENERAL

The purpose of this section is to develop the communications mission
based on the Army Tactics applicable to a Viet Nam environment. These
mission requirements form the basis for the platform-relay analysis tasks
being performed on the HARR study program.

The section has been prepared in three parts:

a. General tactical concepts in remote and terrain-restricting
areas of conflict to include Viet Nam.

b. Network configurations and problem definition.

c. System recommendations.

The investigation to date has been directed at units relying totally on
manpack and vehicular forms of FM radio equipment during their assigned
missions. Subsequent study will pursue the multi-channel semi-fixed means
of communications.

2.2 GENERAL TACTICAL CONCEPTS

Communications requirements and equipment e-,,phasis has changed
considerably over the past two decades. During Wr.id War II, the battle-
field in Europe was one of total commitment and tx'.op units were dispersed
across the width and breadth of continents. Troop a'splacement was
generally continuous along a front, and terrain once otzupied or passed
through was retained and held secure.

In contrast with the tactics and terrain of World War J/ is the war in
Viet Nam. Unlike war on a major political and tactical ,°cale, the battlefield
there can more accurately be described as continuous in terms of the enemy
with small pockets of friendly forces operating alone on missions of short
duration. The war has often been described as a battalion# company# and
platoon leaders' war. Brigade-sized units, and often battalion-sized units,
operate on search and destroy missions many miles from the friendly stable



rear areas. Airlifted in by helicopter, these units move forward through
enemy terrain, destroying small pockets of resistance, village terrorists
and equipment depots; and once the friendly forces pass through and no longer
occupy an area, it is likely to again become enemy territory. Combine this
tactical dispersion with the dense tropical jungle or mountainous terrain and
a situation prevails that taxes the range and performance of existing small
unit radio equipments.

British fighting units experienced similar communications difficulties
in the late 1950's as evidenced by documents* describing the limitations which
jungle conditions impose nn radio communications as normally practiced in
a tactical area.

Vegetation, terrain, and the heavy reliance placed on tactical radio
communications have placed severe support demands upon the present gener-
ation of tactical radio sets.

Combat operations in remote areas of conflict utilize tactical units ;
that are highly mobile and dispersed over broad areas of widely varying
terrain. The degree to which such mobility and dispersion can effectively be
attained will bear to a large measure on the means to maintain command and
control. The achievement of these means depends on the adequacy of the
communications.

2.3 NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.3. 1 General. To precisely what degree relay schemes should support
ground tactical units is one of the problems to be considered in the study. To
arrive at some collective discrete means extending n channels x miles is to
a large extent imposing tactical doctrine. On the other hand, considering all
combinations of I through n channels extended from i to x miles provides too
little in the form of definitive objectives to those faced with the task of pro-
viding specific relay and platform configurations.

Since it is extremely difficult to relate systems engineering concepts
to the flexibility of battlefield demands, it is hoped that the following consid-
erations will provide a concept of battle and a sufficient understanding of
tactics and communications procedure to provide solutions wherein tactical
units possess the internal capability of range enhancement in areas where
existing radios do not adequately support the tactical mission.

2.3.2 Tactical Network Configurations. Tactical radio nets are typified
by the structure shown in Figure 2-1. A net will consist of two or more
transmitters and receivers operating on the same frequency. The operating
mode in "push to talk"; that is, the transmitters are only activated when a

*Memo from U. K. Delegate, Ministry of Defense, May, 1958.
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person wishes to speak. For all other conditions, only the person's receivers
are on. No more than one transmitter in a net can be active at any given time.
In accordance with tactical echelons of command, the commander in one net
is also a member of the next higher echelon net. For example, a platoon
leader is a member of a net consisting of the other platoon leaders and the
company commander. The compduy commander is in turn a member of a net
with the other company commandrs plus the battalion commander.

As the level of command responsibility increases, so does the talking
range of the assigned radios used by that command. In general, all voice
tactical radio sets below brigade level are FM-Vi-HF. Frequency assignments
are shared among users who are geographically separated to such an extent
that the energy from one transmitter does not normally affect the other user.
As the number of channels increases corresponding to more units being
assigned a given sector, separation decreases, and the probability of mutual
interference becomes greater.

Voice radio communications between stations in a tactical net can fail
under three conditions, with the exception of the obvious equipment breakdown.
The first is that the radio terminal is well within its nominal design range but
the path loss incurred by either terrain masking or ground foliage or a combi-
nation of both is in excess of the capabilities of the set. This can be described
as obstacle limiting.

The second condition is that tactical deployment may have exceeded the
nominal design range of the set. This can be termed path length limiting.

The third factor contributing to failure is interference from from other
radio frequency sources. Although this contributes indirectly to failure, the
correlation between troop unit density, radio spectrum availability, and inter-
ference warrants its consideration as a significant parameter.

These then constitute the three fundamental propagation problems
occuring in the military application of VHF-FM voice tactical radio sets. The
differences, though subtle, seem to warrant serious attention to the manner of
solution ascribed to each, particularly in view of the most recent reports
regarding frequency spectrum congestion* and the role of VHF-FM tactical
radio sets in Viet Nam.

In an obstacle limiting condition the most useful solutions, in consonance
with tactical VHF radio, would be those which overcome the near-in path
reatrictions and reestablish reliable communications to only that tactical area
of immediate concern to the unit or units committed.

*"The Management and Use of Tactical Radio Frequencies in the
Republic of Viet Nam," Booz-Allen Applied Research, September 1966.
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In path length limiting situations, solutions should include the possible
integration with other forms of long distance communications such as platform
to platform UHF or ground to ground troposcatter.

The solutions to both are of equal concern to the tactical commander,
however, 2he imposition of easily attainable long range solutions upon a tactical
environment requiring only limited range enhancement largely negates the role
of VHF tactical radio and contributes to severe crowding of the 30-76 MHz

spectrum (see Figure 2-2).

2. 3. 3 Terrain Limiting Tactics and Resulting Communication Needs. When
assessing tactical communication needs, there are sufficient similarities
between jungle and mountain operations to state that communications support
adequate for one would be equnally responsivp to the other. Tactical operations
in both yield to the commitment of small and often isolated units operating
independently. Useful radio distances are often limited to less than one mile.
Tactical deployment, i. e., fire and maneuver, or movemnent is greatly
hindered and adjacent unit support is often not possible. Rapid employment
and the shifting of reserves is difficult. Although deliberate tactical maneu-
ver prevails, its prosecution will occur at a slower pace than conventional
open battlefield combat. Radio traffic would be minimum and used more as
an emergency means than to exercise continuous and rapidly changing control
over supporting maneuver elements. Typical net traffic would include the
call for and probable direction of close-in air support, medical evacuation,
and the reporting of imminent overrun or ambush. It seems reasonable,
therefore, that one or two reliable channels per company would provide ade-
quate means as opposed to the 6 to 8 channels normally employed in the com-

mnitment of an infantry rifle company in conventional conflict.

As an extenLsion of this hypothesis, it is not unlikely that several
companies could be performing entirely independent missions in areas ranging
from one to thirty iiles and the communications needs would increase corre-
pondingly. Precisely how many channels are required is not of great concern
so long as it is possible to effect a modular approach and enable the appropriate
command level to tailor the means to the needs. In order that such schemes be
compatible with existing frequency management practice, it is essential that
a reasonably accurate assessment of anticipated ground coverage be provided
the implementing command.

Once the uteans are available, a likely operational practice would be
to assign one or two channels to each company in the service area and one or
two channels to groups of these companies as alternate or emergency nets.
Additional channels would be assigned for the direction of air support, medical
evacuation, logistics and area command functions.

In unmanned stations, the channels could be altered on a prearranged
basis during platform downtime in accordance with standard operating instructions.

Assuming that airborne relay means can be provided to reestablish,
over limited distances, VHF-FM radio reliability through highly restrictive
paths, significantly more benefit can be derived from the VHF-FM spectrum
committed to short-range tactical communications. The same degree of
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freedom in frequency allocation normally afforded the lower tactical
echelons can be preserved and obviously more units can receive concurrent
support.

Other advantages to reduce geographic coverage are that it permits
local control in responding to the effects of enemy jamming. Locally initiated
action, such as changes to S. 0. I., more responsive channelizatiou, and the
use of alternate frequencies, would be permitted thus reducing the vulner-
ability of the relays.

2.3.4 Tactical Communications Extension Requirements. The ability to
quickly deploy troops over large distances to areas of enemy concentration
constitutes a major tactical advantage of the ARVN, U.S., and Free Wcrld
Forces in Viet Nam. By the use of helicopters well supported by artillery
and tactical air, commanders are able to achieve surprise and shock action.
Such actions can generally be described as airmobile operations. It places
long-range communications demands on existing VHF ground equipment and
is presently employing airborne relay to a limited extent. The command
elements in many airmobile tactical commitments utilize aerial command
posts operating between the staging area and the landing zones (LZ) where
helicopters discharge the troops into the combat area. Displacement dis -
tances vary considerably from 10 or 15 miles to 150 miles. Early operations
of this type were limited to the range of supporting artillery; however, recent
actions have provided for the airlift of artillery units thus permitting deeper
penetration.

The present command and control practice is to place the command-
ers and observers aloft and includes typically three to five command elements.
Radio nets are usually effected from this airborne command post to medical,
fire support, armed and troop lift helicopters as well as with the units com-
mftted on the ground. Communications to the staging area, which is the lon-
gest distance requirement, usually employs VHF/AM/SSB means. Generaily
the air-to-air and air-to-ground paths in the vicinity of ground fighting is VHF.
AnO-IE aircraft provides radio relay and performs forward observer and for-
ward air control activity.

These missions typify the need for long-distance communications
between the command elements of isolated fighting units and other supporting
arms. The isolated uvit may be as small as 20 to 30 men on a pLtrol mission
committed for periods oi several days, or it may be a brigade deployed into
a province for sustained operations over two to four week periods.

The following conditions emphasize the need for range enhancement
through such means as: air-to-air UHF, air-to-ground integration with long-
haul fixed-plant relays, or directive VHF means as opposed to nondirective
wide geographic coverage utilizing the VHF spectrum (30-76 MHz) (see
Figures 2-3 and 2-4).

12
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a. Limited 50 KHz channel resources estimated at 500 for
all U. S. and Free World tactical units in Viet Nam of
which approximately 120 are presently dedicated to relay
activity. :

b. Heavy reliance on portable VHF terminals for both short
and long-range conimunications.

c. Increased field actIvity directed at extending ranges oi
VHF tactical radi.o terminals.

d. Conflicting communication needs resulting from a sharply
contrasting terrain environment. The delta region suffers
from mutual interference problems while in areas imme-
diately to the north, radio paths can be restric.ed to
fractions of a mile because of the terrain and jungle envi-
ronment.

Table 2-1 illustrates the characteristics of communications equipment asso-
ciated with military operations in the Viet Nam area.

*"The Management and Use of Tactical Radio Frequencies in the
Republic of Viet Nam, Booz-Allen Applied Research, September, 1966.
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Table 2-i. Characteristics of Communication Equipment

Frequency Power
Nomenclature Type Range (M-z) Modulation (watts)

Village-Hamlet Radios

HT-1 R-T 30-40 AM 0.5
TR-5 R-T 30-40 AM 5
TR-10 R-T 3-12 AM 5
TR-20 R-T 30-40 AM 2.0
TR-35 R-T 2-9 AM 30

National Police Radios

FM-i R-T 152.8-162.0 FM I
FM-5 R-T 152.8-162.0 FM 5
Motran R-T 152.8-162.0 FM 30

Tactical Radios (Manpack)

AN/PRC-6 R-T 47-55.4 FM 0.25
AN/PRC-9 R-T 27-38.9 FM 1
AN/PRC-i0 R-T 38-54.9 FM i
AN/PRC-25 R-T 30-75.95 FM 1. 5-2.0
AN/PRC-28 R-T 30-42 FM I
AN/PRC-35 R-T 30-68.95 FM .. 4
AN/PRC-41t --

AN/PRC-47t R-T 2-12 SSB 100 PEP
AN/PRC-62 R-T 2-30 SSB Replaces

AN/GRC-9
AN/PRC-64 R-T z. 5-6.0 AM *

AN/PRC-65 R-T * , Paratroopers
and For-
ward Air
Controllers

AN/PRC-66 R-T * * Paratroopers
and For
ward Air
Controllers

AN/PRC-70§ R-T Z-76 CW, SSB 20
FM, AM

AN/PRC-74 R-T 2-12 SSB *

*Unknown at this writing
tBackpack version of AN/VRC-24
*75 lbs
§To be introduced in late 60s
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Table 2-1. Characteristics of Communication
Equipment (Continued)

Frequency Power
Nomenclature Type Range vIHz) Modulation (watts)

Tactical Radios (Not Manpack)

AN/GRC-5 R-T 27-38.9 FM 16
47-58.4 0.5

AN/GRC-6 R-T 27-38.9 FM 16
47-58.4 0.5

AN/GRC-9 R-T 2-12 AM CW-15, V-7

AN/GRC-26, A, B T 2-18 AM CW & FSK-400
and C R 0.5-32 V-300

AN/GRC-38 T 2.0-18 AM CW-400
R 0.54-54 V-300 -

AN/GRC-41 T 1. 5-20 AM V-450
R 0. 5-32 CW-450

AN/GRC-87 R-T 2.0-12 AM CW-15, V-7

AN/GRC-106 R-T 2.0-30 SSB 400 PEP,
CW-200

AN/GR.C-i09 T 3.0-22 CW 10-15
R 3.0-24

AN/GRC-125 R-T 30-76 FM 1.5 i
AN/VRC-9 R-T 27.0-38.9 FM 16

AN/VRC-10 R-T 38-54.9 FM 16

AN/VRC-12 R-T 30-76 FM 35
AN/VRC-47
AN!VRC-47 Variations of the VRC-12
AN! VRC-48
AN/VRC-49)

AN/VRC-24 Vehicular version of the PRC-25

AN/VRC-15 R-T 38-54.9 FM 16

AN/VRC-17 R-T 27-38.9 FM 16

AN/VRC-18 R-T 38-54.9 FM 16

AIT/VRC-34 R-T 2-12 AM CW-15, V-7

17
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Table 2-1. Characteristics of Communication
Equipment (Continued)

Frequency Power

Nomenclature Type Range (MHz) Modulation (watts)

Tactical Radios (Not Manpack)

AN/VRC-38 T 1. 5-20 AM 100
0. 5-32

AN/VRQ-2 R-T 27-38.9 FM 16

AN/VRQ-3 R-T 38-54.9 FM 16

SCR-193 R
BC-312 See Transmitters and Receivers below
BC-191

SCR-188 Same as SCR-193 except AC powered for fixed installations

Radio Relay Equipment

AN/TRC-i Radio relay 70-100 FM 40
set

AN/TRC-3 Radio relay 70-100 FM 40
tml

AN/TRC-4 Radio relay 70-100 FM 40
repeater

AN/TRC-24 Radio relay 50-upwards FM 50-120
set

AN/TRC-35 Radio relay 50-upwards FM 50-120
tml

AN/TRC-36 Radio relay 50-upwards FM 50-120
repeater

AN/TRC-29 Radio relay 1700-2400 FM 10
set

AN/TRC-38 Radio relay 1700-2400 FM 10
tml

AN/TRC-39 Radio relay 1700-2400 FM 10
repeater

Transmitters

BC-191 T 1.5-6.2 AM CW-75, V-40
BC-610 T 2-18 AM CW-300, V-400

18



Table 2-1. Characteristics of Communication
Equipment (Continued)

Frequency Power
Nomenclature Type Range_ MAHz) Modulation (watts)

Receivers

R-390/URR R 0.5-32 - -

R-388/URR R 0.5-30.5 - -

BC-312 R 1. 5-18 - -

BC-342 R 1. 5-18 - -

Aircraft Radios

AN/ARC-1 ±(-T 100-156 AM 6
AN/ARC-3 R-T 100-156 AM 8

AN/ARC-12 R-T 0.19-0.55 AM 2
116-148

AN/ARC-36 R-T 100-156 AM 8
AN/ARC-44 R-T 24-51.9 FM 6-8
AN/ARC-45 R-T 225-400 AM 2
AN/ARC-27/55 R-T 225-400 AM 9
AN/ARC-54 R-T 30-69.95 FM 010
AN/ARC-60 R-T 228-258 AM 0.5
AN/ARC-73 R-T 116-149.95 AM 20-25
AN/ARC-302A R-T 118-136 AM -
AN/ARC-302H R-T 118-136 AM -

Navy Radios

Transceivers

TCS-12 R-T 1.5-12 AM CW-5, V-45
"TCS-13 R-T 1. 5-12 AM CW-25, V-15
"TCS-14 R-T 1.5-12 AM CW-25, V-i5
TCS-15 R-T 1.5-12 AM CW-25, V-15
SCR-694 R-T 3.8-6.5 - CW-25, V-7 I

Transmitters if
TDE T 0.3-18.1 AM 100AI

TED T 225-400 AM 10

I
These tables were extracted from Table A-1 of "The Management and

Applied Research Inc.
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2. 3. 5 Geography and Its Effect on Military Tactics

2. 3.5. 1 Operations in the Central Highlands.

2. 3.5. 1. 1 General. The Central Highlands area constitutes almost 50 per-
cent of the South Viet Nam land mass. It is a rugged, mountainous area with
maximum elevat.on ranging from 4500 to 7000 feet in the vicinity of Dalat and
from 3000 to 8000 Leet in the area west of Quang Ngai. The area slopes
steeply down to the coastal plain on the east and more gradually on the western
plateau, resulting in a strong contrast between the short, swift, eastward
flowing streams with their steep-walled, narrow valleys and the more sluggish
westward-flowing streams with their broad flat valleys. All streams are
swollen and difficult to ford during the rainy season. Operations in this area
differ greatly from those in the Delta and coastal plains because of the differ-
ences in terrain, weather and population.

2. 3.5. 1.2 Terrain. Steep slopes, sharp crests and narrow vallcys
characterize the mountainous areas. Numerous razorback ridges run in all
directions and it is virtually impossible to follow them in any one direction
for more than a few hundred yards. The forested areas of the foot hills up to
3000 feet have an unbroken continuity of tall trees that form a dense, closed
canopy over the ground. The undergrowth is very thick, comprising an almost
impenetrable mr-ss of smaller trees less than 10 feet high, intermingled with

-thorny shrube ar.d vines, Most streams are bordered by high, steep rocky
banks and are generally swift with rapids and shallows common. Fording is
possible in many places except during the flash floods which occur during the
rainy season.

2. 3.5. 1. 3 Weather. In the highlands, the southwest monsoon season lasts
from May to October. During this period low clouds and ground fog limits
observation and seriously restrict aerial activity. Cloud ceilings are less
than 3000 feet about 80% of the time. Average monthly rainfall is approxi-
mately 13 inches. The average high temperature is 88 degrees with an aver-
age low of 55 degrees.

2. 3.5. 1. 4 Movement. The steep terrain and dense jungles reduce foot
mobility. Rate of march is usually from one-half to two kilometers per hour
with frequent rest stops. Experience shows that there is a tendency to over-
estimate the rate of advance of columns. The amount of rations and equip-
ment carried by the individual soldier must be carefully considered to prolong
his effectiveness.

Wheeled and track vehicles will be restricted to the existing
roads and trails. Bridges in this region are not capable of supporting heavy
loads.
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The limited number of suitable landing zones requires careful
and detailed reconnaissance in order to conduct heliborne operations. Open
areas are sometimes covered with stakes and tree stumps, which may pro-
hibit helicopter landings. The high altitude and small landing zones result
in a reduction of helicopter lift capability.

2. 3. 5. 1. 5 Combat Support Considerations

a. Artillery. Limited road nets or complete absence of roads
restricts movements of artillery. Suitable positions are difficult to find, and
sometimes clearing and leveling is necessary prior to positioning artillery
pieces by helicopter.

b. Air support. Dense jungle, low clouds and ground fog
restrict air support. The locations of friendly forward elements are fre-
quently difficult to determiiu, i roni the air, limiting the delivery of close
supporting fires. Units should plan the use of pyrotechnics, panels and other
devices to mark their forward positions.

2. 3.5. 2 Operations in Swampy and Liundated Areas. Operations in swampy
and inundated areas in Viet Nam are generally associated with the Mekong
Delta--that region of Viet Nam which lies south and west of the city of Saigon
and is laced with rivers, streams, and canals. However, some of these con-
ditions exist along the northern coastal plain in small delta areas. Rice
paddies comprise most of the Delta. Two other types of areas within the
Delta, the Plain of Reeds and the Mangrove Swamps, are treated separately
below.A

2.3.5.3 Rice Paddy Areas of the Delta

2. 3.5. 3. 1 General. The rice paddy land of the Delta is the most heavily
populated rural area in the Republic of Viet Nam; dwellings are found along
nearly every waterway. Streams, canals and rivers interlace this area;
trees and other vegetation along the waterways sometimes extend 300 meters
on each side. The land between the waterways is covered by rice paddies,
and during the rainy season these paddies are covered with water to a depth
of one foot or more. In the dry season these same rice paddies dry up and
crack open.

2.3.5. 3. 2 Movement.

a. Routes. There is an extensive network of rivers and canals
usable throughout the year, and generally capable of supporting craft as large
as landing craft, mechanized (LCM). River craft are cunfined to the major
canals and to the rivers. Overhead bridge clearance and depth of water at
high and low tide must be considered in planning use of river boats. Assault
boats can operate freely on minor canals only during high tide. Native
sarnpans operate at all times.
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b. Troops. Troops can maneuver in the paddies on foot the
year-round. Foot movement during the dry season averages three to four
kilometers per hour during the day and one and oue-half kiloineters per hour
at night. During the wet seasoiu foot movement may be sluwed by difficulties

in crossing canals; a combination of deep water and steep muddy banks may
result in insufficient traction Consideration of the tide is necessary, even
far inland, as high tide favors boat movement, while low tide favors wading
across canals in most search operations. Several large-scale operations
have f Ailed or have been aborted because the effects of the tide were not
consiejered.

c. Helicopters. Most rice paddies in both the wet and dry sea-
son are potential landing or loading zones.

d. Airborne. Airborne forces can be employed year-round
-with few limitations on the size of the force dropped. During the wet season
the water depth of the rice paddies should be considered when selecting drop
zones. If the situation requires it, drop zones can be successfully selected
immediately prior to the drop.

2. 3.5.4 Plains of Reeds Area of Delta

2.3.5.4. 1 General. The sparse population is scattered throughout the
small hamlets at canal or stream junctions and along the banks of these water-
ways. During the rainy season when the entire area is inundated, the people
live in elevated houses or in sampans. Even during the dry season, the area
is continuously covered with water varying from ankle to shoulder dep•th and

blanketed by reeds and grass one-harf to four and a half meters high. There
are trees scattered along the small number of canals and streams in the area.
During the dry season many parts of the area resemble the midwest prairies
from the air. In the wet aeason it looks like a sea or large lake.

2. 3.5.4.2 Movement

a. Routes. There are only Lwo major canals and a single road
cross the area. Inhabitants normally travei b7 boat and sampan, often
directly across flooded fields.

b. Troops. The average rate of travel cross-country by foot
in the dry season is 1. 5 kilometers per hour. During the wet season foot
travel seld-m exceeds one kilometer per hour and in many places is not
possible at all. Armored personnel carriers are most valuable in this area,
although frequent stops are necessary to cut the reeds and grass from the
tracks and drive sprockets. River force craft are limited to larger streams
and canals. They are sometimes used to carry troops to the general area of
operations but can seldom be utilized to support an assault operation.
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c. Helicopters. Helicopter landing zones in the Plain of Reeds
are limited. In the dry season, canal and river banks may be used for land-
ings, but in the rainy sea. -n troops must be loaded and unloaded from hov-
ering he'"copters. Care must be taken not to offload troops in water reaching
over their heads. Small boats can be lashed to the skids of helicopters and
used to disembark troops.

d. Airborne. Airborne troops can be employed effectively
throughout most of the area depending upon the depth of the water and the sea-
son of the year.

2, 3. 5. 4. 3 Combat or Fire Support. Moving artillery into position to sup-
port operations requires boat or helicopter transportation and usually com-
promises security. Heavy mortars and artillery which can be delivered by
helicopter still possess the disadvantage of limited range for the usually
large-area opnrations conducted in the Plain of Reeds. Naval guns can sup-
port operations within range of the Mekong River. Tactical air support and
armed helicopter support are most useful. Assault boats or sampans may be
used to carry heavier crew-served weapons and ammunition.

2. 3.5.5 Mangrove Swamp Area of Delta

2, 3.5.5. i General. Population is very sparse and is concentrated along
the shore line or at river and stream junctions. Most houses are built on
stilts because of the wide variations of the tides. Few people actually live in
the swamps. Trees, vines, exposed roots and dense undergrowth are marks
of the Mangrove Swamps. Swamp depths, depending on the tide, vary from
one meter of mud to one meter of mud covered by two meters of water. Tides
cause river current to reverse direction as the tide changes.

2. 3.5.5. 2 Movement

a. Routes. Thcre are no roadF in the Mangrove Swamps.
Boats traveling into the area during high tide can be stranded at low tide anc.
may have difficulty reaching shore. Sampans can enter the area from the sea
only during high tide. Although these conditions hamper tactical troop lanci-
ings. several successful landings have been made. LCM's and LCVP's can
get close to shore only by following river channels.

b. Troo Foot movement is very slow. The average rate
of foot movement is one kilometer per hour, and may be only a few hundred
meter. per hour. Armored personnel carriers can operate in only a few
parti of the Mangrove Swamps, generally around the edges. Sampans and
SSB's are limited to the few streams and are likely to be stranded at low tide.

c. Helicopters and Airborne. Helicopter and airborne forces
can be employed in mass only on the fringe areas of the Mangrove Swamps.
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2. 3.5. 5.3 Combat or Fire Support. The planning considerations for the use
of artillery, mortar and air support are similar to those necessary for oper-
ations in the Plain of Reeds. Naval gunfire can be used. Consideration should
be given to the use of assault boats or sampans to carry heavier crew-served
weapons and ammunition.

2. 3.6 2perational Considerations. Throughout most of the Delta the terrain
is such that small forces are employed to develop the situation, with mobile
reserves for commitment as required.

Most operations are aimed at encircling a suspected Viet Cong forcc
in a given general area. Often the lack of definite intelligence leads to the
selection of terrain objectives rather than Viet Cong locations as control mea-
sures. All forces must be quick to follow the Viet Cong, to keep pressure on
them if possible, in order to rapidly develop the situation and fix them in a
killing zone. Secondary forces are assigned blocking positions on both sides
of wooded canal lines leading into the suspected Viet Cong area. These forces
must be strong enough to withstand a Viet Cong breako-it atter '- particularly
at night. Maneuver elements usually advance along wooded ( lines, which
offer very limited frontagt. s (generally limited to platoon size U1i each bank of
the canal). For this reason it is often difficult to bring large forces to bear
on Viet Cong positions on both sides of the canals. The use of screening
smokes laid by aircraft or artillery may permit flanking movements through
the open rice fields.

2. 3.7 Frequency Management Considerations. In attempting to determine
small unit radio requirements hence platform loads and relay packages,
efforts to affix channel requirements to corresponding unit strength on the
basis of classical tactical net structures results in a large concentration of
channel frequencies in a relatively small area.

Consider Figure 2-1 which is typical of the frequencies found within
an infantry rifle company, Typ.cal distances between the internal elements of
command within a rifle company are likely to range from 0. 5 to 8 kilometers.
On the basis of typical company frontages, units displaced laterally along the
forward edge of a battle area would permit the reassignment of identical
blocks of frequencies in every secord or third company sector. Such is gen-
erally the care and is a distinct advantage in the application of V'HF tactical
radio sets on the small unit level (see Figure 2-5).

Figure 2-5 is an extension of the netting principle shown in Figure
2-1 as applied to an infantry brigade. For purposes of discussion and clarity,
only the FM voice nets occupying the 30-76 MHz spectrum are shown. Con-
sidering normal areas of battalion occupancy or approximately a rectangle
three miles wide and two miles deep, there would exist no less than 43 sepa-
rate nets utilizing 23 separate frequencies. If no frequency sharing were
permitted at the platoon and company levels, then 43 separate frequencies
would be required.
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Extrapolating these figures to a brigade comprised of three battalions

and assuming frequency sharing as a function of range attenuation as in the
first case above, then only one additional frequency would be required--the
battalion/company command net. If no sharing were permitted, 20 additional
frequencies or an aggregate of 63 would be required for a brigade made up of
three battalions.

Concentrations to this extent are permitted in routine operations
characterized by non-restrictive channel availability and terrain wherein
there exists no large scale efforts to extend the design range of radio equip-
ment.

Spurious signal or "on-site" interference does occur in such situa-
tions with the manpack and vehicular equipments when command elements
employing these sets are co-located no more than several yards apart. This
frequently happens and is reported to be a problem in Viet Nam. Frequency
selection in accordance with the interference charts that accompany the radio
sets' appropriate TM would help alleviate this problem to some extent; how-
ever, the geographically random location likely with tactical sets and the
limited channel availability estimated at 460 (30-70 MHz) does not permit ex-
clusive interference-free geographical assignments. In view of the large num-
ber of users and limited availability of channels, optimization of channel
assignment appears to be the only means by which interference can be reduced.
As is often the case, however, time and a constantly changing tactical environ-
ment doe? not permit a statistical and probabilistic approach to these assign-
ments at the small unit command levels.

Far site or co-channel interference resulting from the increased use
of airborne command posts and airborne radio relay has been described- as a
second area of concern to Viet Nam frequency coordinators. It is being used
principally by the U.S. and Free World Forces as opposed to the Vietnamese.
Relay support often takes the form of merely relaying a command message
between two ground units experiencing difficulty.

There are also difficulties arising from the increased reception of
numerous ground terminals by airborne receivers. Units have reported that
large portions of a corps area appear on airborne command nets. The pres-
ent means to combat the problem appears to be exclusive frequency assign-
ment (FM-VHF) from airborne command posts to battalion level units.

The preceeding illustrates the need for judicious application of relay
schemes into the present communications structure in Viet Nam.

*"The Management and Use of Tactical Radio Frequencies in the

Republic of Viet Nam," Booz-Allen ApplieC Research, September, 1966.
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The limiting constraints and considerations inclode:

a. Tactical FM frequencies (VIHF) are reported to be
allocated in the following manner:,:-

Vietnamese

1. Z7. 0-54. 9 MHz or 270 channels of 100 KHz spacing.
The Vietnamese are not presently using equipment
with 50 KHz channel spacing.

U.S. and Free World Forces

1. 20-26.9 MHz or 138 channels of 50 KHz spacing.
This band is used principally by armored units.

2. 55-75. 95 MNHz or 418 channels of 50 KHz spacing.
Approximately 120 of these channels (69. 9-75.9
MHz) are committed to radio relay transmiscion
(airborne or other means). I

3. 84 additional channels between 27. 0-54, 9 MHz have - -
been obtained from the Vietnamese spectrum and

are allocated by the Military Assistance Command--
Viet Nam (MAC-V).

b. Strict regard for platform height and power output to
limit interference with allocation schemes based upon
range limitation.

c. Maximum selectivity in the airborne receivers employed
in retransmission systems.

I
j

*"The Management and Use of Tactical Radio Frequencies in the

Republic of Viet Nam, Booz-Allen Applied Research, September, 1966.
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Table 2-2.* Number of Frequencies (30-70 MHz) Assigned
Within the Four Corps Areas of Viet Nam
(Maximum Power Not to Exceed 25 Watts)

MHz I I III IV Total

30- 31 2 2 2 2 8
31 - 32 11 11 11 11 44
32- 33 23 23 23 23 92
33- 34 9 8 8 8 33

34 - 35 15 11 12 11 49
35 - 36 15 7 11 14 47
36 - 37 4 4 8 13 29
37 - 38 17 17 19 23 76
38 - 39 33 19 19 19 90
39 - 40 36 17 24 22 99
40 - 41 26 1 11 8 46
41 - 42 13 2 10 4 29
42 - 43 20 2 7 6 35
43 - 44 26 2 11 9 48
44 - 45 25 1 12 7 45
45 - 46 20 3 12 I 46

46 - 47 17 4 14 9 44
47 - 48 18 12 8 - 38
48 - 49 15 9 6 - 30
49 - 50 13 - 5 - 18
50 - 51 16 2 6 - 24
51 - 52 16 9 6 - 31
52 - 53 11 10 6 27
53 - 54 11 10 6 27
54 - 55 7 10 4 - 21
55 - 56 11 - 3 3 17
56 - 57 5 1 1 4 11
57 - 58 8 1 1 5 15
58 - 59 5 1 1 5 12
59 - 60 - - - 4 4
60-61 - - - 3 3
61 - 62 1 -1 4 7
62 - 63 1 1 1 5 8
63 - 64 - - - 1 1
64 - 65 1 1 1 1 4
65 - 66 -. . . 0
66 - 67 1 -1 -1 4
67 - 68 1 - - - 1
68-69 2 - - 2 4
69 - 70 -. . . 0

*"The Management and Use of Tactical Radio Frequencies in the

Republic of Viet Nam (Extracts from Military Assistance Command--Viet Nam
J-6 Records). ,i Booz-Allen Applied Research, September, 1966.
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This table reflects typical MAC-V assignments of the channels within
the four corps areas.

It is assumed that the assignments in the 30-54. 9 MHz region were
made using only the 84 channels obtained from the Republic of Viet Nam
Armed Forces and clearly illustrates frequency duplication or sharing on a
non-interfering basis within each corps area.

2.3.8 Conclusions and Recommendations. Combat operations in Viet Nam
and indeed elsewhere are complex and to a large extent unpredictable. The
development of system concepts to support such activity must exhibit a corn-
patability with the existing equipment technique and doctrine. Once the means
are provided, the application rests with tactical commanders.

The recommendations contained herein reflect an assessment, within
the limits of security, of the present situation regard ng the application of
VHF tactical radio means in Viet Nam. They are inte ided to allow a broad
appraisal of capabilities and means in tne pursuit of realistic applications
with potential benefit to a wide range of tactical activity.

2. 3.8. 1 Short-Range Support )f the Lower Tactical Echelons I
a. Provide the means whereby tactical commanders at

battalion level can effect relay support of limited
channel capability within his area of tactical influence
to include consideration for the modular assembly of
from 2 to 8 channels with effective ground coverage
not to exceed 75 miles.

b. Simultaneous compatibility with AN/PRC-25 and
AN/VRC- 12 transceivers (output power difference).

c. Ground coverages considerably less than 7K' miles
would prove a distinct advantage. Increased effec-
tiveness would result if the equipment were equally
responsive in both manned or unmanned platforms.
Manned platforms should consider the inclusion of

command subscriber elements.

2.3.8. 2 I, I1, and IV Corps Areas

a. Provide the means whereby support can originate
within a corps area of influence. This should include
consideration for configurations of 12, 24, and 48
channels compatible with existing VHF FM ground
radio terminals.
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b. Ground covereages not exceeding 100 miles should te
considered. With the exception of the II Corps area
ground coveragcs of this magnitude would approximate
each corps commander's area of command jurisdiction.

2.3.8.3 It C-rps Area

a. Provide the means whereby support can originate
within the II Corps area of influence. This should
inclh.de consideration for configurations of 12, 24,
and 48 charnels as in paragraph 2. 3. 8. 2, with ground
coverages up to 250 miles. As discussed earlier,
long-range means should include consideration by
other than VHF means once the ground interfaces
with VHF terminals are established.

2.3.8.4 Distress or Warning Nets

a. Consideration towards providing continuous 24-hour
coverage of 2 to 12 channels with effective ground
coverage of at least 300 miles. In accordance with
present frequency plans in effect in Viet Nam, con-
sideration should be directed at spectrum character-
istics in the 70-76 MHz region.
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SECTION 3

RELAY SYSTEMS

3. 1 RELAY ANALYSIS AND SELECTION

3. 1. 1 Objectives and Requirements

This section of the report pertains to the investigation and study
effort to date that was performed to determine the characteristics and para-
meters required of the relay package to be carried by selected platforms.

The relay study task was gr.'ytp into sub-t.sks as follows:

a. Propagation Path Loss
b. Relay System Identification and Tabulation
c. Parametric Evaluation of Selected Equipments
d. Recommendations for Relay Systems

3.1.1.1. Propagation Path Loss. The objective of this study arp. is to
formulate a mathematical model of ground-to-air radio pro'•.gation which mny
be used to define relay coverage area and radio 2'quipment spece'~cations.
This model is to be programmed for a digital computer, and p tr imetric curves
for path loss for representative terrain and foliage are to be Drepared for use
in analyzing the selected relay configurations. Required cnd p<'iutts are the
programmable propagation models and path loss analyses.

3. 1. 1. 2 Relay System Identification and Tabulation. Relay systems com-
patible with existing or proposed Field Army ground terminals meeting the
requirements for relaying up to 48 voice channels will be ý lentified and their
performance tabulated. Later study will encompass advai,,.ed relay ;ystems
with automatic switching and retransmission using RADA techniques.

3. 1.1. 3 Parametric Evaluation of Selected Equipments. The relative per-
formance of the equipment selectea for relay use in the previous task will be
evaluated based on communications system requirements.

3. 1. 1.4 Recommendations for Relay Systems. Using the results of the
previous task, a family of relay systems corresponding to the -equirerments
previously generated will be recommended. In the event thiat no existing
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system can be recommended for a particular requirement, recommendations

for hardware development will be made. If more than one equipment is avail-
able for a particular requirement, data will be furnished for use in a cost-
effectiveness comparison. Trade-off studies as required to support the above
recommendations will be performed.

3. t. 2 Study Re.ults. The paragraphs which follow describe briefly the
results of the relay study effort at the present time.

3. t. 2. 1 Propagation Path Loss. An idealized mathematical model of
jungle foliage effects has been combined with experimentally determined
jungle electrical parameters, and power safety margin requirements have

been determined by the use of experimental path loss deviation from loss
predictions based on the idealized model.

Parametric curveu of ground-to-air path loss have been prepared
for various vaives of jungle physical and electrical characteristics. Vari -

ability data have been used to estimate margin requirements. The path loss
predictions 'and variability data have been combined to predict the service

range of particular. repeater configurations. Paragraph 3. 5 of this report pre-
tents the path loss analysis and resulting parametric curves for representative

b..ts of parameters.

3. 1. 2.2 Relay System Identification and Tabulation. The characteristics

of military and commercial radio equipment potentially capable of serving as
high altitude relay components have been examined and tabulated. Para-
graphs 3. 4. 2 and 3. 4. 3 of this report contain tabulations and review of single-

channel relay system candidates, and paragraph 3. 6. 3 contains tabulations
and review of multichannel relay candidates.

3. 1. 2.3 Parametric Evaluation of Selected Equipments. In reviewing the
tabulated data on existing radio equipment, a limited number of suitable

•quipments has been found. The results of this selection of prime candidate
systems are presented in paragrapha 3.-4. 2, 3. 4. 3 and 3. 6. 3.

3. 1. 2.4 Recommendations for Relay Systems. In the review of candidate
systems for the relay functions, no -ompletely satisfactory systems have been

Iecated for the channel capacity, range, ground equipment, and platform com-
patibility requirements. Several configurationii combining existing and readily
developed equipment have been recommended as the best solutions to the relay
problem for the initial and interim time frames. Studies iul particular areas

of repeater compatibility, reported in paragraphs 3. 3 and 3. 4. 5 have pro-

vided guidelines for recommendations for the long-range tirae frame.

3. 1. 3 Plans for Further Study. Several areas of the relay study program
remain to be completed. It in evident that many of the specific areas
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investigated will not be definitely resolved within the scope of the present
program, and preliminary recommendations for expansion or extension of
some study efforts will be made in paragraph 3. 1. 4.

3. 1. 3. 1 Propagation Path Loss. It is anticipated that data from the
Stanford Research Institute's airborne Xeledop path-loss measurements in
Thailand will be analyred in the next few weeks and the results made avail-
able. Comparison with the preliminary variability data will indicate the
revisions of margin allowancos which will be required. Additional parametric
curves of path loss will be prepared for the revised estimates of jungle foliage
permittivity noted in paragraph 3. 5. 2. 7.

3. 1. 3. 2 Relay System Identification and Tabulation. This study effort is
substantially completed for conventional modulation systems. Some additions
to the tabulated data may be made in the next few months, particularly in the
multichannel relay area. Preliminary work has begun in the RADA study
area, and review of RADA documents and exploration of potential RADA-HARR
interfaces will proceed in the following months. A limited review of passive
and semi-active repeaters will continue.

3.1. 3. 3 Parametric Evaluation of Selected Equipments. This study effort I
is substantially complete, although further candidates may be introduced and
additional output data requested for platform and overall system trade-off I
analyses.

3.1. 3.4 Recommendations for Relay Systems. This task includes the major .
unfinished items, particularly developing in further detail the recommended
configurations of repeaters for the initial time frame. Further cost-
effectiveness input data and platform interface data must be generated. A
major area requiring further definition is that of antenna systems for relay
platforms. J

3.1.4 Action Recommended. Preliminary recommendations may be made
for the initial time frame relay systems and for specific work items beyond
the scope of the present contract.

3.1.4.1 Recommended Relay Systems. In the following paragraphs, we
are basirg oi:r recommendations on technical considerations only, Whether
these preliminary conclusions will be borne out by cost-effectiveness studies
renains to be determin2d.

3. 1.4.1 . 1 FM Network Relay. In view of the interface problems which
accompany F 1 - F1 repeater operation, we feel that use of F 1 - F 2 relaying
is the only immediately available method with an appreciable chance of suc-
cess. The 6- or 12- channel repeater system would be assembled using AN/
PRC-25 transceivers in the conventional relay configuration, with outboard
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preselector and diplexing filters, hybrid summation of PRC-25 transmitter
output, and a manual patch panel for supervisory conitrol. Augmentation of
pack-sets with AN/PRR-9 receivers will be necessary in areas where re-
peaters are deployed.

3. 1. 4. 1. 2 Multichannel Relay. The severe physical interface problems at
the relay platform suggest that the use of the AN/ARC-89(V) airborne relay
equipment is the best interim solution to the relaying problem, providing 12
four-wire full duplex channels per equIpment set.

3. 1.4.2 .Recornr,..ended Study Items

3. 1.4. 2. 1 Common Frequency Repeater. Continuation of evaluation of
F1 - F1 repeaters is recommended, with attention to multipath interference,
low-speed switching, and compatibility with pack-set receivers.

3. 1. 4.2.2 Diversity. Experimental evaluation of space, frequency, and
polarization diversity in 4ir-to-ground configni ation and jungle environments
is recommended with the reduction of margin allowances as an objective.
This may be particularly significant f)r multichannel relay systems carrying
digital modulation formats.
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3,2 RELAY REQUIREMENTS

3. 2. 1 Ground Terminal Compatibility. For each of the time frames for
relay implementation, various constraints on relay design are applicable.
The following paragraphs discuss the problem of compatibility with single-
channel tactical radio equipment as it affects both the relay and the pack-set
or vehicular radio equipment. More specific details of the compatibility of
relay design with FM VHF radio equipment are contained in paragraph 3. 4. 6.
The multichannel tactical relay problem is addressed in paragraph 3. 6.

3.2. 1. 1 Initial Time Frame. For the initial time frame, it is necessary
that the relay be compatible with tactical radio sets now in operation. This
implies comnpatibility with FM net operation in the 30 to 76 MHz frequency
range, with 50 KHz channel spacing, 10 KHz deviation, and 0,3-3 KHz audio
bandwidth. Push-to-talk operation is used, with no provision for automatic
break-in. While the AN/PRC-25 is the contemporary equipment in general
use, several earlier and later sets are generally compatible except for more
limited tuning ranges and/or 100 KHz channel spacing. These sets are
characterized by low power and electrically short omnidirectional whip
antennas in the man-pack configuration. In fixed stations or vehicular
operation, higher power and higher antenna gain may be employed.

Beyond the limitations due to the electrical capabilities of radio
sets in the. 30-76 MHz frequency range, the problems of frequency availability
in this range sever.ely restrict the operating frequency choice. In general,
the band will be shared with friendly and opposing military or para-military
services using similar equipment and with a variety of civil and military
communications services. Interference both from and to these competing
,ervicee in the 30-76 MHz band restricts the frequency assignment flexibility

in a given theater of operations, but requires an ability to change the opera-
ting frequency for compatibility with other theaters.

3.2. 1.2 Interim Time Frame. For the interim time frame, it is to be
anticipate-l that the present inventory of equipment will remain in service
with some phasing-out of older pack-set equipment (e.g. the AN/PRC-10).
New equipment inclu.ding the AN/PRC-77, AN/ARC-1I4, etc. will be placed
in operation, generally improving the effectiveness of tactical communications,
without changing its philosophy. Modification of existing tactical sets is not
desired. In the worst case, only very limited modification of existing tactical
radio sets for relay compa',.'bility could be contemplated, for example,
provision for squeltlh disaoie or time constant modification, signaling tones
for relay activation, or issirng supplementary receivers (e.g., the AN/PRR-9)
for frequency translatcr c'- npatibility.

3.2.1.3 Long-Range Tirc. Frame. In the long-:ange time frame, it is
possible that digital modulation modes will be provided as an alternative to

the FM analog mode, for di0,ital data entry, and eventual message ,,
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routing control. Relay equipment for this time frame must therefore be
compatible with both the digital modulation formats and the conventional FM
mode. In this time frame it is feasible to plan tactical radio requipment for
compatibility with relay systems, if this study program indicates the value
of such redesign. In the area, one might envision synchronous common-
frequency (F1-Fl) operation or offset receive-transmit tuning for frequency
translator compatibility.

The development of transceivers equipped for UHF operation
(e. g., the AN/PRC-72) may provide a means of moving relay operation out
of the already crowded 30-76 MHz band, while maintaining a degree of
compatibility with FM net operations in this band. The use of UHF in a
jungle environment may necessitate very high altitude platforms, and may
require use of portable directive antennas.

3.2. 2 Rela Performance Requirements. Requirements for relay perfor-
mance include range unde various terrain constraints, channel capacity,
multiple access, and channel quality.

3.2. 2. 1 Range Requirements. The basis for the range requirements for
various relay configurations was established in Section 2 of this report. The
constraints implied by ter-aiin, propagation through jungle foliage, and
platform performance have been combined with these requirements to some
extent. It ic anticipated that mutually compatible relay configurations will
be established in the next few weeks. Path loss computations indicate that
the range obje-tives of Section 2 may be met with reasonable reliability in
jungle covered terrain even with the PRC-25 output power limitations.

The propagation studies undertaken thus far have dealt with
smooth-earth terrain, except for approximate evaluation of required platform
heights in mountainous terrain as noted in Section 4 of this report. Further
attention to the mountainous terrain problem is planned for the followi ng
months,

3.2. 2. 2 Channel Capacity. Channel capacity requirements based on the
probable number of FM nets in a nominal relay service area were described
in Section 2 for various relay applications. An alternative interpretation of
channel capacity requirements is currently under discussion between the
team members.

Previously, we assumed that if a repeater were available it
would be used to improve performance of all FM nets in the service area.
This establishes requirements for largo numbers of channels, with resulting
frequency allocation and interference problems, and complicates the physical
and fiscal aspects of the repeater platform.
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There is also the consideration that if troops are regularly
deployed over distances such that they must depend on the repeater for
ordinary communication, then the repeater reliability becomes a critical
aspect of system design, particularly in regard to maintaining platforms
on station during unfavorable weather conditions.

It is appareut that not all of the FM networks will need repeater

augmentation. It is only when an occasional detachment becomes too far
separated or enters foliage too dt ise for satisfactory comnmunication that
the repeater is required.

As an extension of this argument, it is unlikely that all of the
FM nets in the repeater service area would need augmentation simultaneously.

Therefore, there can be somne sharing of backup channels and repeater
subsystems at the platform.

Since the use of the net with the emergency-only philosophy is
based on repeater operation only when direct communications fail, it is
presumed that a relatively small number o repeater channels would be
required. The exact number is probably nvt too critical.. As an example,
the activity factor for a net is substantially less than 50% (5 "subscribers"
each with 5% activity factors result in a net activity factor of 22. 6%) and the
probability of an unsatisfactory link in the net is probably less than 10%, so
the probability of a particular FM net needing the repeater would be less
than 5%. '

If a single r, 5% probability of needing the repeater, we
may then compute from binomial or Poisson distributions the number of I
repeater channels required to accommodate the requirements of N nets for
a particular fraction of the time. If this fraction (the probability of instan-
taneous availability of a repeater channel) is 95%, then for N = 10 three
repeater channels would be required*, four for N = 20, five for N = 50, and
eight for N = 100. This is plotted in Figure 3.2-1. I

The preceding argument has not included the delay in establishing
circuits in computing the necessary number of channels. If the delay in
completing circuits is comparable to the average message length, the fraction
of useful time on a given channel will be reduced. This point will be explored
further.

There may be some correlation in the usage of a runb.er of
separate FM nets, as military operations (on either side) may be synchronized
in a number of areas so the required number of channels may be larger

*i

From a table of the cumulative terms of the binomial distribution
(N =10, 20) or the cumulative PoissoA distribution (N>Z0).
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than indicated above. The consequence of not having enough channels is that

low priority calls may be delayed, but this is a relatively minor problem in

comparison with a subscriber's having no communications at all.

3, Z.2. 3 Multiple Access. A basic requirement is that the repeater be
available either full-time or on short notice to the net requiring its service.
Since the cost of the repeater platform is less per channel hour if it may

carry a number of repeater channels, it is expected that a number of nets
will be provided with repeater service by a single platform. As indicated
in paragraph 3. 2. 2. 2 above, the number of repeater channels may actually
be somewhat less than the number of nets served.

There is a choice of autonomous control of the repeater or
supervised control. Autonomous control of access is compatible with

unattended platforms, such as drones or balloons, but may require modi-
fication or augmentation of pack-sets to provide control functions. Other-
wise, separate relay channels may be required for each network in the
service area. Attended control requires a repeater orderwire channel, on
which the subscriber needing repeater service would call the operator to
request augmentation of his net. Attended control is applicable to either

common frequency or frequency -translating repeater systems.

3. 2. 2. 4 Channel Quality. For the three time frames under consideration,
the basic channel quality requirement is that of intelligibility. The long-term
time frame will also require suitable digital error rates ind distributions.

A number of factors enter into the determination of the intelligibility
for a repeater-equipped link, some of which are only partially predictable.

a. Background noise at speaker's and listener's locations.

b. Effect of band-limiting, clipping, and handset response
in transceivers,

c. Internal and external noise at repeater and ground
receiver.

d. Interference or jamrming at platform and at ground
receiver.

c. Repeater intermodulation in amplifiers common to
multiple-access channels.

f. Effects of repeater switching in F F mode, including
interaction with squelch.
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g. Fading due to motion of platform through spatial signal
irregultarities due to jungle inhomogeneity.

h. Fading due to atmospheric effects.

i. Fading due to repeater antenna pattern irregularities,
including pattern modulation by rctor blade interaction.

j. Rotor blade modulation interaction with receiver
squelch and agc.

Clearly, we are not Lble to Fredict the net .- fect of all of these
terms, as only a few of them relate to channel distuxz._-ices which produce
predictable and repeatable effects on intelligibility. Thermal noise,
paragraph 3. 5, and squelch interaction and repeater switching are considered
in paragraph 3. 4. 6. Repeater intermodulation has been considered briefly.
The progress in estimating repeater loading in terms of the distribution of
differences of signa; levels is described in paragraph 3. 5. 3. 3. No attention
has bee.a given to rotor blade modulation of helicopter antenna patterns, but
this will be included in the development of recommendations for platform
antennas in the followýag months.

The channel intelligibility is also related to the time allowed for
transmitting a message, since the speaker may add redundancy to the

-message by repeating himself, and verification of the message may be
exchanged with the listener, To avoid the necessity of defining a message
delay criterion, we have simply used a 10 db signal-to-noise-plus-distortion
ratio in a 3 KHz bandwidth as a criterion for minimum satisfactory service.
It is noted, of course, that the time-varying nature of the signal, noise, and
interference as detailed above maF produce a degradation of intelligibility
comparable to that introduced by thermal noise and distortion.
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3.3 PLATFORM-RELAYINTERFACES

3.3.1 Introductic-,. There are a number of areas in which the relay and the

platform designs interface. One of the output products from the relay study
program is the information necessary to perform platform selection and opti-

mization. Trils information relates to the platform's location, and the resulting

effects on system performance, to the physical and electrical characteristics
of candidate repeater equipment configurations, and to the costs associated with
repeater alternatives.

The following paragraphs dciscribe some of the physical, environ-

mental, operational and maintenance considerations pertaining to the platform-
relay interfaces.

3.3. 2 Altitude. From the standpoint of the relay designer, the platform alti-
tude necessary for satisfactory operation of the high altitude radio relay is de-

termined by the required service area, reliability, and interference generation
and vulnerability. The example which follows assumes tC at the three-foot ver-

tical whip antenna (-, /4 at 76 MHz) is used with AN/PRC-25 pack set trans-

ceivers located in the jungle. The PRC-25 output power is assumed to be 1 watt

at 76 MI-z. The PRC-25 is further assumed to provide useful communication
capability with a carrier input level of -113 dbm. The pattern and correspond-
ing gain of the X /4 whip antenna supported above ground is assumed to resemble

a half-wave center-fed vertical dipole 1. 5 meters above the ground surface.
The repeater is electrically similar to the PRC-25, and again has a half-wave
vertical dipole antenna pattern.

Computation of the median path loss and margin requirements from

the relay platform to a point in the jungle is detailed in paragraph 3. 5 of this

report. For a 90% probability of a satisfactory circuit, a power margin of 9. 5
db must be provided on both the uplink and the downlink. Combining this figure
with the PRC-25 parameters above, a median path loss of 133. 5 db will provide

a 90% probability of usable service.

The required platform altitude may then be obtained from Figure 3. 5-35
for values of required ground distance. One of the service requirements defined

in Section 2 called for a 100-mile range. Interpreting this as the diameter of a
circular service area, a ground range of 50 miles (80. 5 kin) is required. From

Figure 3. 5-35, this rarge may be realized for platform altitudes from 0.6 to

over 100 km (2000 to 320, 000 feet). For the maximum range requirement of

300 miles (taken as a ground range of 150 miles from transceiving to repeater),
an altitude of greater tnan 9 km (29. 500 feet) is required.

The curves o€ rigure 3. 5-35 indicate that above a minimum usable

altitude the repeater performance continues to improve in the useful range of

platform aititudes, Interference and jamming vulnerability demand, however,

that a minirr.um altitude consonant with range, obstacle clearance, and platform
safety and performance be used.
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3.3. 3 Horizontal Motion. An idea of the effect of horizontal motion on relay
operation may be obtained by estimating the changes in range for an allowable
path loss variation of *3 db. This path losF change will include, in general, a
free space component and a component due to change in foliage attenuation as
a result of changed penetration angle; in an extreme case, the change in ground
distance may even put the up or down-link beyond line of sight. Hence, the
allowable variation in repeater location will be strongly dependent upon the
total range being utilized and the repeater height. For any specific case,
numerical results may be readily scaled from the appropriate curves of add-
ing (in terms of contributed noise power) the loss difference terms contributed
by the two paths.

For the special case where the repeater platform is between the
ground transceivers and two paths from ground-to-air and air-to-ground Are
asout equal, the changes in free-space attenuation for one path will nearly
cancel the changes in free-.space attenuation for the other path. Therefore,
for paths not too near the radio horizon relatively large changes in radial dis-
tance may be made with little effect on repeater performance. If the changes
in range are roughly proportional to the median range, so that angular varia-
tions remain fairly constant, the attenuation changes will also remain about
the same.

If operation outside of the above limits is desired, the change in atten-
uation may be determined from Figure 3. 5-26 by using the slant ranges from
the ground station to the relay vehicle positions to determine the attenuation
change.

3.3.4 Platform-to-Platform Relay. The three-path relay system, from
ground-to-air to air-to-ground, may be useful in some circumstances, espe-
cially mountainous terrain. The range may be extended without the use of an
extremely high repeater altitude if two airborne repeaters are used. Major
disadvantages, operationally, of the two-repeater paths are the requirement for
additional frequencies and for an additional platform. The interference range
for both of the repeater transmitting frequencies is also quite large, but the
interference range would be much greater at the transmitting frequency of a
single repeater at the extremely high altitude that woula be necessary for the
same ground range and at the same elevation angles at the ground terminals.
The initial cost of the second platform (with equipment) and the operating costs
are serious disadvantages.

There would be little advantage in using two airborne relays for a
ground-to-air-to-air-to-ground path in a jungle environment. The ground
elevation angle required for satisfactory clearance of the jungle canopy is
only from Zo to 10 0 so that adequate range could be obtained from a single air-
borne relay at moderate relay platform altitudea.
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The payload differences are dependent on the necessary relay plat-
form altitude and not as much a function of the number of links in the relay
path. The length of the separate links will be reduced to some extent by using
two airborne relays but the payload weight would change very little with a
moderate change in the power of the transmitter. It would be more efficient to
use a single airborne platform over a somewhat larger path. The required
increase in transmitter power would increase the weight of the payload no more
than 10 or I5%, including the requirement for an increase in primary power.

3. 3. 5 Costs. The costs for several alternative six-channel relay systems
have been worked out and include the original equipment cost, the cost of 1076
spares, and the maintenance cost per year. The calibration cost should be
negligible and is not included and the cost of primary power is also not included
since it will probably be supplied by the aircraft power supply or by engine-
driven auxiliary generators on the manned aircraft. The cost figures for the
first year are as follows:

AN/PRC-25 $ 9,888 (Production)
"AN/ARC-I 14 $28, 368 (Development)

Single-channel repeaters are not considered economically feasible for
the general situation, since the capabilities of the airborne platform, which is
more expensive than the relay equipment, are not well utilized, and normally
considerably more than one channel is required, operationally, in a given ser-
vice area.

If the platform is lost, the dollar cost is as given above for the
repeater equipment. The maintenance cost may be subtracted from the total
dollar cost since this cost is associated only with the operation of the relay
equipment. The cost of the platform is normally much greater than the above
equipment costs.

The "battlefield" cost of the loss of the relay may be very high if it
results in the complete loss of communications for a tactical unit. For exam-
ple, if this loss of comnmunications were to result in the failure to warn the
unit of an enemy ambush, the loss of the relay could result in the loss of the
entire tactical unit (especially if this tactical unit is unable to obtain timely
reinforcements due to loss of communications).

3. 3. 6 Physical Characteristics

3. 3. 6.1 Weight. The total weight of a multiple repeater "package" of
AN/PRC-25 transceivers for six cihannels is given in Table 3.4-i as 163
pounds. To this we must add the weight of mountings, housings, connecting
wiring, etc.. An additional 20%, or 32 pounds, should be adequate to cover
these items, making a total of 195 pounds.

A 12-channel "package" of 24 AN/PRC-25 transceivers would then
weigh about 390 pounds.
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The weight of a multiple repeater "package" made up of 12 AN/ARC-
t14 transceivers, for 6 channels, is shown in Table 3.4-2 of relay equip-
nmient types as 96 pounds. An additional 20% for mountings, housings, con-
necting wiring, etc., would add 19.2 pounds to make a total weight of It5.2
pounds. The weight for a 12-channel "package" of 24 AN/ARC-114 trans-
ceivers would be twice as great or 230.4 pounds.

The use of a broadband translator (Table 3.4-1) with a power ampli-
fier, similar in size to the AM-4306, would result in a very lightweight piece
of equipment. The two units would only add up to 6. 25 pounds, but added
mountings, housings, wiring, etc., of about 5 pounds would add up to 11.25
pounds. All these weight figures are exclusive of the primary power supply,
which could be supplied by the vehicle. The broadband translator is not an
inventory item and must be developed.

Another alternative system, that is listed with the multi-channel
relay equipment type, makes use of a set of six AN/ARC-114's with• six
R-1297 ( )-/ARC receivers. This system is limited operationally to receiv-
ing on one single frequency and transmitting on a second frequency (F -F 2 )1 Z"
As a result, the system is not completely compatible with the normal ground
station; and either two separate transceivers or one transceiver with an addi-
tional receiver must be used at each ground station. There is a weight and
cost advantage for the airborne relay alone, but the requirement for additional
equipment at each ground station makes the overall system cost much greater.
The weight of the six channel system, described above, is 60 pnunds. An
additional 20% for mountings, housings, wiring, etc. , would add 12 pounds,
making the total weight equal to 72 pounds. If a 12-channel system is desired,
the weight would then be doubled to 144 pounds.

3. 3. 6. 2 Volume. The volume required for some of the more promising
relay "packages" of 6 and 12 channels is as follows:

First, the six channel "package" made up of 12 AN/PRC-25 trans-
ceivers requires about 3.4 cubic feet of volume. Another 100% should be added
for housings, shock mountings, etc. , or another 3.4 cubic feet, making a total
volume of about 6. 8 cubic feet. The overall dimensions of each AN/PRC-25
transceiver are 11-1/2" x 4-1/16" x 10-7/16". One practical arrangement
would be to group three transceivers together, stacked on top of each other,
with two groupi of three on one side of the aircraft cabin and the two other
groups of three on the opposite side of the cabin. The probable dimensions of
the group would be 18-3/4" hijh by 12" deep by 12" wide. This would repre-
sent a volume of 2700 cubic inches or 1.56 cubic feet. The total volume would
then be about 6. 25 cubic feet for these four stacks of three units. If the units
are stacked up in piles of two instead of three, there would be less heat build-
up and the units would run cooler. This might avoid the use of forced air ven-
tilation systemi for cooling.
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The systems, or "packages, " made up of AN/PRC-77's would

require the same volume as those for the AN/PRC-25's, since each individual
AN/PRC-77 has the same dimensions as each AN/PRC-25.

The system "package," made up of 42 AN/ARC-I14's would
require 0. 9 cubic feet of volume for the transceivers. An additional 400% of
volume should be added for housings, shock mountings, etc., or another 0. 9
cubic foot, making a total of 1.8 cubic feet. The best arrangements of units

would probably be a side-by-side arrangement, since the normal aircraft
avionics equipment has a height over 2 times its width. The equipment is
small enough so that a row of six units would not be too wide to fit into most
aircraft cabin arrangements. One row of six units could then be mounted on
one side of the cabin and the other row of six on the other side of the cabin.

The system "package, " made up of six AN/ARC-I 14 transceivers,
and six R-1297 ( )-/ARC receivers saves some space, weight, and cost over

the system made up entirely of AN/ARC-IN4's. Unfortunately, it requires
separate receive and transmit frequencies, so that each ground station must
have two transceivers instead of one. The receivers and transceivers require
0. 6 cubic feet of space and, as before, an additional 100% should be allowed
for the housings, mountings, etc. This makes a total of 1. 2 cubic feet
required for this six-channel system. A 12-channel system would then
require about 2.4 cubic feet, total voiume. The receiver, theR-1297( )-/ARC,
is also quite limited in frequency range (only 48 to 50 MHz) which thus limits
the flexibility of the system. In fact, it is only rated for 20 channels at a

100 K.Hz spacing between channels.

The broadband translator would presumably require much less
volume than any of the above systems which use a combination of many single-

channel equipments. Since it is still in a conceptual stage, it is difficult to
estimate the exact space requirements. The figure given in the relay equip-
ment list is 0. 24 cubic feet for the equipment and an added 100% for housings,
mountings, etc., bringing the total space requirement up to 0.48 cubic feet.
This volume is for 12 channels, so that it may be compared with the higher
figures given for other system "packages.

3.3. 6. 3 Modularity. In scaling repeater physical parameters to a particu-
lar channel capacity, it is evident that the designs employing multiple trans-
ceivers will have common equipments which do not change in weightand dimen-
sions with each increment of channel capacity. Common equipment in the
repeaters may include diplexing filters, receiving preamplifiers, and power
splitters transmitting summing networks, power regulators and supervisory
equipment. Of these, the diplexing filters are the only significant items which
will not increase strictly in proportion to channel capacity, since the filter
requirements are substantially as stringent for any number of channels. As a
rough estimate, it is anticipated that diplexing filters will weigh 10 pounds or
less and require less than I cubic foot of volume.
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3. 3. b. 4 ýýrees. The use of I 0, spares shoul 1 be adequat, f.or cq,_Lpmvr~t.
such as the AN/PRC-25, with a ZOOG-hour ineantirno betwxeen failures (MJm 13I_-,

For a bystern made up of 12 transceiver equiplnentb andfor missions avr, ra'gina
10 hours in duration, a fa;'ure should occur once per 17 mnissions, onthr aver-
age. The more modern all-solid-state equipments have a much longer MTBY
and the AN/PRC-77, which has an M.TBF of 25, 0C hours, should require no
airborne spares at all. A b-channel systenm, using 12 AN/PRC-77 trans-
ceivers, shouid have a failure occurring only once per 208 missions of 10
hours duration. Since one failure would only reduce the capability by one-
sixth, to 5 channels, it should not be necessary to carry any spares at all in
the vehicle. In summary, the number of spares is proportional to the number
of channels, the mission duration, and inversely proportional to the meantime
between failures per equipment.

3. 3.7 Environmental Factors

3.3.7. 1 Vibration and 3hock Limits. The vibration and shock limits of the
relay packages should conform with the requirements of other airborne elec-
tronic equipment, such as the avionics equipment installed in the aircraft
chosen for the airborne platform. The requirements for a recent avionics
equipmenrt, the Collins AN/ARC-ill radio set, designed for similar military
use, are as follows:

Vibration 10 to 55 cycles at 0.06 inches, total
excursion on power supply.

10 to 55 cycles at 0.02 inches, total
excursion on transceiver.

Both units vibrated for 90 minutes in
3 mutually perpendicular planes,

Shock 12 shocks of 15g each operation. Crash
safety test of 30g, non-operational.

The aircraft radio set, AN/ARC-5IA and 51BX, made by Admiral Corp. ,
Government Electronics Division, specifies MIL-E-5400, Curves II and IV
for vibration characteristics. The shock characteristics are not specified.

The Collins 618M-ZB/D VHF transceiver (the 619A-13 is the corn-
rnercia] version of the AN/ARC-Ill described above) gives thefollowing speci-
fication for shock:

Rigid mount - 6 g operational

3. 3.7.2 Specification and Adequacy of Mountings. Since the AN/PRC-25
and the AN/PRC-77 transceivers were designed for ground use, no specifica-
tions have been used or planned for aircraft mountings. The broa-band trans-
lator equipment would also have no established specifications for mountings.
The AN/ARC-114 transceivers, however, have been designed for use in the
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3. 3. 7. 4 l.i ii of 'Tinlp rato hi -v, Altitude, etc. The teniperature lim its
specified for the AN/ARC-I 14, a prime repeater candidate, range from i-250
to +1455F' %tith full perfcrmance, and from -55'F to -25 F and from +145oF to
+165°F with a £ to I perfou' inact degradation allowable. The manufacturer,
Sylvania Electtronic :iysteis Division, says that their preliminary test results
show a reduction in perfornmance to only 70 to 80% of the normal perfornmance
rather than to 5(1%, for the extrenie temperature limits. The altitude limits

that wek. re specified for the AN/ARC-114, were from sea level to 15, 000 ieet.
The Sylcania prelirninary test results bhow satisfactory performance from
sea level to 50, 000 feet.

The tetnpcrature liinits specified for the AN/PRC-25 and the
AN/Pt-C-77 should be about the sanme as for the AN/ARC-1 14 (which are
found in SCL-4662A), but thc altittde limits for this ground equipment may be

somiewhat restricted.

The humidity limnits for both ground and aircraft equipments should

require ope ration at up to 100% humnidity. The humidity liiriits for a similar
piece of avionics equipment, the Collins AN/ARC-l i radio set, range up to
95 to 100% humidity for 48 hours at 122°F * 5°F,

± miere has been no information given on icing problems for anten-

nas. If the antennas do a. cumulate a layer of ice, the major effect would be
to detune the antenna and reduce its efficiency. Icing should not be a problem
for the inmmediate time frame for use in Southeast Asia.

3. 3. 7. 5 Sheltering Requirements. There are several factors which tend

to reduce the severity of the sheltering requirements for the highaltitude radio
relay equipment, partially due to the high efficiency and very low minimum
power requirement of the transist.ors and other solid state devices used in the
modern equipment being considered for this purpose. This factor may make it
unnecessary to use forced air cooling for the equipment, thus avoiding dust
problems with air filters, etc. The second factor in its favor is the low volt-
age requirements of solid state devices. This alleviates the moisture and
huniidity problems associated with exposed mounting (as under a drone heli-

copter, etc. ). If the equipment could be completely enclosed because of the
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low pomer requiren-icnts d•scii.'Nti Ci',lr ('l, tilt' iOlOie tlr. ,110(| •li idity pi ubli'
-would be negligible. T"h AN!I tR ,C-.!5 and the ANi/lRC -77iCrt' both d esigfted
for ground, man-pack ui,-' and thus must cc-rtainly be designed to withstand
foccasional jin-utrson in trT~h,-e. AN/ARC-t14 transceiver was designed
for use in the cockpit of a light observation hel ic opter; therefore, it may not
be able to withstand exposed niounting (,is under a drone helicopter) without
additional protection.

Since the broadband transtator d icussed prcv iously is in a very
early stage of development, a suitablc housing may easily be designed to meet
the environmental requirements.

3. 3.8 Housing Considerations

3.3.8. 1 Mounting Limits. Most of the housing conlsiderations discussed in
the section on sheltering requirements were quite extreme and would not "ke
encountered in most cases The most likely vehicle for the airborne platform
is a helicopter, such as the UH-ID, which has ample room in the cabin to
niount a large number of transceiver equipments on suitable shock mounts, in
this fairly well protected area. The heat dissipation problem is not a serious
one, as discussed previously, so that special provisions need not be made for"
forced air cooling, etc. Neither is maintenance a serious problem, since in para.
3. 3.6.4 the number of spares was discussed and it was shown that the number
of failures per mission should be very low, even for relay systems made up of
AN/PRC-25 radio equipments (an average of I failure per 17 missions). With
the use of the AN/PRC-77 radio equipment, which has a mean time between
failures of 25, 000 hours, in-flight failures would be virtually non-existent.

3. 3.8.2 Fast Mounting or Relocation. Although little in-flight maintenance
should be necessary, as previously explained in paragraph 3. 3. 8. 1, the initial
system design would probably make use of fixed mounting for both active and
spare equipments, %ith the use of switching to substitute spare equipment for
active equipments that have failed. This method of maintenance has the advan-
tage of rapid substitution of failed unit, as well as the convenience of repair
on the ground near the maintenance facility.

Later equipment development may make in-flight maintenance
unnecessary. The complexity of the system and the component equipment may
also be reduced substantially in the future, further increasing the life of the
overall system and reducing the maintenance requiremer-ts correspondingly.

3. 3. 9 Antenna Specifications

3. 3.9. 1 Polarization and Orientation. The polarization of the antenna on
the platform should be primarily vertical, since most of the ground equipment
in use on the tactical battlefield will have predominately vertical polarization.
However, the ground equipment will be operated at all angles to the vertical,
as, for example, when a man-pack equipment is operated from a prone posi-
tion. There will also be many reflections from surrounding objects that will
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36-inich1 stt'ul taipu it litt'ilIlt , kit tlit' AI - I7 / PRC, \\hiich i s thme I 0-loot nitlhlti-
ct'ttion l %%III) antlllt'U.l B~oth a1 lilti'iii. S sholiild \\ cigit Ics " than 11 5pounds, but thec

A T-272 /I PC probablyý does- not Ilia\c the stiffness nuicessil ry for ope.ration On

.1it1.i t, c rat It. A ColI I n ý VI IZ / JlM bladeit anltenina , the ir 4 37S -I , \%oul]d be s ujtabi t,
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(I ran o0c cii r s on I) y ifonie'nt at r II)y (_ to1 5 seconds dur at ion) during IthIit tuning cycle t.

Ani addi tio nal p robl em occt.u rs on a rota ry-wing vehile l (heIi copter)
due tol moduI~lationl of the antenna pattern by the rotor blades. This res ults in
anipliii -de' modulation of both trans mitted and rececived signals.

Another possible location for the antenna is underneath the fuse-
lage. While this w&ould providle somie shielding of the antenna froml the rotor

-i s, it m'ip tnt er ihlandingadrl~ -aif operations. although it

might be possible to niount a flexible whip or retractable antenna in this loca-

tion. This position would also be good with respect to radiation in the pre-I

dominantly dowknward direction to the ground stations.

3. 3. 9. 3 Hom11ing Loop Anten~rnas. The AT-784/PRC homning loop antenna isI

a standard accessory for the AN/VRC-12 and the AN/PRC-25. The antenna
itself weighs approximately three pounds and is 4" by 2-9/1b" by 7" in size.

It covers the frequency range from .30 to 76 Mi-z' and is intended primarily for
use with portable and vehicular FM receiver-transmitter equipment. It will
fulfill the' basic requ iremenivtts for a single-unit homing iacility for a system
of combat area FM radio conmmunication equipment.

The normal homing loop for aircraft use is usually muunted on the

top of the fuselage and may be either rotated by hand or servo-driven. For
the Collins DF-2103 automatic direction finder system, the 1 37A-4 fixed-loop
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a'itet,na it mounted 8'at on ., top oJr ) b)tto) of thi tu' ;lagc. It wcigh., 3. 6
pounds and ts I •n•,vi- 1-1.ig, I n tnw hr, wide and 7/8 inches thick and hils no

moving parts, It is probably connected to a phabou rotatable' transfoimner in

the ADF set, so that the actual ante~ma does not need to bte rotated. A sense
antetna 1l usually provided, such as their 43-M-=!. used with a 179J-5 servo

antt-nna coupl( r. The sunse ant.inza is used to resolve the 180' ambiguity in
the loop pattern.

3. 3. 9. 4 lelay Aspects of Rotatable Antennas. The use of a tracking

antenna on the airborne platform would be desirable only at the higher frequen-
cies where an appreciable gain may be obtained from a direc,ional antenna.

For example, in the UHF band, at 225 MHz, a six-foot diameter parabolic

reflector antenna would only have a gain of 10 dt. This amount of gain would

not improve the system enough to warrant the added expense, weight, and com-

plication.

For the case of the AN/TRC-29 radio relay equipment, which
operates at frequencies betweca 1700 and 2400 MHz, a six-foot dish antenna
would give a gain of about 28 db at 1700 MIz. This amount of power gain

might justify the increase in system complexity necessitated by the use of

tracking antennas, within a randome. Even a three-foot dish antenna at 2400

MI-z would result in an antenna gain of almost 25 db.

This increased antenna gain would substantially reduce the trans-

initter power requirements for the airborne relay equipment, but complicated
and highly expensive acquisition and servo control systems and air frame

modifications would be necessary. The overall value is therefore highly ques-

tionable.

Further work on retrodirective antenna arrays, with amplifier and

modulators to transfer subchannel modulation signah, from one path to another,
may present a practical solution to this problem for the long-term time frame,
since these are self-directive and thus require no acquisition and steering sys-

tems. A promising directive antenna approach is to use an antenna exhibiting
vertical directivity but no azimuthal directivity (for example, a collinear array

of vertical dipoles). This arrangement is being investigated to extend horizon

coverage at some sacrifice of signal power on short paths.

3. 3. 10 In-Fl' ht Operation

3. 3. 10. 1 Facilities for Repeater Control. If a multichannel repeater sys-
tem is set up in manned aircraft using multiple sets of single-channel radio
equipments, an operator should be available to perform simple supervisory
procedures. Spare equipment will probably be provided when sets of AN/PRC-
25 radio sets are used. The operator could easily switch in a spare equipment
to replace one that has failed. He could also retune the spare unit to the fre-
quency of the unit to be replaced. Retuning of operating units might also be
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Since the AN/I'lC-.b, the AN/PRC-77 and the other radio equip-

nloot. that a , 1e,,ing ecnsid,,l'ed as suitable candii dates for the airborne !e'lay
equipultlcm pr('vide• synth, esizId Ire(Iency conlrol, there is no requirenment for

in-flight frc,(le ny calibration.

The use of a data 1ink to tel ene'ter supervisory information and
control may bc possible and deI si"able with unmanned aircraft.

3. 3. 10. 2 Message, Monitoring and Recording. While traffic monitoring may

be perfornmd, as part of the .seupor\is ory control function, there have been no

plan., to record or to playbacl, the ow ssages being handled by the airborne
relay. The equipment to be used for the traffic monitoring purpose itself
should be limitted to switching circuits and simple audio circuits when the
supervision is done by an operator on board the manned aircraft. If an

uuaiannedl aircraft is used, 1he traffic monitoring may be done at a ground sta-
tion in conjunction with the supervisory control. A simple data link system 1

may be used to telemeter both supervisory information (such as "system status
monitoring" - including fault detection) and the supervisory control informa-
tion, back to the unnianned vehicle. The groun, station may monitor the relay
channels directly by switching a ground receiver from channel to channel.

Since an F 1 -F 2 systemn will probably be in use, both frequencies should be
monitored. The location of the ground station must be chosen to be within
easy range of the airborne relay platform. Monitoring will not be possible on
circuits using digital encoding for privacy or security.

The sinmple type of airborne relay equipment is intended solely for

tactical communications on V1tF frequencies and thus would not havc facilitic.:
for switching from VHF to UtHF and vice-versa. Some additional equipment to

translate channels from VHF to UHtF may be desirable. A limited number of
channels may be set up, using standard single-channel UHF equipment (such
as the AN/ARC-116 or the AN/ARC-45), for liaison between U.S. Air Force
forces and U.S. Air Force aircraft. If a long transmission path is involved
for a communications channel and the UJHF band is not fully utilized, the chan-
nel may be translated from VHF to UHF in one airborne relay transmitted to a

second airborne relay (high gain directional antennas may even be used, on a
large manned aircraft), retranslated down to VHF and transmitted to the
second ground station.

3,3. 11 Power Supply. The use of platform power, when available, is believed

to be the most efficient method to supply primary power to the iepeater equip-

ment. Even if the quality of the power supplied by the platform ib poor, ade-
quate voltage regulators, filters, etc. , are readily available. A satisfactory
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regulator for 500 watts, which should be arnpl" power for a 6- to 12-channel
repeater system, should weigh less than 10 pounds and require less than 0. 1
cubic foot of volume. Any suitable secondary or auxiliary power supply would
require substantially more weight and volume. For example, a secundary

battery supply capable of supplyin;g 10 watt-hours per pound would require 50
pounds to supply 500 watt-hours, although lithium-.copper fluoride primary bat-
teries having a capacity of 80 watt-hours per pounu are in the development pro-

ce SS.

Most airborne vehicles have some primary power available, with no
additional weight required. If added primary power is required, the added
weight required for a larger generator may be at a rate as little as 10 pounds
per horsepower, or 74. 6 watts per pound. Even this value is based on present
designs for generators which can be improved substantially in the Auture.

3. 3. 12 EMI Compatibility. The conceptual design of the multi-transceiver
repeater package is predicated on the assumption that the interference between
the repeater and platform avionics equipment and the interference between
adjacent transceiver equipments may be held to satirfactory levels. Further
investigation of the interference generation and susceptibility of the AN/PRC-25

and AN/ARC-114 is needed before a specific repeater package is designed. The
results of such an investigation may indicate necessary filtering, shielding,
power supply decoupling, tuning range limitations, and in general, the suita-

Liiity of the transceiver equipment for multiple repeater service.
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3 4 RELAY CANDIDATFt.S

3. 4. 1 Introduction. One of lith major tasks of the relay study was to list
all existing radio equipments, including developmental as well as production,
that could be used for an airborne vepeater equipment. Although compatibility
with existing VHF FMv tactical radio equipments was considered essential for
the initial solution of this study, other types of radio equipment, such as
commercial and/or dcvelopmental vqjiipment types, may be considered for
the interim solution or for the long -range solution. This means that frequency
ranges other than the VHF range may be considered and that even other types

of modulation may be studied. Thv relay equipment compatible with AN/PRC-
25 ground sets is shown in Tables 1. .1-1 through 3. 4-3.

This equipment list is not intended to be comprehensive and is directed
primarily at the initial solution from the present time up to the 1968 fiscal
year. While this equipment list is primarily a comparison of technical factors,
economic, logistic and availability factors are also included.

A description of several useful repeater configurations should help
in a better understanding of the problems associated with the development and

application of high altitude radio relays. Since it is very difficult to prevent

coupling from two antennas that are close to each other, and hybrid networks
or duplexers with isolation values of over 100 db have not been devel ped
for the VHF band, it is necessary to transmit from the repeater at a different
frequency than the incoming received signal. This difficulty is avoided at the
ground stations because the receiver and tran.mitter are switched on and off I
alternately with the push-to-talk button on the handset. Even if the receiving
and transmitting frequencies of the repeater are separated enough in frequency
for proper isolation, the F, -F 2 arrangement only permits transmission in one
direction. Since each ground rtation should be able to receive and to transmit
on the same frequency, the repeater must be set up so that it can alternate
from F 1 -F 2 to F 7. F 1 (the first ground staion operates on F 1 and the second
ground station operates on F 2 ). A single ch.nnnel repeater system, such as
uji,,ua,•,,.tLLtng a pair of AN/PRC-25 transceivers back-to-back, may use
the receiver squelch system to turn on the receiver of this other transceiver.
The squelch of this receiver releases several milliseconds after the received
signal ceases. The second receiver (on F?) can then receive the signal from

ground station No. 2 and the receiver on Fi is shorted, transmitter F, is

activated, while transm.tter F- remains off.

This time-sharing arrangement cannot be used for a broadband
translator (F1 -F 2 ) equipment since there is no sharp transition from the no-
signal to the signal condition. In this case, a separate receiver on F 2 must
be used at each ground station. This could be avoided if the normal
AN/PRC-25 ground transceiver could tune its receiver to a different frequency
channel than its transmitter. This cannot ibe done with the AN/PRC-25
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bccause a single-frequency synthesizer is used to supply the frequency
control signal to both receiver and transmitter of each transceiver. If a
simple modification could allow each ground transceiver to receive and
transmit on diffei ent frequencies, repeater designs could be simplified

considerably.

In order to make use of a high altitude radio relay platform in an
economincal manner, the repeater payload should permit operation on several
channels. One multichannel configuration utilizes parallel pairs of
AN/PRC-25's connected back-to-back through the retransmission cable kit

MK-.456/0, which includes a junction box, cable connection and a handset
connection. The handset connection may be utilized for supervisory control,
although demodulation and subsequent re-modulation is not essential in an
Fj -F 2 repeater. The basic block diagram of two parallel pairs of single-

channel transceivers is shown in Figure 3.4-1. The parallel receiver inputs
must be connected together through a preamplifier and dividing networks to
prevent spurious responses to oscillator radiation, etc., of one receiver

from interfering with another receiver and to prevent loss of receiver
sensitivity. Similarly, the transmitters should be isolated from each other
by combining networks, such as hybr' is, to prevent inteiaction. A single

antenna may be used for both reception and transmission by insertion of a
suitable diplexing filter between the antenna and the transceivers and
preamplifier (which is broadband). A common power supply derived from
a battery pack, or from the platform power source (perhaps with the addition

of a regulator) should be used to operate the equipment.

The only way that the repeater can operate straight-through, on
F 1 -Fl, is to switch from receive to transmit at a rate that does not affect
the intelligibility of the voice modulation. The sys'ern used is shown as a
block diagram in Figure 3. 4-2. This system will operate satisfactorily at
several switching rates for voice modulation but is generally unsatisfactory
for digital data modulation. These factors are described in greater detail in

paragraph 3. 4, 5. 2. 2. This system has the additional advantage that only a
single transceiver is required per channel. Much of the weight saved in this
manner may be required for the commutition timer, the memory, and the

other switching equipment that is required.

Another useful repeater configuration has been described in a later
portion of this section of this report. This repeater type is the broadband
traaslator of paragraph 3. 4. 2. 7. A suitable preamplifier, that is available
as a catalog item, is the RHG Electronics Lab. model FMT 6020, A suitable

main amplifier is the RHG model EMT 6020 and a suitable power amplifier
is the RHG model EHT 6020.

This power amplifier has a power output of only about one watt, so
that another type having a higher power output would be more suitable. A
good balance between the uplink and the downlink system gain would be obtained
if the power amplifiers had a power output of about two watts per useful channel,
or about 24 watts (12 channels),
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I
The preliminary setlection of the best candidate relay system consists

mainly of the elimination of the less suitable candidate relay &ystems. The
selection of the best system for the initial period limits the choice to systems
presently being supplied to the armed forces.

In some cases, niodifications of candidate relay systems may be made
that would improve the system p,.rformance enough to change their relative
standing for this selection. Some of these modifications might be rather dras-
tic and would entail substantial changes in the operatioi~al system. Several of
these major changes in system design, primarily intended for the interim or
the long-range time period, include the use of power control, the use of super-
visory control, the use of F -F switched systems, and the use of random
access discrete address (RAtDA) systems.

The list of candidate relay systems is discussed first and begins with
VHF equipments that are compatible with the present VHF tactical ground radio
equipment. Next are listed the UHF equipments that are compatible with existing

Air Force UHF aircraft equipment and with U. S. Army ground liaison equipments.
Next are listed the equipments that would be compatible with the existing UHF and
microwave point-to-point multichannel relay terminals. Finally, an assorted

list of passive and semi-active equipments is given.

3.4. 2 VHF Repeater Types. The first portion of this list of candidate relay
equipments shows a number of equipments that are compatible with the existing
VHF tactical radio equipment that is in extensive use. Important technical,

logistic, economic, and availability factors are listed in Tables 3.4-1 through
3.4-3. AN/PRC-25 radio equipment was assumed to be used on the ground,
since it represents a modern design that is in production and also quite exten-
sively deployed. The allowable loss in Tables 3. 4-1 through 3.4-3 is simply

the difference between the transmitter output power and the receiver input power
required for a 10 db audio signal-to-noise ratio. This difference must then
include antenna gains, feed system losses, jungle losses, free space path loss,
variability allowances, and system margin allowances.

3.4. 2. 1 AN/PRC-25. The first relay equipment being considered is the
AN/PRC-25 itself (ref. 3.4-1). It may be used for relay purposes by cross-
connecting two equipments with a radio relay cable assembly andoperating them
back-to-back with a minimum of a three-foot separation between sets. This
relay will operate on a single channel only (one-half duplex operation) since the

tuned circuits are quite selective. Two complete equipments are necessary
for relay operation since the receiver and transmitter units of an individual
AN/PRC-2t radio equipment cannot be tuned to different frequencies. Only
30 db of isolation or La3s is obtained from the use of separate antennas for
receive and transmit so that the required additional 60 to 80 db of isolation
must be obtained by the use of a frequency separation (Fl-F2 operation). The

weight (less batteries) and volume of the complete relay equipment must be
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Table 3. 4- 1. VHF Relay with AN/ PRC-2 5 Ground Stations
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Table- 3.4-2. VHF Relay with AN/PRC-25 Ground Stations
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Table 3.4-3. VHF Relay with AN/PRC-25 Ground Stations
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doubled, but the primary power requirements are only the sum of the transmit

power of one AN/PRC-25 and the receive power of the AN/PRC-25. bince

AN/PRC-25 equipments are in use on both the high altitude and ground termi-
nals of this communi,;ations path, the allowable path loss is the same on the
uplink as on the downlink.

3.4. 2.2 AN/PRC-25 with AM-4306. If a greater amount of transmitter

power is thought desirable, to increase the downlink allowable path loss, a
single AM-4306 amplifier (ref. 3. 4-2) may be used after the AN/PRC-25 trans-
mitter. This increase n power output from 1. 5 watts to 25 watts increases the
allowable path loss (d,," dink) by 12. 2 db.

3.4. 2.3 AN/PRC-.77. The next equipment listed is the AN/PRC-77 (ref.

3.4-3). This equipment is a modernized version of the AN/PRC-25, having an
output power transistor in the transmitter to replace the single tube of the
AN/PRC-25, which gives better reliability and battery life. This equipment is
also single channel and may he used back-to-back with a separation of four feet

or more between the two equipm,•nts (and antennas).

3.4, 2.4 AN/ARC-54. The AN/ARC-54 (ref. 3.4-4) may also be used as an
unattended relay station by connecting two equipments back-to-back. The ten
watt output of thi 3 transmitter provides about 10 db more allowable path loss
attenuation in the downlink but provides about 7 db less allowable path loss in
the uplink than the AN/PRC-25, due to the poor sensitivity of its receiver. It
is not fully transistorized, thus it is quite heavy and requires much more pri-

mary power than the AN/PRC-25.

3.4. 2. 5 AT-430. The next equipment listed is the AT-430 (ref. 3. 4-5),
which is a development of the Avco Corp., intended for airborne applications.

It has a high-power transmitter (40 watts output), so that it can provide an
allowable downlink path loss of about 16 db above that of the AN/PRC-25. It
also has a slightly more sensitive receiver than the AN/PRC-25 and thus pro-
vides about 2 db better allowable path loss for the uplink. It also covers amuch

wider frequency range (from 2 to 76 MHz) and has an optional single sideband
mode of modulation, as well as FM. The power drain on transmit is much more
than Ohat for the AN/PRC-25, but it is substantially less than that of the
AN/ARC-54 (despite its lower output power).

3. 4. z. 6 AN/PRC-70. The next type that is listed is the AN/PRC-70 (ref.
3.4-6). This equipment has the same performance specification as the AT-430,
but it is lighter in weight, smaller, and has a military designation. It is in

production in limited quantities. It also uses a 6- to 45-foot whip antenna
instead of the 3-foot whip normally used with the AN/PRC-25, which should be

more efficient at the 30 MHz end of the usual VHF range.
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3.4.2.7 Broadband Translator. All of the equipments that have been listed

and discussed up to now are strictly for single-channel operation. The next

equipment that is listed is not a production equipment or even a developmental

equipment (ref. 3. 4-7), but is only listed to suggest the possibilities for an
equipment that is specifically designed for this application. It is a comibination

of off-the-shelf sub-assemblies (or components) that could be assembled and

integrated with a minimum of development work. While this equipment has a

theoretical capability of handling a total of 400 channels (20 MHz bandwidth),

the practical number of channels would be limited to a smaller number. This

limitation is due to the division of transmitter power among the active
simultaneous users. -igure 3.4-3 shows the block diagram for a broadband

translator to operate from 30 to 50 MHz. A similar translator could be
designed for the 56 to 76 MHz upper half of this VHF tactical radio band. This
broadband translator would require separate receiving and transmitting

antennas, which could be mounted colinearly to provide about 30 db of isolation
from each other. Bandpass filters, such as the Applied Research, Inc.,

BPF-35 and BPF-59, could then provide additional isolation of input and ouyput
because of the frequency offset built into the equipment. The overall gain of

the equipment is about 116 db, and it should be operated in the linear mode
with an automatic gain control.

This automatic gain control circuit should have a relatively long
time constant to minimize the reduction of gain caused by strong pulsed or
impulsive signals, and to reduce the amount of noise during gaps in the
incoming signals. Linear operation of the amplifiers is desirable, even with

FM signals to prevent capture of the equipment by strong signal (3 db or

more above the weaker signals), with a subsequent sharp reduction in the

output power of weaker signals. While this effect will still occur with the

use of automatic gain control, it is felt that it will be less severe than Ole
capture effect that occurs with the use of "hard" limiters,

W .ile the automatic gain control circuitry, the mixer, and

oscillator are not represented by a standard manufacturer's type number,
the circuitry involved is quite conventlonal and should require a minimum of
development work. This equipment, while it is quite low power, does have
almost as much power as the AN/PRC-25 (for one channel), and offers

almost an order of magnitude reduction in weight. This weight does not
include packaging, shock mounts, insulation or other modifications that may

be necessary for installation in various platform vehicles.

This proposed broadband translator equipment has a bandwvidth
sufficient for 400 channels (assuming 50 KHz separation between chanlels)
but the number of channels that can be active simultaneously is limited by

the power division that occurs between channels. If we assume that 12 channels

are in use at the same time at the maxiitium power level, then the power
would only be one-twelfth watt per channel. This power would be insufficient

for the maximum range and would limit the usabie range considerably. The
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range would be about the same as the AN/PRC-25 if only one channel is

active at one time. The addition of i power amplifier, such as the AM-4306,

is considered later in this list.

3.4.2.8 ANiPRC-8, 9, and 10. The AN/PRC-8, AN/PRG-9, and

AN/PRC-10 radio equipments (ref. 3.4-8) may bo discussed at the same

time, since they are essentially all versions of the same equiyment,
designed to replace the SCR-300, AN/VRC-3, SGR-509, SCR-510, SCR-609,

SCR-610, and SCR-619 radio sets, They may be used for vehicular operation

if their dry cells are replaced by the PP-545/U power supply. This equipment
series is classified as Standard B and is being replaced by the AN/PRC-25
as soon as sufficient AN/PRC-25 radio sets are available in the field. They
are much heavier than the newer AN/PRC-25 radio sets and have a greater

battery drain, since they are not transistorized. They also are unsatisfac~ory
in frequency stability and are too hard to retune to other channels, since

they require that their master oscillator be retuned and then readjusted to
agree with an internal crystal calibrator. Since three different equipment
types are necessary to cover the total frequency range, logistic problems
have been compounded. They are also almost twice as heavy as the
AN/PRC-25 radio sets that are replacing them. The frequency range of the

AN/PRC-8 (20-27, 8 MHz) is not compatible with the isual AN/PRC-25
ground equipment and is also subject to considerable skywave interference,
especially during periods of sunspot maxima. The upper frequency limit of

the AN/PRC-iO (54. 9 MHz) does not take advantage of the full frequency range
of the AN/PRC-25, and thus is limited to a smaller number of frequency
channels.

3.4.2.9 Squad Radio Set (AN/PRR-9 and AN/PRT-4). The AN/PRR-9
(ref. 3,4-8, 3. 4-25, and 3.4-26) is an ultra-minature helmet-mounted
receiver in the later stages of development. The AN/PRT-4 is a hand-held,
lightweight transmitter with low power requirements which is also in the
later stages of development. Both types of equipment are intended for

intrasquad and platoon communications. The transmitter, AN/PRT-4,
provides two operating channels which must be separated by less than one
MHz. There are two power levels; the low power position (100 niw) is
intended for communications from squad leader to individual soldier, and

the high power position (450 row) for the second channel is for intra-squad

coordination. The receiver has a single preset channel, tunable with the
47-57 MHz range. The AN/PRR-9 receiver uses five integrated circuits for

increased reliability and large reductions in size and weight. The RF amplifier,
which has a 5 db noise figure and a sensitivity of . 002 picowatts at 51 MHz,

is one of these integrated circuits, Others are: the mixer/oscillator module,
the IF amplifier, the limiter-squelch, and the audio amplifier. The total
power drain is 16. 2 milliwatts on standby and 33. 9 milliwatts at the full
audio power of 5 milliwatts (the audio output stage is biased class B). The

transmitter requires 1. 44 watts of battery power at full output and does not
require any standby power. The receiver only requires a volume of 35. 3 cubic
inches and the transmitter volume is 28. 1 cubic inches,
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3.4.,2,10 AN/ARC-114. The AN/ARC-114 (ref. 3.4-H) is one of a series
of avicnics equipmnents being designed for future use in the light observation

helicopter, UH-6B. This unit is completely solid state throughout and may
replace the much larger and heavicr AN/ARC-54 in the LO0- or other U. S.
Armny aircraft. It has a receiv( sensitivity of 0,6 microvolts and the
transmitter power output is ten watts. It operates directly from the 27, 5
volt dc aircraft, primary power supply -,nd requires a maximum of about

63 watts. It is capable of receiving and transmitting frequency modulated
voice signals on any one of the 800 frequency channels, spaced each 50 Kllz in
the range from 30 to 69. 95 Mllz. Retransmission and housing functions are
to be included. The transceiver unit weighs only eight pounds and has a

volume of 130 cubic inches (. 15 cubic ft. ). This equipment has been operated
successfully to an altitude of 50, 000 feet, even though the original specification
was for only 15, 000 feet. It has also been tested in the environmental temper-

ature from -25°F to +1450F with no degradation in performance and has given
a performance for the preliminary tests within 70 to 80 percent of the speci-
fication over the termperature ranges from -55°F to -25 0 F and from +145o to
+1650Y, while the specification allowed a 50 percent degradation in performance

(unofficial information). This equipment appears to be a prime candidate for

the interim time period, when it should le available in production quantities.

3.4.2. 11 R-1297 )-/ARC. This receiver, R-lZ97( )-/ARC (ref. 3.4-8), is
also one of the series of avionics equipments being developed for future use in
the light observation helicopter, UH-6B. This receiver is very light in

weight (2 pounds) and compact (43 cubic inches), but it may be tuned over only
a very limited frequency range (48 to 50 MHz). It is intended to be used to
monitor specially designated frequencies within this frequency range for high-
priority traffic in tactical aircraft. It may also be used as an auxiliary
receiver for FM signals in conjunction with the radio sets AN/ARC-54,
AN/ARC-44 or ANWARC-114. The receiver has an audio output power of
150 milliwatts and requires about 10 watts of 27. 5 volt dc aircraft primary

power.

3.4. ?,12 AN/PRC-72. The AN/PRC-72 (ref. 3.4-16) is a light-weight
portable radio set in the final stages of developm-nt at the Bendix Corp. ,
Radio Division. The specifications for this equipment were drawn up by the
U.S. Air Force Rome Air Development Center but the set is intended for use
by all the services. It is a 25-pound package of every tactical radio used by

the military services today and is modular construction. It covers the high,
very-high and ultra-high frequency ranges in the AM, FM and single sideband
modes of modulation. Four separate transceiver modules are used for each
frequency range and are mounted on a rack that requires 0. 87 cubic feet of

volume. The VHF-FM unit covers the restricted frequency range of 38-50
MHz and the transmitter will produce an output power of six watts on any

one of six crystal-controlled channels within this frequency range. These
transceivers use snap-on, self-contained, steel -tape antennas. Operational
aids and safeguards designed into the individual radio sets include low-battery
indicators, field change of preset channels with'-ut test equipment,
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interchangeable antennas, and provisions for repeater operations. A headset
microphone containing two audio connectors and two push-to-talk switches
adds flexibility to the system, allowing the operator to use one transceiver
while monitoring another, or to monitor two while talking one one, and so on.

3. 4. Z. 13 AN/ARC-44. The AN/ARG-44 (ref. 3. 4-8) is an older design of
aircraft communications equipment that is being replaced by the more modern
AN/ARC-54. It ti thus classified as "Standard B." The AN/ARC-44 consists
of only one transceiver unit, the RT-294/ARC-44. It is an FM equipment and
is thus compatible with the standardized equipment used in the field, surh as
the AN/PRC-25 but covers only part of the AN/PRC-25 frequency range. The
frequency range of 24 to 51.9 MHz includes 6 MHz from 24 to 30 MHz that
may soon be subject to serious skywave interference as the number of sunspots
increases. It does not cover the 51.9 to 76 MHz portion of Lhe AN//PRC-25
frequency range, so it cannot provide as many channels as that ground equip-
ment. It is quite heavy (it weighs 39 pounrs) and requires a much greater
amount of primary power (495 watts for Z units) than more modern transis-
torized equipments, such as the AN/ARC-1I4. T,,is equipment cannot provide
channels with closer than 100 KHz spacing between channels so that a total
of only 280 channels are available. It is designed for aircraft use so that it
will be compatible with the altitude and environmental requirements of air-
borne operation.

3.4. 2.14. AN/ARR-49. The AN/ARR-49 (ref. 3.4-8) is a developmental
equipment for receiving only. It was designed to be operated as an auxiliary
receiver with the AN/ARC-54 to provide guard channel capabilities to the
pilot while in flight status. It is unusual for a guard channel receiver to cover
the entire frequency range of 30-69. 95 MHz of the accompanying transceiver.
This factor probably accounts more for the much greater weight (16. 8 lbs.
instead of 2 lbs. ) than that of the A[-1297( )/ARC and the higher cost ($1, 500
instead oi $1, 000). It also requires much more power than the R-1297( )/ARC
(82. 5 watts instead of 10 watts). In other words, it would be a poor choice
for an auxiliary receiver unless the full frequency range is necessary.

3.4.2. 15 Entron, Model CU. This production type of CATV equipment is
listed oniy to show some of the possi.bilities obtained by using broadband
translator equipment. The power output is not sufficient for the HARR
purpose but amplifiers could be added. The receiving frequency range is also
not suitable for this purpose, since it is above the normal military UHF band
of 225 to 400 MHz. It could be modified to cover this military VHF band on
receive and the lower limit of the transmitting frequency range could be
extended downward from 54 to 30 MHz. The resulting equipm-ent could then
be used to translate and relay from the UHF band to VHF for liaison between
the U. S. Air Force and the U. S. Army. Since it is primarily designed for
ground operation, it could not meet the altitude, temperature, and other
environmental requirements of airburne operation. It is of value primarily
to demonst, ate the operation of a broadband multichannel equipment, although
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the multiple access and dynamic range problems of television are very much

simpler than they would be for an equipment intended. for military tactical use,

3.4. 2. 16 Six Channels of the AN/PRC-25. To provide for half duplex

operation with six voice channels, 12 transceivers are necessary. They may
be operated in six pairs of transceivers, as with the AN/PRC-25. Each pair I
of transceiver!; is connected with a radio relay cable kit and set up with a

separation of three feet or more to form a radio relay station. Two separate
tran,ýceivers are necessary for a relay station for one channel because the I
trans•iittcr liubt he op .. d on a differci [) ..cncy from the r ci"

frequency or the transmitter of each transceiver will block its own receiver.
A second transceiver is necessary for different frequency operation (F 1 -F 2 )
because the sanle frequency synthesizer is used to establish both the trans-

mitter and the receiver frequency; and the receiver a- d trai,smitter cannot
be tuned to different frequencies.

The AN/PRC-25 equipment does not have automatic gain control,
but does have a squelch circuit. When two AN/PRC-25'r,'. are used back-to-back,
as Fj -F 2 repeaters, the squelch from one receiver (say F 1 ) is used to turn on
the F 2 transmitter and to short the receiver input to the F 2 receiver. At the
same time, the F1 transmitter is disabled. The attack time of the squelch
systen. is of the order of several milliseconds while the release time is a
fraction of a second.

The weight for six pairs (12) of these AN/PRC-25's connected as
F 1 -FZ repeaters for six half duplex channels is given as 163 pounds. This
weight is for the basic transceivers, without the batteries or the battery

cases. It also does not include the power supplies (primary power should be
provided by the airborne platform), the output combining networks, the input
dividing networks, and possible also a preamplifier or the diplexing filter
which isolates the receiver and transmitter from each other but still connects

both to the antennas. The weight of optional supervisory equipment is also not
included in this weight figure. An additional 20 percent of this weight figure
should also be added for equipuixent mountings. Since the preamplifier is
broadband, a single unit may be used for all six channels and only about five
to ten pounds need to be added for this equipment. The diplexing filter should

cover both preamplifier, diplexer, and input and output combining and
dividing networks.

This AN/PRC-25 equipment is mnade up of equiprnent, now in
production and already deployed in the field. It thus represents an excellent
candidate for the high altitude radio relay repeater equipment for the initial
period.

3.4.2.17 Six Channels of AN/PRC-77. The AN/PRC-77 tactical radio
equipment is an all solid-state version of the AN/PRC-25. This equipment,
which has a much greater reliability than the AN/PRC-25 and requires less
battery drain, is in an advanced state of development. Since it is designed
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as a transceiver with both transmitter and receiver operating on the same
frequency, it will also have to be used in pairs of transceivers, connected
back-to-bac! with a cable. This way the receiver of one transceiver may
operate the transmitter of another transciever on a frequency: several
megahertz away. For six .hannpls it is thus necessary to use twelve trans-
ceivers and twelve frequencies. This equipment is almost the same weight
as the AN/PRC-25 and has exactly the same volume. It thus may not
represent the best that can be done in a development equipment and is not
the best candidate for the interim time period.

3,4.2.17 Six Channels of AN/PRC-77. The AN/PRC-77 tactical radio
equipment is an all solid-state version of the AN/PRC-25. This equipment,
which has a much greater reliability than the AN/PRC-25 and requires less
battery drain, is in an advanced state of development and is designed for use
in the U.S. Army light observation helicopter, the UH-6B. It is also designed
as a transceiver, with both receiver and transmitter operating on the same
frequency. In order to use this equipment for a repeater, two transceivers
on separate frequencies are joined with a cable to connect the audio circuits
and the squelch or other control circuits, as with the AN/PRC-25 and the
AN/PRC-77.

This equipment requires only about one-fourth the volume of the
AN/PRC-25 and AN/PRC-77 lypes and is designed for aircraft use. This
equipment has been tested successfully at altitudes up to 50, 000 feet and
over a full temperature range so that no modifications should be necessary
to operate the AN/ARC-114 for this airborne application. A substantial
savings in weight may be xrma.de by using this equipment instead of the
AN/PRC-25. Full use of the 10 watt power output of the AN/ARC-114 cannot
be made because the system is limited by the low uplink power output (1. 5
watts) of the AN/PRC-25 at the ground station. The overall reliability of
the entire relay system will be improved, however, because of the improved
performance of the downlink, While the primary power requirements of this
equipment are greater than the AN/PRC-25 and the AN/PRC-77, the tctal
power for six channels is well within the capabilities of a platform primary
power supply.

3.4. 2.19 Six Channels of AN/ARC-114 and R-1297 ( )-/ARC. The
R-1297 ( )-IARC, which is an auxiliary receiver being developed for the
light observation helicopter may be used with the AN/AiRC-114 to provide a
simplex type of channel operation. Six channels of F1 -FZ type may be
provided by the use of six of the R-1297 ( )-/ARC receiverE with six
AN/ARC-114 transceivers. The transmitter portion of the AN/ARC-114 only
is in %ue and the receiver portion cannot beused at all. The worst disadvantage
of this system is the requirement for separate receivers or a second trans-
ceiver at each ground station, since the repeater signal must be received on
FZ and the ground transmitter must be on F1 to communicate through the
repeater.
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Although there is a weight saving of 60 percent for the airborne

repeater equipment over the use of two AN/ARC-114 transceivers per channel,
the requirement for an additional receiver on the ground is quite serious and

tends to make the entire system impractical. Even if the R-1297 ( )-/ARC
could be replaced by the helmet receiver, AN/PRR-9, a separate AN/PRR-9

would have to be used on the ground. The normal AN/PRR-9 would be set up
on the channel used for squad communications, and channel changes cannot

be made easily in the field. This would require the second helmet receiver

set up on the repeater transmit frequency.

3. 4, 2.2. 3roadband Translator and AM-4306 Amplifier. A system using a
broadband translator would be mnore suitable for system use if the power per

channel of the transmitter were increased to about the same level as that of
the AN/PRC-Z5. The AM-4306 amplifier, designed for use with the
AN/PRC-25, has a power output of about 25 watts which would provide over
two watts per channel for a IZ-channel system. Since the weight of the
AM-4306 is only about three and one-fourth pounds and the weight of the
broadband translator is only about three pounds, the total weight of six and

one-fourth pounds is very much less than any other multichannel equipment.
The power requirements are also quite low and are comparable to those of
twelve AN/PRC-77's. The volume requirements are for a half-duplex system,
since all ground stations must transmit on one frequency to be able to receive

on another single frequency (the translator equipment has a fixed frequency
offset).

This equipment has the same major disadvantages as the system
using combined AN/ARC-114 transceivers and R-1297 ( )-/ARC receivers.
This is the requirement for separate receivers or a second transceiver for

each ground station, because each ground station must transmit to the
repeater on one channel or group of channels and receive on the repeater's

second channel or group of channels. A system using a squelch circuit to
operate a duplicate repeater system with a frequency offset of the same
magnitude but of opposite direction would not work with a broadband system.
It could be done only with single channels as with the system using AN/PRC-25's
in pairs. Thus, ground stations with single transceivers could not use a
broadband F 1-F 2 translater system. This would represent a major disadvantage

and would mean that this system is not a prime candidate, even for the interim

or long-range time frame, when such a system could be developed.

3.4. 3 UHF Repeater Types. The next portion of this list of candidate relay
equipment shows a number of equipment types that are compatible with the
existing UHF aircraft radio equipment and ground-air radio equipment that is
in use or in development for the U. S. Army or the U. S. Air Force. Important
technical, logistic, economic and availability factors are listed in Tables
3.4-4 and 3.4-5. Power budgets have also been calculated for these equip-

ments using isotropic antennas and using half-wave vertical dipole antennas at
both the ground station and at the repeaters.
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Table 3. 4-4. TUHF Relay with AN/ARC-45 Ground Stations
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Table 3. 4-5. UIHF Rclay with AN/ARG-45 Ground Stations
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3.4.3.1 AN/ARC-45. The AN/ARC-45 (ref. 3.4-8) is a production type
(Standard B) of UHF equipment that is in use by the U. S. Army for communication
between aircraft in flight and aircraft and ground stations. It is a low power
equipment (only two watts) but is lighter in weight and requires less power than
many other equipments of this general type. It is an amplitude modulated (AM)
equipment that tunes from 225 to 400 MHz on any one of 1750 channels.
Twelve channels can be preset in advance. It is thus not compatible with the
presernt FM ground tactical equipment and may be considered only as a
candidate for the interim or the long range time frame.

3.4.3.2 AN/ARC-55. The AN/ARC-55 (ref. 3.4-8) is also a production
type (Standard B) of UHF equipment that is in use by the U. S. Army for
communication between aircraft in flight and aircraft and ground stations.
Since it is designed for aircraft use, it should meet all the necessary
altitude and other environmental requirements for use on an airborne platform.
The AN/ARC-55 is a heavy and bulky piece of communications equipment that
is being replaced by the AN/ARC-51. It is normally used only in larger
Army aircraft. Since it is also an AM equipment that operates only in the
225 to 400 MHz UHF band, it is incompatible with the present FM ground
tactical equipment and may be considered as a poor candidate for even the
interim or the long-range time frame.

3.4.3.3 AN/ARC-97. The AN/ARC-97 (ref. 3.4-9) is an RCA designed
radio repeater set that is presently the only available self-contained two-way
automatic radio relay system. The complete system includes a remote control
panel, a receiver-transmitter unit and a shock mount. The receiver-trans-
mitter unit itself contains two receivers, two transmitters, a power converter,
and an axial blower to provide its own cooling. It provides a capability for
automatic switching, as required by the signal being received, and thus is
suitable for use in completely unattended drone applications or for applications
in external pod mounting in many aircraft. An optional coupler is also
available that will permit the operation of un to six receivers from a single
antenna with no loss in system sensitivity. The availability of two separate
receivers and transmitters provides an alternate command set on two
frequencies which, if desired by the operator, can override the relay function.
The equipment is shock mounted with polyurethane foam, which provides
excellent isolation for the receiver-transmitter unit from the airframe, and
is capable of continuous transmitter operation up to 10, 000 feet. It is thus
quite suitable for airborne applications.

The weight is quite low (only 23 pounds), the volume is only
0. 442 cubic feet, which is also quite low, and the power requirement is lower
than for many of the comparable aircraft communications equipment types.

Since it is also an AM equipment that operates only in the 225 to
400 MHz UHF band, it is incompatible with the present FM ground tactical
equipment and may be considered only as a candidate for the interim or for
the long-range time frame although it is a good candidate in its general class,
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3.4.3.4 AN/ARC-51X. The AN/ARC-5iX (refs. 3.4-8 and 3.4-10) is the
preferred present production type (Standard A) of UHF radio communication
equipment for army aircraft use. This equipment is quite heavy and bulky
(31 pounds apiece and 0. 7 cubic feet apiece) and requires a large amount of
primary power (300 watts apiece), but it does have a higher power output
(20 watts) that most of the UHF radio equipment types. It does not represent
an advanced design nor it is greatly transistorized. It is also not compatible
with the normal FM ground tactical communications equipment since it is an
AM equipment operating in the UHF frequency range and not the VHF FM band.
It may be considered a poor candidate for even the interim or the long-range
frame.

3.4. 3.5 AN/GRC-134. The AN/GRC-134 (ref. 3.4-11) is a production
type of UHF AM radio communications equipment intended for use with the
Marine Tactical Data System. This unit was originally built for use in fixed
or mobile ground installations but it operates from a 400 Hz ac power supply
and is thus readily adaptable to airborne applications. The frequency
synthesizer supplies both the receiver and the transmitter portions of this
transceiver so that lt cannot receive and transmit on different frequencies.
The 50-watt power output is substantially above most of the other UHF radio
communications equipment types, which is a partial explanation for its high
power requirements (680 watts apiece). It is also quite large (2. 75 cubic
feet) and quite heavy (95 pounds apiece), and two transceivers would be
necessary for a repeater system. Although it will meet environmental
specifications for military use, there is no indication of its high altitude
capability. This type 's also incompatible with the present VHF FM tactical
ground radio equipment since it is AM and covers the 225 to 400 MHz UHF
range. It is a poor candidate for the HARR system unless large aircraft are
used at high altitudes for the airborne platform in the interim or the long-
range time period.

3.4. 3.6 AN/PRC-71. The AN/PRC-71 is an all-solid-state UHF airborne
equipment. A diplexer is used to permit the use of a common antenna for the
receiver and transmitter portion of the repeater equipment. A pressurized
container is also used to permit operation up to 60, 000 feet altitude. The
repeater itself does not demodulate the repeated signal so that FM and PM
signals, as well as AM signals, can be handled. This equipment has been
tested on drone vehicles and on balloons as a repeater. Two complete
repeater equipments were in use to permit full duplex operation. An AT-256A
antenna was used on the drone, having a gain of -3 db while an AS-1007/GR
UHF antenna was used on the balloon tests, having a gain of 6 db maximum
(4 db average was used in system calculations).

This equipment is only in the development stages and thus is not
available for the initial time period. Since the AN/PRC-71 is a UHF equip-
ment and would be suitable only foi the interim or long-range time period.
It is a good candidate for the interim time period since it is all sodid state
thus is light in weight, requires little space, and has reasonably low power
requirements.
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3.4.3.7 AN/ARC-89, The AN/ARC-89 itself is not actually described in
this discussion and on the accompanying data sheet, but a low-power version
using more modern component equipments is described. This AN/ARC-89 is
made up of the ART-48, or the AN/ART-46, AN/FM transmitter, which is the
50 watt exciter portion of the AN/ART-47 one kilowatt UHF AM/FM trans-
mitter and the AN/ARR-71 receiver. These components have a total weight
(for two complete equipments) of 160 pounds and require 3. 2 cubic feet of
space. They also require a total of 1, 880 watts of primary power. These
component equipments were originally designed for airborne applications and
will meet military environmental requirements. Since this equipment is large,
heavy, and requires a very large amount of primary power, it is a poor
candidate for the HARR system unless large aircraft are used for the airborne
platform in the interim or long-range time period.

3.4.3.8 AN/VRC-24. The AN/VRC-24 is a production AM UHF radio
communications equipment specifically designed for use of air control teams
in forward combat areas. This equipment is designated Standard A and is also
designated RT-323/VRC-24. The transceiver will tune to any one of 20 present
channels out of a total of 1, 750 channels in the frequency range from 225 to
399. 9 MHz. The weight of 82 pounds is fairly high for each transceiver and the
power output of 15 watts is about average. This equipment is not compatible
with the existing tactical ground FM equipment and thus is not a prime candidate
for the HARR system for the initial time periods and is not a good candidate for
the interim or the long-range time periods.

3.4.3.9 AN/ARC-116. The AN/ARC-H 6 radio comm.viications equipment
is being developed for use in the new light observation helicopter, UH-6B. It
is designed using all-solid-state throughout and is intended as a lightweight
replacement for the AN/ARC-51X. This equipment is of modern design, quite
lightweight (10 pounds apiece) and small in size (0. 9 cubic feet apiece), has
a higher power output (10 watts) than many airborne radio communications
equipments, and has fairly low primary power requirements (36 watts apiece).
Since this AM VHF equipment is not compatible with the existing VHF tactical
FM radio equipment, it is not suitable for the initial time period, but it may
be a good candidate for the interim time period.

3.4.3.10 AN/TRC-68. The AN/TRC-68 is the same as the AN/VRC-24
except for 50/60 Hz ac power input. It provides a fixed station version of the
AN/VRC-24 for airport control. It is not intended for airborne use, is quite
heavy and bulky and requires a substantial amount of primary power. Other
characteristics are the same as the AN/VRC-24. Since this equipment operates
on AM in the UHF frequency range (225 to 400 MHz), it is not compatible with
the present VHF FM ground tactical equipment. It is thus not suitable as a
HARR equipment for the initial time period, and its other characteristics make
it a poor candidate for the interim and the long-range time period.
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3.4.3.11 AN/ARC-85. The AN/ARC-85 is a simplex UHF AM radio
communications set in service with the AN/ASQ-59 system. It thus requires
two transceivers for half duplex communications circuit. The transmitter has
a power output of 50 watts, which is more than most of the radio sets in this
group. It is a production type of equipment but is quite heavy (116 pounds
apiece) and quite bulky (3. 6 feet apiece).

Since this equipment operates in AM in the UHF frequency range
(225 to 400 MHz), it is not compatible with the present VHF FM ground
tactical radio equipment. It is thus not suitable for the initial time period.
Its weight and bulk also make it a poor candidate for the interim and the long-
range time period.

3.4. 3. 12 AN/ART-46. The AN/ART-46 is an AM/FM transmitter for the
UHF frequency range (225 to 400 MHz) only. This transmitter was designed for
airborne use as a medium power communication equipment aboard reconna'ssance
aircraft to provide UHF AM voice or YM data. The video bandwidth of 100 KHz
is suitable for transmitting wideband IR data from a U.S. Army Mohawk air-
craft. It has been designed to meet MIL-E-5400 and MIL-E-16400 specifications
so that it will meet all required environmental conditions for airborne operation.
The power requirement of 843 watts is quite high and the weight of 65 pounds
is also fairly high. Since its VHF frequency range is not compatible with the
present VHF FM ground tactical equipment, it is not suitable for the HARR
system for the initial time period, and its high weight and high power require-
mnents make it a poor choice for the interim or long-range time period.

3.4.3. 13 AN/ARR-71. The AN/ARR-71 is an AM/FM receiver that will tune
automatically by servo control to any one of 3, 500 available channels in the
UHF band from 225 to 399.95 MHz. This receiver is all-solid-state, is
designed for airborne use (to 70, 000 feet), and is compatible with the
AN/ARC-89(V) SAC Airborne Communications System. This receiver may be
used with the AN/ARC-46 to make a simple voice communication system, or
may be doubled with two receivex s and two transmitters, to make a half-duplex
voice communication system. A half-duplex system, using two AN/ARR-71
receivers and two AN/ARC-46 transmitters would weigh about 166 pounds and
require about 3 cubic feet of space. This receiver is designed to meet military
environmental specifications, including MIL-E-5400 and MIL-E-16400.

This receiver has been designed for use in communication networks
that require extreme linearity and low intermodulation products, such as FM
multiplex systems, so that it may be much more useful for the multichannel
systems described in the following section of this report.

Since it operates in the UHF range, it is not compatible with the
present VHF FM ground tactical equipment and would not be a good candidate
for the HARR system for the initial period. It is too heavy and bulky to be a
good candidate for the interim or the long-range time period.
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3.4.3.14 AN/ARC-109. The AN/ArtC-109 UHF transceiver will provide air-
to-air or air-to-ground communication on any one of 20 preset channels out of a
total of 3, 500 channels in the UHF range from 225 to 400 MHz. The transceiver
is all-solid-state except for the power amplifier tube. The primary power
requirements are rather high (600 watts for a half-duplex set of two transceivers)
but the transmitter power of 30 watts is also fairly high. This transceiver is
designed to meet military environmental specifications, including MIL-1-6181D
and MIL-M-26512C.

Since this transceiver operates in the UHF range, it is not compatibile
with the preset VHF FM ground tactical equipment and would not be suitable for
use in the initial time period. It is also too heavy and bulky to be a good candidate
for the interim or the long-range time period.

3.4.4 Preliminary Selection of VHF Relay. A preliminary selection of several
of the most suitable VHF FM relay equipment types has been made, which are
listed on Table 3. 4-6. Estimated requirements of the number of necessary
channels sihow a need for around a dozen channels in a given area of operations.
Cost estimates by the platform study group indicate a cost for the platform that
is an order of magnitude greater than the cost for repeater equipment capable
of handling several channels. As a result, Table ",. 4-6 lists groups of several
of the moist suitable VHF FM relay equipments that art capable of handling six
and twelve-voice channels.

The AN/PRC-25 is an existing equipment that is immediately available,
so that it is an excellent candidate for the initial time period. The AN/PRC-77
is an improved, all-solid-state version of the AN/PRC-25 that is in an advanced
stage of development. It would probably be available in small production
quantities in time for the initial time frame and would be an excellent candidate.
The AN/ARC-114 is also an all-solid-state equipment in small production
quantities in time to be considered for the initial time frame. It would be a
better ca 'didate than the AN/PRC-77 from the standpoint of weight and volume
requirements but would not be as good if there are limitations on the primary
power supply.

3.4. 5 Relay Mode Constraints

3.4. 5. 1 Introduction. This section deals with the constraints imposed upon
relay operation by the choice of relaying modes, i. e., either frequency
translating (F I-F2) or common trequency (F1-Fl) modes. The typical config-
urations of repeaters of each type are described in paragraph 3. 4. 1 above. The
basis for the operational comparison assumes a high altitude relay with a
capability of augmenting several FM networks, each consisting of perhaps five
"subscribers" equipped with pack-set transeivers of the PRC-25 genre.
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Table 3. 4-6. Type of FM Relay Equipment
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3.4.5.2 Freguency Translating Repeater

3,4.5.2. 1 Channel Requirements. The use of frequency translating as a
means of establishing a relay point in a communications circuit as a conventional
practice for line-of-eight or tropospheric scatter communications systems.
The AN/PRC-Z5 transceiver itself is designed to function in an Fj-F 2 repeater
configuration, Since the PRC-25, in application as a repeater is severely
limited in channel selection by receiver image and spurious response character-
istics (ref. 3.4-26), includes 6 pages of charts showing permissable frequency
combinations), the problem of operating several sets in near proximity is
formidable. Granted that permissable frequency combinations can be found, at
least with the aid of a digital computer, field or in-flight modifications of
channel frequency plans is almost impossible. It is therefore imperative that
a measure of outboard RF filtering be applied to maintain some flexibility in
channel selection. By assigning all transmit frequencies in one spectrum
region and all receiver frequencies in another region defined by a diplexing
filter, a substantial degree of improvement may be obtained. Further improve-
ment may be obtainedwith tunable preselector filters for each receiver, at the
expense of weight and increase of channel-switching time. The extent to which
diplexing filters of adequate performance may be made tunable remains to be
determined. Operation in a particular location will undoubtedly imply a
particular set of constraints on channel assignments, as is the case in Viet
Nam, where only a limited fraction of the nominal 920-channel PRC-25
capability may be used.

3.4.5. 2. 2 Operational Considerations. In a conventional FM net, any
subscriber may initiate a message to any other. All activity on the net is
audible to each subscriber Break-in is possible only by a subscriber whose
carrier level is higher at the desired receiver, although the breaking-in
subscriber may not be audible to other subscribers, depending on the path
losses.

In a conventional PRC-25 repeater configuration, sub-criber
A and subscriber B may operate on frequencies F 1 and F2, respectively, using
conventional PRC-25 transceivers. This assumes that A and B know, a priori,
that the repeater will be in operation.

There are two conrfigu rations of frequency translating repeaters
with different network constraints. The first configuration is compatible with
single frequency transceivers, while the second configuration requires separate
receive and transmit frequencies at the transceiver. The first configuration is
shown in Figure 3.4-4 (a). Note that while A can talk to B and C via the
repeater, he cannot talk directly to B and C. Subscriber B can talk to C, but
does not have the advantage of the repeater unless he switches to A's frequency.
Traffic can be relayed verbally by A, but at some expense in operating
convenience and contrary to standard procedure.
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SUBSCRIBER SUBSCRIBER SUBSCRIBER
A REPEATER B C

(a) SINGLE- FREQUENCY TRANSCEIVERS
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A REPEATER a C

II

(b) TWO-FREQUENCY TRANSCEIVERS

Figure 3. 4-4. F - F Network Configurations
2
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It should also be noted that if B is talking to A, C may not be able to
tell that the channel is active, and •ray interrupt B's message. While A can tell
C to stand by until B has finished, this does slow down net operation ano does not
protect priority traffic.

A further consequence of the above repeater configuration is that if
the repeater is inoperative, either A or B, C, etc., must switch to a common
frequency. It would presumably be designated in the SOl which subscriber would
be responsible for changing.

The second frequency translating repeater configuration is shown in
Figure 3. 4-4 (b). This configuration requires a simpler repeater and is
symmetrical with respect to the subscribers. Since all traffic is now passed
through the repeater, each subscriber can listen to all net traffic and has
substantially the same break-in capability as with the conventional FM net. If
the repeater is inoperative, each subscriber must change to a common receive-
transmit frequency.

Both of the above configurations assume that the repeater is
dedicated to a particular net. In order to keep interference from the repeater
to a minimum, it would be advantageous to use the repeater only when necessary.
The subscriber who finds himself out of contact with one or more other sub-
scribers in the net must switch from the normal net frequency, F1, to the
repeater channel, F 2 . The repeater translates his signal to Fl where it is
audible to all subscribers in the net. The called party must also switch to
F•-transmit in order to be heard by the calling party. Other net subscribers
may talk among themnselves and may hear the other conversation, but can only
enter the conversation by switching to F 2 -transmit. Since the receive frequency
is fixed, all net subscribers may be informed of the use of the repeater. This
mode requires assignment of an exclusive second frequency for repeater
operation. Since the repeater channel will be used only intermittently,
interference will be minimal. An AN/PRR-9 re, eivo-r added to the PRC-25
would provide the needed second channel.

If the repeater is supervised by an operator (either at the platform
or connected by a subsidiary data link), the operator may rolite traffic to a
small number of repeater channels, which may be used more efficiently, although
the increased activity oo the repeater channels will increase the interference
generated on these channels. In order to obtain repeater service, a subscriber
calls the repeater operator on a SOI-designated orderwire channel and identifies
his net. The operator then directs him to a repeater channel (which may or may
not be a prearranged channel for the particular net) with a new up-link frequency
and the previous down-link frequency. The calling subscriber is heard by all
other net subscribers. The called party then is requested to switch to F 2 -trans-
mit for the temporary repeater connection, All transmissions on FZ are
audible to all subscribers, but the subscribers not requiring the repeater may
remain in the Fj FM net mode. Again, use of the PRR-9 as an auxiliary
receiver will provide the two-frequency capability required.
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Since various FM net subscribers desiring use of the repeater
call on a common orderwire channel and may not be able to hear one another,
they may interrupt each other's requests for repeater service. This is the
same problem which faces taxi dispatchers, whose receivers are often captured
by nearby taxi signals in the middle of a transmission by another taxi. Their

response is to tell the interfering taxi to wait until the dispatcher calls him
back, which should be equally acceptable in the repeater request procedure.

There remains a problem of how to get the repeater channel
back into the pool when it is no longer required. A particular subscriber
nmight need the repeater fLr only a few seconds, or he might need the repeater
for twenty minutes or more for directing artillery fire. Perhaps the best
answer is for the use of the repeater for more than say, one minute on an
exclusive channel basis to require authorization from an appropriate level of
command. That is, the operater would accept individual calls from anyone for
a I -minute maximum and would provide "hot-line" service on proper

auti. orization.

3. 4. 5. 2. 3 Repeater Electronics. Several problems relating to the repeater
electronics result from F 1 -F 2 operation. If separate transceivers (or special
purprose single-channel repeater equipments) are used for each channel, as
there is no synchronism between the push-to-talk activation on the various
chaninels, the receivers must he protected against blocking, overload, or
spurious response. This is accomplished partially by choice of operating
frequencies and the use of diplexing filters, as described in paragraph3.4.5.2.1
above. Since the receiver squelch may be used to activate the corresponding
transmitter channel, it is important that the squelch not be operated by other
transmitters in the repeater assembly.

Where amplifiers common to several channels are used, as in
receiver preamplifiers or transmitter power amplifiers, or transmitter
power amplifiers, the distortion generated by amplifier overload must be
considered in relation to the weaker signal levels. This topic is discussed
further in paragraph 3. 5. 3. 3.

3. 4. 5. 3 Common Frequency Repeater

3. 4. 5. 3. 1 Channel Requirements. The attractiveness of comninon frequency,
F, -F 1 , repeater operation is largely based on the apparent requirement for a
single RF channel for each network using a repeater. However, the operational
use of a repeater may require more than one channel, and out-of-band
interference generation and vulnerability nmLay also require more than one channel
per net.

3. 4. 5. 3.2 Repeater Configuration, The repeater configuration of Figure 3. 4-2
is basic to the F 1 -Ft repeaters which have been demonstrated thus far, consisting
of a receivi memory device, and a transmitter. The memory device, which
may consi magnetic tape memory for a Courier-type repeater, or a holding
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capacitor in a rapid sampling repeater, is loaded while the antenna is connected
to the receiver and unloaded with the antenna connected to the transmitter. A
multichannel repeater may thus switch all channels synchronously, so as to
avoid the channel selection problems which face the non-synchronous F1 -F2
repeater.

3.4.5, 3. 3 Operational Considerations. There are several features of the
Fj-Fi repeater which lead to problems in repeater applications. If the
repeater operates on the original FM net frequency (as assumed in claiming
single frequency operation), some subscribers will receive signals both from
the repeater and directly from another subscriber, leading to potential
system degradation for some subscribers as the price for iniproving performance
for other subscribers. Since all of the FM net subscribers must uE ý the
repeater, it will generate high duty-cycle interference, possible over several
adjacent channels.

These problems may be alleviated somewhat by using the
repeater on an as-required basis. One means would be to use a second channel
for repeater operation, negating the channel requirement advantage. Each
subscriber would require an auxiliary receiver tuned to the repeater frequency.

If the repeater is supervised by an operator, a subscriber needing
augmentation of his range may call the operator on an orderwire channel to
request service, then return to his original net frequency, where the operator
will provide temporary repeater service. There is still the possibility that
subscribers in tl~e net who did not need the extended range may find their
circuit degraded ay multipath.

Ub,- .f a switching Fi-F1 repeater may pose problems of
compatibility with digital modulation modes, the use of which will become
increasingly important in the next few years.

3.4.5, 3.4 Switching Rate Considerations. The switching rate of an F1 -F1
repeater is important in determining the performance of the repeater itself
as well as the interference generation and vulnerability interfaces with other
systems.

The following factors have been considered in attempting to
estimate F I-F 1 repeater performance potential:

a. Receiver IF pulse response
b. Receiver squelch rate
c. Intelligibility of chopped speech
d. Repeater output spectrum
e. Ground echo return.

In response to a series of carrier pulses, the receiver IF will
provide a response similar to a low-pass filter of half the IF bandwidth. For
the 36 KHz PRC-25 bandwidth, the response shape is that similar to an
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i8 KHz low-pass filter. Figure 3.4-5 (ref. 3.4-27) shows the response
corresponding to a fixed repetition rate and various values of equivalent
low-pass bandwidth. If the repetition rate is less than 0.25 of the IF
bandwidth, the carrier will decay to zero during the pulse interval. As the
receiver will be provided with enough gain to limit on background noise, the
output noise level may rise to a level comparable to the signal level in the
inter-pulse interval. The receiver squelch time constant is typically a few
hundred milliseconds, so the squelch will not be able to suppress the noise
burst. and a severe degradation of the signal-to-noise rdLio will result.

or lower carrier-to -nuise rattos, the degradation will extend to hi',her
switching rates than for high o.arrier-to-noise ratios, since the carrier may
more easily drop below threshold.

Miller and Licklider (ref. 3. 4-28) have investigated the effects
of switching speech on and off at various rates, and the effects of alternating
speech and noise. Figures 3.4-6 and 3.4-7 show some of -.he results of this
investigation. It is particularly noteworthy that the articulation reaches a
peak at switching rates of the order of 20-50 Hz, and reaches a minimum at
frequencies of several hundred Hertz. For switching speeds of the order of
10-15 Hz, the presence of noise in the gaps makes speech more acceptable,
although it does not improve the intelligibility.

For rapid switching rates, an appreciable fraction of the signal
spectrum falls outside the IF passband, resulting in an increasing loss of
carrier-to-noise ratio up to the point where the first switching sidebands are
located beyond the IF passband. The power lost in this manner is of the order
of 10 db for cosine-squared keying waveforms with 33% transmit duty cycle, as
used in Motorola's experimental F 1-F 1 repeater (ref. 3.5-59).

This power loss may be overcome on the down-link, although
there is a loss due to the reduced repeater receiving period on the up-link
which cannot be compensated. Since the components of the switching spectrum
are each modulated by the original audio waveform, there will be a range of
switching speeds where the FM spectra around the carrier and around the first
switching sideband are both within the IF-discriminator passband, producing
distortion. This suggests that switching rates of the order of half the IF
bandwidth plus the peak deviation are needed to minimize distortion.

Echo of the repeater output signal from the ground may degrade
the repeater-receiving signal-to-noise ratio, and may confuse the squelch
activation of the transmitter. Further investigation of the expected echo
amplitude is planned.

The various factors described above have been combined to give
a postulated relationship of switching rate and articulation in Figure 3. 4-8.
Apart from the low-frequency asymptote at 50% articulation, the values are all
uncertain and are intended only to indicate trends. The relative magnitude of
the low and high frequency articulation peaks is likewise uncertain. A
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Figure 3. 4-5. Effect of Bandwidth on the Transmission of Detail
(After Goldman )
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Figure 3. 4-6. E~ffect off Masking ;of Cuntinuoum Speech by Interrupted

Noise, 50%• Duty Cycle (Affter Miler and Licklider )
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Figure 3. 4-7. Effect of Alternwidthon Speech and Noise Interval., 50%

Duty Cycle (eAter Miller and LGcklider)
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comprehensive experimental program would be expected to be more productive
than further theoretical investigation.

As previously noted, once switching speeds are below the Nyquist
rate, they will not be generally compatible with digital modulation formats.
Above the Nyquist rate, there may be other factors which tend to degrade
digital error rate. Again, measurements of experimental Fj-FZ repeaters
may be more productive than analysis.

3.4.5.4 Summary. A number of considerations have been discussed above
bearing on the selection of F, -F, or F1 -F 2 repeater modes in terms of
operational restrictions, repeater-tranceiving interfaces, and repeater
realization. Preliminary conclusions are that:

a. For the initial time frame, Fl-F? repeaters are more likely
to provide useful service.

b. Compatibility with PRC-25 equipment requires issuing
AN/PRR-9 or similar receivers for second-frequency
operation.

c. Frequency allocation problems and varying military
estimates of the demand for repeater service suggest
that supervised repeaters with limited numbers of channels
may best serve the initial requirement.

d. Further pursuit of F 1 -F 1 repeaters is justified in view
of the increased flexibility in repeater channel switching.
In particular, low frequency switching repeaters should
be evaluated because of the interference generation and
vulnerability of high-speed switching repeaters.

3.4.6 Optimum Repeater Design

3.4.6. 1 Objectives. It is evident that the use of existing equipment for the
i!epeater application is intended as a stop-gap measure to shorten the cycle of
development, trial, and operational deployment. For the longer range
objective, we are more at liberty to apply techniques and components which
are not now in military usage, inventory, or development. Among the long-
range objectives for future systems are the following:

a. Multiple access power control
b. Protection against interference and jamming
c. Compatibility with RADA techniques.
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It may well prove that incorporation of any one of these techniques to the FM
network augmentation problem will be incompatible with other systems
requirements, such that it is not worth further exploration. On the other
hand, those features with useful potential and a reasonable chance of practical
realization should be identified in the course of this study.

The following paragraphs review the objectives above, point out
the relevant results at this point in the study program, and indicate the
direction of future work.

3.4.6.2 Multiple Access Power Control. As will be established in
paragraph 3. 5. 3. 3, there is a wide divergence in signal levels received at

the repeater from various transceivers within the iervice area. This range
of signal levels imposes a severe limitat:.Jn on 0ht design of multichannel

broadband repeaters, since distortion products from the stronger signals
may degrade or obscure weaker signals. If providing adequate dynamic
range proves impractical, then the use of powcr control or of separate

channel gain control will be necessary. One means of power control, applied
in the ATS-B satellite, employs pilot-tone feedback from the relay for
comparison with a standard level tone. The transceivers with lower path-
loss to the repeater would then decrease their power output to reduce the

variance of the received power distribution at the repeater.

Since there is a substantial time-varying component in the signal
level factors, there is a question of the time constant of the amplitude
control loop. Whether the loop may provide useful degeneration of amplitude
excursions of fading signals depends on the fading rate, time constants, and

the nature of the return path modulation.

We have considered the separate channel repeater both in its
F 1 -F 2 and Fi-F 1 versions primarily because of equipment availability but
also because there are several useful features for advanced repeater design.
Separate gain control allows the power control function to be performed at

the repeater for compatibility with existing transceivers. Modifications of the
transceivers could, however, permit control of the repeater output power as
well, minimizing interference from the repeater at the price of setting a
maximum channel quality. If repeater-receiver automatic gain control is

used as an indication of instantaneous path loss for repeater transmitter
output control, it should be noted that there will be a loss of correlation of
the path losses to and from the repeater with increasing frequency separation,

Separate receiving channels at the repeater provide a further
means of reducing the variance of the received power, through the use of

diversity reception. The extent to which frequency diversity, polarization
diversity, or space diversity can be applied to improving VHF air-to-ground

performance remains to be determined. While we plan some general work in
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evaluating this area, we do not feel that the existing experimental data is
adequate for a detailed prediction of diversity improvement in the jungle
envi ronment.

3.4.6.3 Protection Against Interference and Jamming. No specific attention
has been given to the problems of interference and jamming at the present
time, although some general consideration has been given to the interference
between channels using the repeater and between direct and repeated F 1 -F1
signals.

The vulnerability to jamming and interference of high-altitude,
wide bandwidth repeaters using conventional modulation techniques is evident,
Altitude should be minimal, subject to tradeoff with range and platform
requirements. The bandwidth should preferably be divided into rapidly
tunable minimum bandwidth channels, with both filtering and dynamic range of
the separate rf ceiver channels designed for minimum interrnodulation from
out-of-channcý signals.

Whether spread-spectrum techniques can offer any significant
advantage within the constraints of man-pack tactical equipment, push-to-
talk operation, and party-line network operation has not yet been investigated.

3.4.6.4 Compatibility with RADA. A discussion with Mr. Charles Tepper
of the ECOM RADA project office was directed at determining the extent to
which RADA techniques could be a•pplied to the tactical communications
problems, and at determining the extent to which the RADA program had already
explored this area. It was determined that the present RADA effort is directed
at division-level communications, and that it is not intended to be compatible
with or to replace FM network communications. An extensive list of refer-
ences was provided (see paragraph 3.7) including ref 3.4-30 which deals with
an airborne repeater for use in extending RADA coverage areas by ground-
air-ground or ground-air-air-ground relaying.

No further study of the RADA problem has been undertaken pending
our review of the project reports referenced above. In the following months
we hope to determine whether the RADA repeater may be compatible with the
platform or with the multichannel relay equipment such that some useful
payload combinations or dual-purpose equipment may be evolved.
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3. 5 PATH LOSS ANALYSIS

3.5. i Analysis and Computation. The phenomenon of radio propagation loss
introduced by jungle foliage has been observed for many years and has re-
ceived particular attention under the pressure of military operations in South-
east Asia. In an effort to improve tactical radio communications in this and
similar areas by the use of high altitude airborne repeaters, it is necessary
to develop models for air-to-ground propagation over terrain characterized by
mountains, jungle, foliage, and tropical climate conditions.

In other areas where counterinsurgency operations might be required,
quite different propagation conditions may exist. It would appear, however,
that the propagation to be expected in deserts, tropical grasslands, or tem-
perate climates would be more accurately predicted by contemporary theory
than is tropical jungle propagation. For this reason, and for the immediate
time-frame application of repeater techniques, the study has concentrated on
the jungle communications problem as observed in Viet Nam and Thailand.

Extensive measurement programs have been conducted in Thailand
to determine the radio characteristics of jungle foliage and to evolve techniques
for the prediction of the range of communications equipments. A selected
bibliography of references to jungle propagation and related topics is presented
in paragraph 3.8.

The approach taken to the prediction of path loss for a ground trans-
ceiver to airborne repeater is to divide the loss into two components. The
first component is a systematic loss computed on the basis of an idealized
slab model of the jungle foliage. The second component is a statistically
described loss representing the inhomogeneity of the real jungle, the effect
of the foliage on the transceiver antenna pattern, and the angular fluctuation
of the antenna, gain at the repeater platform. It may be possible and useful
to separate the latter term. Experimentally determined electrical para-
meters of the jungle are used in computing the systematic component and mea-
sured distributions of the difference between actual loss and systematic loss
serves to provide estimates of loss variability.

The following paragraphs describe the propagation analysis and com-
putational procedure, the results of the computations, and the implications for
the design of repeater systems.

3. 5. 1. 2 Propagation Model. For a number of years a growth of vegetation
has been regarded as a lossy dielectric for purposes of radio wave propagation.
Gerber and Werthmueller (ref. 3. 5-1) measured quite directly the intensity of
electric polarization of the trees of a forest as a function of temperature and
type of tree. From these measurements, they then predicted and subsequently
verified by measurement the path loss for medium frequencies for propagation
through forest. Quite recently Sachs and Wyatt (refs. 3. 5-2 and 3. 5-3),
assuming antennas located in a slab of lossy dielectric between earth and air,
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have performed an incisively analytical integration of the traditional Bessel
transforms (ref. 3. 5-4) generally descriptive of propagation in and near lossy
media. In reference 3. 5-3, Sachs correlates the measurements of Jansky and
Bailey (ref. 3. 5-5) with predictions based on his analytical representation and
finds a very substantial agreement (compare pages 46 and 55 of ref. 3. 5-3) --

to within 1. 5 db for the 6 - 100 MHz range and to within 4 db for the 250 - 400
MH2 range.

Although the Bessel transform is an elegant and properly general
representation of propagation, it is recognized that it corresponds in the gen-
eral case to a superposition of plane waves (compare ref. 3. 5-4, page 577) and
in suitable circumstances may be replaced by a plane wave or ray representa-
tion. In the instance of propagation between a jungle-based antenna and an
aircraft-based antenna, it is sufficient to consider a direct and a ground-
reflected ray because any additional rays are too attenuated to contribute sig-
nificantly to the net result.

A computer aub-routine of a larger propagational program has been
established to compute the pattern of interference between the direct and ground-
reflected rays in the air space above a jungle-sited antenna. More specifically,
referring to Figure 3. 5-1, inputs to the computer are permeability, permit-
tivity and conductivity for earth and for jungle and--as the program stands--
values of permeability and permittivity different from unity may be specified
for the air-space, should one wish to do so. Additionally, depth of jungle and
height of antenna as well as frequency and polarization are inputs. An isotropic
source is assumed in the expectation that the phased gain of arn actual source is
to be super-imposed on the interference pattern. For this reason, the phase
(<t in Figure 3. 5-1) of the down-going ray relative to that of the up-going ray
is a required input. The output of the sub-routine is the amplitude of the inter-
fering pair of rays versus whatever schedule has been specified for the inde-
pendent variable, 0o.

3. 5. 1. 3 Propagation Analysis. For a conducting medium, Snell's law
requires that e.1 of Figure 3.5-1 be complex. This corresponds to a real angle
of propagation determined by

Re k.2  z 2

coosY j ý'7 a•j Z sin + k in0
Re-k -kZ sin 0+ k a

Ia 0 a0

where y = angle of propagation
k = complex propagation constant in air

k. = complex propagation constant in jungleJ

00 = zenith angle of repeater platform
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This angle is used together with the antenna height ha and the jungle height d to
compute the direct and indirect ray lengths within the jungle and the distance
between rays at the air-jungle surface. The ray lengths are used with 0t
(Figure 3.5-1) to compute attenuation and phase lengths of the two rays within
the jungle. The phase length of the direct ray is augmented by the projectioo
of the distance between rays at the jungle-air surface. The reflection coeffi-
cient at the jungle-ground surface is computed as in Stratton (ref. 3.5-4, pp.
493, 494).

The properly phased and attenuated rays are combined at the plane
E-E of Figure 3.5-1. The absolute value is multiplied by transmis ion coef-
ficients, following generally Stratton's development (ref. 3.5-4, pp. 495, 496).
For vertical polarization the square of the transmission coefficient is

T , 4 k/ki CosRe k.e j k 2 sill qJ + k sin o

-I k os2 2 .2TRekj C 
k. - K sin 2

j a k 2 k 2 sin2 a o
ja k. - k in

- a 0

where T = transmission coefficient for vertical polarizationV

pa = permeability of air

Pj " permeability of jungle

and for horizontal polarization is

•[ k a l kJJR - k i 2 + k 2 2i
4 k Cos ORa oe a si s 2

T 2 1 os x-a 201k si
h k cos9 2 2 2 2

+ Re k. - k sin e2a -- 2 2 a o
- k sin a
j a o

These coefficients account for the increasing divergence of rays emerging from
the jungle at e0 for real incident angles Tc at which total reflection occurs (T=o).
For small conductivity the critical angle to good approximation is

a = rc sinvý17•c

where K is the dielectric constant of the jungle.
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3. 5. 1.4 Path Loss Computation. The preceding analysis has beea con-

verted into a Fortran-IV program for use on a CDC-3600 digital computer.
The overall program is divided intu a main program and a sub-routine.

The main program "Propray" is concerned with the h1L:.sekeeping
chores of I/O formats, free space and atmosphere absorption conriutation,
and the setup of the parameters needed to compute the jungle attenuation. The
subroutine "Jungle" computes the path atteiuation through the vegatation as
mathematically outlined in paragraph 3.5. 1.1. It shares some parameters
(slab model constants, frequency, polarization and phase term) with the
main program through common storage. rhe direct inputs to the subroutine
include the jungle antenna height, canopy teighr and the elevation angle of
the repeater. The values returned to the n-ain program are the propagation
loss through the jungle in db and the internal elevation angle.

3. 5.1.4.1 Input/Output Parameters. Th• following input data is required
by the main program:

Slab model constants
Antenna polarization
Antenna height (within jungle)
Canopy height
Relative phase of downgoing ray from the

jungle-based antenna, cp
Frequency
Reference atmosphere, N s
Height of repeater
Earth dirtance from repeater to jungle

antenna

From this, the program computes and prints the following
outputs:

a. Total path loss, including jungle propagation, free space,
ground reflection within the jungle and atmospheric absorption.

b. The elevation angle outside the canopy computed from the
distances, reference atmosphere and heights given.

c. The elevation angle inside the canopy computed from boundary
conditions determined by the slab constants.

3.5.1.4.2 Input Format. Three separate cards are used for the input to
the program.

Card 1 - Assumed three-layer constants.
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Card 2 - Antenna polarization, jungle-based antenna and
canopy heights and the phase term, p.

Card 3 - Ns, frequency, height of the repeater, and
distance.

Figures 3. 5-2 through 3. 5-4 illustrate the format of these
three cards. The input parameters may vary as shown in Tables 3. 5-I
through 3. 5-4. All inputs designated "real" must have the decimal point
punched with the data. A decimal point must not be punched for "integer"
data.

A flow graph illustrating the computational procedure is shown
in Figure 3.5-5.

3.5. i.4. 3 Output Format. The output format is shown in Figure 3. 5-6 for
a typical set of input conditions. The four columns of output following the
statement of the parameters gives the incremental steps of distance from the
transceiver to the sub-repeater point, in kilometers, the path loss in decibels,
the elevation angle outside of the jungle canopy in degrees, and the elevation
angle inside the canopy, 'lso in degrees.
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Table 3. 5-1. Contents of Card I

Column Type Purpose Units Alternatives

I Integer Continuation - No punch or "I".
A "I" indicates
other card I's to
follow.

2-10 Real a. mhos Any value, deci-
mal must be

punched.
11-20 Real m. nhos As above.

21-30 Real normal- 1. 0 = free space
ized

31-40 Real 9 normal- Relative to
g ized free space

41-50 Real e normal- Relative to
g ized free space

51-60 Real m normal- 1. 0 = free space
ized

61-70 Real m. normal- As above
j ized

71-80 Real m normal- As above
g ized
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Table 3. 5-2. Contents of Card 2

Column Tye Purpose Units Alternatives

i Integer Continuation - No punch or "1"
A punch of "I"
indicates that
additional card
Z's will follow
before encounter-
ing another card 1.

2 Integer Antenna 1 = vertical
Polarization Other = horizontal

3-10 Integer Initial Meters The initial or
Antenna XI0 lowest antenna
Height height

11-20 Integer Final Meters The final or high-
Antenna Xi0 est antenna
Height height

21-30 Integer Incremental Meters The increase in
Antenna X10 antenna height for
Height each computation

31-40 Integer Initial Meters Must be higher
Canopy X10 than antenna
Height heights 120 =

12.0 meters

41-50 Integer Final Canopy Meters As above
Height X10

51-60 Integer Incremental Meters As above
Canopy
Height

61-70 Real Phase Term Difference in phase
if desired, between
upgoing and down-

going rays from
jungle-based antenna
Normally 0. 0

1o0
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Table 3. 5-3. Contents of Card 3

Column Type Purpos Units Alternatives

I Integer Continuation - A punch of "11" indi-
cates that additional
card 3's will follow

btfore encountering

another card 2 or
card 1.

11-20 Real N - Reference atmo-
sphere to determine

effective earth's
radius.

21-30 Real Frequency MHz Frequency of trans-
mission.

31-40 Real Height of km Must be above horizon
Repeater or diagnostic occurs.

41-50 Integer Initial km Smallest or first

Distance XIO distance 10 = 1. 0 km.

51-60 Integer Final km Final or longest
Distance XI0 distance of computation.

If horizon occurs be-
fore this distance is
reached, the com-
putation terminates

automatically.

(1 -70 lntegvr Incremental kIn D'stance increase
Distance X10 for each computation.
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3. 5. 2 Propagation Predictions

3. 5. 2.1 Introduction, From the results of the computer program described
in the previous section, parametric curves of the systematic component of
path loss have been prepared. The computer program, in effect, translates
the radiation pattern of an isotropic radiator immersed in the jungle into an

effective free-space pattern in the half-space above the jungle. It includes the

effects of the amplitude and phase of the ground-reflected ray, attenuation and

retardation of the direct and reflected rays through the jungle, transmission
loss (partial reflection and dispersion) through the jungle-air interface, and
coherent combination of the resultant two rays in a plane normal to the direc-

tion of free-space propagation.

The variability was estimated fromn the only available source of
ground-to-air data (rtf. 3. 5-6). Tt is anticipated that considerably more exten-
sive and more appropriate data from SI'Rs airborne XELEDOP measurements
in Thailand will soon be available.

3. 5. 2. 2 Loss Dependence on Repeater Hei',ht. For the transceiver-to-
repeater path geometry indicated in Figurea 3, 5-1 and 3.5-7, the systematic
portion of the path loss has been computed. Figures 3.5-8 through 3.5-13
plot path loss in db (consisting of free-space loss plus loss in penetrating the
jungle, as above) versus lateral distance between the ground transmitter and

the sub-repeater point. Curves have been computed for incremental variation

of the free-space ray elevation angle e, and plotted against ground distance
d = a't. Each figure contains six curves parametric in repeater height hr
according to the schedule hr 0. 3, 1. 0, 3.0, 10.0, 30. 0, 100.0 km. Other
parameters are as follows:

Frequency Canopy Height

S(MHz) hc (meters)

3. 5-8 76 10.0
3.5-9 76 20.0

3. 5-10 76 30,0
3.5-11 30 10.0
3.5-12 30 20.0
3.5-13 30 30.0

Electrical constants are:

Air Jungle Ground

Conductivity a 0 .00015 .02
(mho / m)

Permittivity c 1.0 1. 2 15.0
r
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The jungle constants above are based upon Parker and Hagn's measure-
ments of specific permittivity (ref. 3. 5-7) and Sachs' best-fit value of con-
ductivity (refs. 3.5-2 and 3.5-3). Subsequent measurements by Parker and
Hagn have indicated values of permittivity of the order or 1. 02 or 1. 05.

3. 5. 2. 3 Sensitivity to Jungle Parameters. Since the analyses of Parker
and Sachs agree for representative values of jungle conductivity, no specific
analysis of sensitivity to this parameter has been performed. However, Sachs
has computed curves between two antennas immersed in the jungle for
a. = .0001 and a1 = .0002 (refs. 4. 5-2 and 4. 5-3), and these can be used to
o tain some idea of the sensitivity to J..

LI

Sachs uses a value for permittivity ce = 1. 02 in his analyses.
Parker's early transmission line measurements indicated a value of cj 1= . 2
which value has been used here. Figures 3. 5-14 through 3. 5-19 have been
plotted to illustrate the sensitivity of path loss ej. The parameters used are:

Permittivity e . . 0, 1. 1, 1. 2, 1. 3

Canopy height h 30 metersc

Frequency Repeater Height
Figure (MHz) hr (kin)

3.5-14 76 1.0
3.5-15 76 10.0
3.5-16 76 100.0
3.5-17 76 1.0
3.5-18 30 10.0
3. 5-19 30 100.0

It may be seen that little sensitivity to ej occurs at high ray angles;
however, as the ran angle approaches the horizon, varying amounts of path
loss reduction with increasing s. are evident from the curves.

3.5. 2.4 Effect of Dipole Antennas. Figures 3. 5-20 to 3. 5-25 plot net path
loss versus ground range for the same parpnreters and repeater height? as
in Figures 3. 5-8 to 3.5-13. However, Figures 3.5-20 to3. 5-25 include the pat-
tern effects of verticalk/2 dipole antennas at the ground terminal and repeater.
The principal effects are some reduction in path loss at longer ground dis-
tances and a rise in loss at extremely short ranges corresponding to the nulls
of the Cipole pattern. Portions of the curves corresponding to more than 30
db total null depth have be_.i dashed to indicate uncertainties as to antenna
orientation stability and fill-in resulting from jungle-scattered energy at other
anglef:s.
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Only uniform pattern effects have been computed in Figurer
3. 5-20 to 3. 5-25. Random space variations of path loss due to inhomge-
neities in the jungle, and dissipative losses in the near field will be dis-
cussed separately,

Figure 3. 5-26 corresponds to the conditions of Figure 3. 5-21, but
uses the revised value of 1.02 for permittivlty. It will be noted that the path
loss is somewhat lower, since there is less refraction at the canopy-air
boundary and since the loss corresponding to the ground dipole pattern is
lower. Revision of other representative curves in the series is planned for
the next few weeks.

3. 5. 2. 5 Results Without Jungle. Similar parametric curves without jungle
have been plotted in Figures 3. 5-27 through 3. 5-30. These correspond to

path loss between the repeater and a ground terminal in open terrain over
good ground (ag = .02 mho/meter, Cg = 15) and are plotted versus ground
distance parametrically in repeater height, as in the previous cases. The
other parameters are:

F .equency

Figure (M ) Antenna

3. 5-27 76 Isotropic
3. 5-28 30 Isotropic

3. 5-29 76 Vertical dipoles
3.5-30 30 Vertical dipoles

3.5.2.6 Allowable Path Loss. An alternative presentation of the data may
be useful in visualizing platform height-system gain tradeoffs. Here, re-

quired repeater altitude is plotted against gro'und distance parametrically in
allowable path loss. Curves of this type are presented in Figures 3. 5-31
through 3. 5-35. The curves are plotted for a canopy height h = 20 meters
dnd for a. 1 00015. Other parameters are:

Frequency
Figure (Iv z) Permittivity Antenna. Type

3.5-31 76 1.2 Isotrcpic
3. 5-32 30 1. 2 Isotropic
3.5-33 76 1.2 Vertical dipoles
3. 5-34 30 1. 2 Vertical dipoles
3.5-35 76 1.02 Vertical dipoles

It should be noted that these curves do not include the variational
component, which defines the additional path loss for a particular fraction of
the time.
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3. 5. ,2. 7 Propagation Variability. Path losses computed for propagation
through the Jungle are median values based upon average electrical para-
meters of the j,,ngle. In actual fact, there are discontinuities (such as tree
trunks and branches) and voids (large compared with a wavelength) which
result in substantial spatial variation in received signal with small displace-

ments about any location. Further, the assumption of a smooth (compared
to a wavelength) interface, between the jungle and air, breaks down with
increasing frequency. Sachs (ref. 3. 5-3, Figures 19, 20) presents distri-
butions of differences between predicted and measured path losses between

two antennas immersed in the jungle. These curves are Gaussian in shape
and display the following characteristics:

Frequency Median Standard
Ranee (MIth) Error (db) Deviation (db)

6 - 100 -1.5 6.0

250 - 400 -4.0 10.5

Somewhat more directly applicable data are available, however, for the VH4F
ground-to-air case. Ar SRI report on measurements between an aircraft and
a ground transmitter through dense Eucalyptus foliage provides some directly-
scaled loss statistics (ref. 3. 5-6). Figure 3. 5-36, which is replotted from
Figure 26(r) of reference 3. 5-6, shows the distribution of measurements of
path loss exceeding the median.

As previously noted, SRI has performed a series of measure-
rnents of air-to-ground propagation in Thailand using a helicopter-towed
XELEDOP transmitter, and is currently engaged in analysis of the resulting
data. These data are expected to provide a more justifiable distribution of
path loss variations.

In the absence of these measurements, the distribution of Figure
3. 5-36 can be used to determine margins necessary to assure a specified
probability of service. For a 90 percent probability (probably adequate in
view of the possibility of avoiding deep nulls by small movements of the
antenna), it can be seen from Figure 3. 5-36 th-t a 15 db margin is required;
for 99 percent, 20 db becomes necessary.

In a link containing a repeater, if the repeater involves a limiting
process, the signal power will remain constant at the demodulator inputs
while the noise power for the up-link and for the down-link add. By con-
volving the single-link loss distribution of Figure 3. 5-36 with itself (using a
numerical process employing a Stieltjes diagram*), the distribution of the
signal variations for two tandem links with equal mediam power may be

*Stieltjes diagram: for random variables x and y, a planar plot on
x-y coordinates of equal Stieltjes probability measures dP 1 (x)dP 2 (y). This
unit measure is usually taken as 1% but may, of course, be taken larger or
smaller to suit circumstances and convenienc'.
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obtained. Since the signal level is held constant, this distribution (Figure

3. 5-37) may be used to determine the margin required on each of two tandem

links for a particular probability of the link being satisfactory. For example,

if the desired reliability is 90n, then a per-link margin of 9. 5 db must be pro-

vided.

floth of these curves (Figures 3. 5-30 and 3. 5-37) should be
conupared with the SRI airborne XEIEDOP data when they become available.

3. 5. 2.8 Variability in the Time Domain. As previously described, the
variability factor represents momentary, static conditions of tile jungle,
atmosphere. and platform. In fact, the foliage may be disturbed by wind, the
variable refractivity of the atmosphere results in signil variability, and the t
platform is in motion, os that the signal observe& at th. ground from a plat-
form will vary with the same amplitude distribution as applied to the static
case. The fading rate will be a function of this homogeneity of the jungle, the
velocity of the platform, and rotor blade modulation of the repeater antenna
pattern. Since the intelligibility o," voice comnmunications is the system objec-
tive, it is necessary to consider the effects of fading rate as well as fading
depth on intelligibility in evaluating system performance.

3.. 2. 9 Dissipative Losses in the Near Field. Gale is (ref. 3. 5-9) has
shown that for short antennas immersed in a lossy dielectric medium, theM
majority of disisipative loss in the vicinity of the antenna results from the quasi-
static electric field. In comparing electric and magnetic dipoles, the ratio ofI
near-field loss is of the order of [%/2,ra1', where a is an effective antenna
radius. In comparing efficiencies of short electric and magnetic antennas sur-
rourided b, a small shell of lossy dielectric, Row (ref. 3. 5-10) obtains the
similar result that

"i (nlagnetic) (k b)
n (electric) o

where b is the outer diameter of the shell.

These resultR tend to indicate that radiation efficiency of loaded
whip antennas (as for example the AN/PR C-25 at the low end of the tuning
range) may be degraded when immersed in the jungle. An evaluation of the
severity of this effect is planned.

3. 5. 2. 10 Summary of Propagation Prcdiction. Fropagation curves have a!
been computed and presented accounting for loss between airborne and ground

stations, where the ground station is immersed in the jungle. These curves
are believed to be of sufficient accuracy for engineering purposes in deter-
mining the median loss at VHIF to and from the high altitude radio relay. In

addition, predicted systematic loss values must be added to a margin term of

the order of 15 db to cover random spatial and temporal variations of path loss
due to the inhomogeneity of the jungle.
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It is planned to revise the variability distribution, if necessary,
on the basis of the SRI airborne XELEDOP data when they become avail-

able.

3. 5. 3 Path Loss Implications for Repeater Design

3. 5.3. 1 Introduction. The primary reason for examing the air-to ground

path loss is, of course, to define the necessary repeater power output, re-

ceiver censitivity, and antenna gain for a given communications requirement
bast]l analysis of the tactical problems. Conversely, for bounded repeater

parameters, the rzange for a given probability of satisfactory service may be

determined.

Those repeater configurations in which broadband receivers
(zovering more than one RF channel) are used will be exposed to signals of

different levels, depending on the range and jungle absorption or reradiation

of particular emitters. It is necessary to evaluate the distribution of ampli-
tude differences as a means of determining repeater dynamic range require-
mnents.

In increasing the range of tactical radio sets, the repeater will

extend the area over which co-channel interference will be experienced. This
is an inevitable price to be paid for increasing the range, but it must be eval-

uated to determine the extent to which frequency allocations must be changed.

The interference analysis is also applicable to the evaluation of jamming
susceptibility.

Finally, the use of synchronous satellites as repeaters has been
considered briefly and the up-link signals have been found to be marginal for
compatibility with vertical whip antennas. Interference is felt to be the pri-
mary limiting factor on the use of VT-IF satellite relaying.

3. 5.3. 2 Service Range. While the repeater transmitter power output is

much more readily increased than the transceiver power output, it is still
subject to limitations due to interference and platform power supply restric-
tions. The uplink from a transceiver to the repeater is the limitation on

overall system performance, since the repeater-receiver noise temperature
is determined by external noise at the 30 - 70 MHz frequency band. Directive

antennas at either the ground or the repeater do not appear to be practical
from a physical size standpoint, and transceiver power output is limited by

battery weight and life.

In estimating the total path loss and the resulting range for a

given equipment configuration, the following factors must be considered:

a. systematic loss component (slab model)
b. jungle loss variability
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c. platform antenna pattern variability
d. atmospheric variability
e. loss due to electrically short antennas

Of these factors, (a) has been analyzed in the previous section of the report,
(b) and (d) are combined in the experimental variability factor in the previous
section, and (c) has been neglected for the time being. The PRC-25 3-foot
whip antenna is less than a quarter wavelength at all operating frequencies,
and the 10-foot whip is a quarter wavelength at 24. 6 MHz. The possible vari-
ety of antenna patterns available at various frequencies, heights above the
ground, etc., make the antenna gain indeterminate, so the half-wave dipole
pattern has been assumed in the computation of path loss contours; and the
antenna's lobe structure has been absorbed into the variability terms.

If the repeater-receiver sensitivity is equal to that of the PRC-25,
a signal level of -113 dbm provides a 10 db audio signal-to-noise ratio. We
wiil assume the uplink and downlink to have identical parameters. With an out-
put power of I watt (+30 dbm) at 76 MHz, and a -113 dbm minimum received
signal, the path loss must be less than 143 db. This budget assunmes equal
median signal-to-noise ratios for the uplink and downlink, with a median signal-
to-noise ratio of 10 db at the receiver. The variability factor indicates that a
margin of 9. 5 db must be provided on each link to give a net 90% probability of
a 10 db or greater signal-to-noise ratio. Subtracting the margin requirement
from the i43 db "threshold" path loss leaves 133. 5 db as a per-link allowable
path loss. If the uplink and downlink path loss medians are not equal, the mar-
gin should be re-evaluated.

From Figure 3. 5-35, it may be seen that the ground range (between
a transceiver and the sub-repeater point) for a 3 km repeater height and a
jungle canopy height of 20 m is approximately 160 kin, compared with the 80 km
requirement established in Section 2 of this report. An increase in canopy
height or in permittivity will reduce the range.

3. 5. 3. 3 Distribution of Signal Levels. In those repeater configurations
requiring the use of multichannel amplifiers, the distribution of signal levels
will determine the dynamic range requirements of the repeater. With equal
channel spacing in the frequency spectrum, intermodulation products will fall
at the same intervals. Channel occupancy is variable, so whether a particular
Intermodulation product is produced or whether it falls in an occupied channel
is probabilistic.

The distribution of repeater users within the service area must be
irrodified by the previously derived path loss relations to obtain a distribution
oi received power levels. A further- correction required is to convolve this
distribution with the distribution of path loss variability. The resulting distri-
bution will give estimates of the percentage of signals occuring within speci-
fied power ranges for a given repeater altitude and set of jungle parameters.
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Looking at the problem in a different way, the maximum signal
power at the repeater will be from transceivers operating in clear areas more
or less below the repeater. Since vertical dipolcs are assumed in the path
loss computation, excessively high loss values are associated with this region.
In practice, neither the transceiver whip nor the repeater antenna will be quite
vertical, and there will be some depolarization by reradiation from the foliage,
so there will be relatively little attenuation due to the antenna patterns. Free
space attenuation for a repeater altitude of 3 km, at 76 MHz, will be approxi-
mately 80 db, compared with the path loss of 130. 5 db allowed for minimum
signal quality in paragraph 3. 5. 3. 2 above. A range of signal power of the
order of 47 db if thus indicated.

Detailed examination of the consequences of this range in terms
of amplifier peak power and distortion requirements will be undertaken in the t
next few months. I

3.5. 3.4 Interference. Most of the consideration given to interference at
this point in the program has been qualitative. It may be useful to compare
the ground-to-air path loss computation with the free spate loss between two
repeaters at 3 km altitude. Suppose that the two repeater platforms were
separated by 100 miles (161 lzm) at 76 MHz, the free-space attenuation be
tween them would be approximately 114 db, while the loss (exceeded 10% of

* the time) to a ground station at 50 miles (80. 5 kin) range would be 119 db
(from Figure 3. 5-26) with a 50% probability of exceeding this loss. Use of the
same channel at the two repeaters is obviously impossible. Use of adjacent

• . channels would depend on the selectivity and overload characteristics of the
repeater-receiver, and may serve to define requirements for these charac-
teristics.

Again, jamming has been considered only from a qualitative view.
The increased range at high altitudes may invite the use of jamming from
enemy-held areas, or from areas friendly to the enemy outside the combat
area. A jammer requires only I watt power output and a non-directional
4ntenna to compete with signals on an equal basis. The price of increased
power and antenna gain for a single jammer is relatively small.

3. 5. 3. 5 Satellite Relay. It may be useful to indicate the relative attenu-
ation of ground to synchronous satellite paths for comparison with the ground-
to-airborne repeater results. The power budget of the following table applies
to the ground-to-satellite uplink.
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Table 3. 5-4. Ground-to-Satellite Power Budget

Power output + 30 dbm
Antenna gain - 3 db
Path loss (76 MHz) -161 db
Polarization loss - 3 db
Satellite antenna gain + 10 db

Carrier received -121 dbm

Receiver bandwidth (36 KHz) 45.6 db/1 Hz
Receiver NF (3 db) 24.6 db/iK
Boltzmann's constant -198.6 dbm/Hz/°K

Receiver noise level -128.4 dbm

Carrier-to-noise ratio 1.4 db

It should be noted that this budget assumes a net antenna gain and foliage loss
of -3 db, and assumes use of a 76 MHz version of the ATS-B phased array
antenna. The resulting carrier to noise ratio would produce an audio signal-
to-noise ratio (ref. 3. 5-12) of 16 db.

The above discussion neglects a significant factor in the design
of a satellite relay. While the gain assumed is higher than achieved on con-
temporary satellites, it is not adequate to prevent high-power services in
other areas visible to the satellite from obscuring the PRC-25 signal. The
example of 76 MHz, for example, would place the PRC-25 signal in compe- I
tition with television signals on channel 4 with effective radiated power of the
order of hundreds of kilowatts. Since the entire 30 - 76 MHz band is shared
with other services, the allocation problems involved in establishing exclu- I
sive PRC-25 repeater channels are prohibitive.

1
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3.6 MULTI-CHANNEL RELAY SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Relay Application. One of the functions for which the airborne plat-
form relay appears to offer a significant advantage is that of point-to-point
multichannel relaying. This is an alternative to the use of tactical tropospheric
scatter or future satellite relay equipment. In comparison with the tropo-
spheric scatter point-to-point links, the ground-air-ground relay offers
following advantages:

a, Rapidly deployable.
b. Minimal in transport weight and POL requirements.
c. Capable of operation over difficult terrain.
d. Use of standard troposcatter equipment.
C. I.ess exposure to jamming than synchronous satellite

relay.

The relay systCem would then be applied to temporary use, as in the transis-
tional stages of moving a division headquarters, replacing damaged point-to-
point links, augmenting channel capacity, or establishing multichannel links
over difficult or enemy-held terrain where conventional relay equipment can-
not be installed.

"3.6. 2 Objective Configuration. As an objective, the ground terminals
should be transportable by helicopter. The ground terminal package would
include multiplex terminal equipment, power generator, and antenna system.
It would be anticipated that because of the need for interfacing with telephone

terminal equipment or fixed relay links, the ground terminals would be suf-
ficiently fixed in location to permit installation of elevated antenna support
structures or clearing sufficient foreground vegetation to provide a line-of-
sight path to the platform.

The airborne platform should not be required to be larger than a
U1-I1D helicopter, although other platfonms may offer advantages in various
respects. Because the platform is continually in motion, the use of antennas
with limited directivity is essential, unless mechanical or electrical tracking
antennas are used. Similarly, the use of limited directivity antennas on the
ground would simplify siting and tracking. Both antenna configurations must
be considered in terms of the cost and reliability of the antenna and of the
associated electronics equipment. Power requirements should be met by the
platform's accessory power system.

3,6. 3 Objective Performance. There appears to be only one area in which
the performance of the airborne relay needs to deviate from standards for
point-to-point relay links. This relates to interruption of the circuit while
performing handover from one platform to another. Necessary provisions for
compatibility with digital modulation systems will be considered in the remain-
ing months of the program.
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Practical margins for fading protection may require the use of diver-
sity, perhaps through frequency separations or ground antenna spacing. Fre-
quency diversity may provide a useful means of overcoming antenna pattern
fluctuations on the platform.

Interfacing with other systems at the ground terminals is assumed to
take place at a baseband level, most probably in baseband assignment compati-
bility with groups as used in the TRC-24, TRC-90, MR.C-107, or MRC-85
multiplex plans for maximum flexibility of application. No monitoring or chan-
nel dropping is envisioned at the relay platform, although a UHF orderwire
channel accessible to the radio operator or pilot will be necessary for handover
coordination.

3.6.4 Relay Equipment. Several useful equipments are available for use in
the multichannel airborne relay configuration. Some of the equipment types
that have already been discussed for single-channel use are also suitable for
this multichannel application. The following paragraphs describe relay candi-
date systems listed in Table 3.6-1.

Another approach to be given consideration is that of using standard
military line-of-sight or troposcatter equipment, omitting the power ampli- A

fiers. In this case, the ground terminals would require minimal interface
design, and equipment may be available out of military inventory; but the
equipment is not specifically qualified for high-altitude and vibration problems
to be encountered in flight, and extensive physical interface designfor the air-
borne relay package will be required. 2

It may be as productive to design a special relay package for aircraft
use compatible with line-of-sight or tropospheric scatter interfaces. Such a

relay could combine "east" and "west" paths of a duplex link in a single
receiver and transmitter.

3.6.4. 1 AN/ARC-89(V). First, there is an operational set of UHF equip-
ment designed specifically for airborne operation, the AN/ARC-89(V). This
is a 12 voice-channel system with a 60KHz FM baseband. The system operates
from 225 MvI-z to 399. 95 Mlqz in 3500 synthesized steps. While the normal trans-
mitter complement (AN/ART-47) provides I kw output power, it should be pos-

sible to use only the exciter and 50-watt intermediate powcr amplifier. Since
there is no provision for diversity reception, a separate diversity combiner

would be needed. For a duplex repeater with diversity reception capability,
two transmitters, four receivers, and two diversity combiners would be needed.
Duplexing filters and antennas are also included in the AN/ARC-89(V). Similar
equipment would be used at the ground terminals with one transmitter, two
receivers, and a diversity combiner at each terminal.

At the price of introducing non-standard ground terminals with
limited channel capacity, the ARC--89 equipment would provide rapid availa-
bility, minimal interface design requirements, and flight-tested antennas.
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3.6.4.2 MA-ZT Wideband Microwave Relay System. The MA-2T, ,Wideband
Microwave Relay System, ", is a commercial equipment made by Microwave
Associates, Inc., of Burlington, Massachusetts (ref. 3.4-14). The prime appli-
cation for this equipment is for a relay for live coverage of news and special
events in the vicinity of a television station. Since the modulation (baseband)
bandwidth of the equipment is 12 MHz, the system may be used for many appli-
cations. These may include high-resolution reconnaissance systems, inter-
connection of high-speed digital computer and data handling systems, as well
as the transmission of multichannel FDM or TDM voice and data signals.

The MA-2T system, which operates in the 2200-2300 MHz telem-
etry band, requires a receiver, the MA-8577, and exciter unit, the MA-8576,
and an amplifier, the MA-8575. The transmitter is composed of the latter two
units, the MA-8576 exciter and the MA-8576 amplifier. The power output of
the transmitter is 15 watts and requires a maximum primary power of 250
watts at 28 volts dc. The receiver, which has a 6 db njiwe figure, requires
only 35 watts of primary power, at 12, 24, or 28 volts dc or 115 or 230 volts
ac. These power requirements are quite high for both the receiver and the
transmitter but especially for the transmitter which uses a traveling wave tube.
The weight of 22 pounds (total) for the transmitter is fairly low, but 40 pounds
is rather high for the receiver. The operating temperature range that is given
is adequate for most applications, both for storage and for operating conditions.
Another receiver type is also available, the MA-8508, for the 1990 to 2110MHz
frequency range. This receiver weighs only 23 pounds instead of 40 pounds but
has a poorer noise figure (10 db nominal).

This relay system could be used for the initial time frame since it
is a commercial catalog item and should be available in a fairly short time in
moderate quantities. Although it is shown in the relay equipment type table
with four channels in use out of a possible 240, up to 48 channels could be
handled easily if sufficient antenna gain is available to make up for the lower
power per channel. It would thus be a good candidate for the initial time period
for this multichannel applicaticn.

3.6.4.3 AN/TRC-107. The AN/!TRC-107 is a radio relay equipment in cur-
rent production ('ef, 3.4-8, -15, -19). This type number applies to a 3/4 ton
vehicular application, using two radio relay sets, AN/GRC-103, as a terminal
set. This radio equipment was chosen instead of the type AN/TRC-i13 which
is listed as a repeater set, because it should not be necessary for a repeater
application to use three AN/GRG-103 radio sets. The AN! TRC-107 which has
two AN/GRC-103 radio sets should be satisfactory and would also permit a sub-
stantial saving in weight and bulk. The two basic sets consisting of two receiv-
ers and two transmitters weigh 130 pounds apiece, making a total of 260 pounds.
They also require 250 watts apiece, or a total of 500 watts at 115 volts ac at 50
to 400 Hz. This equipment is quite heavy and require, a large amount of power
for an airborne equipment. It should be possible to provide the multichannel
relay capability with a more portable equipment type. It is compatible with the
AN/TRC-24, which is also rated "Standard A," between 220 and 600 MHz.
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The AN/TRC-107 does no,. appear to be small and light enough to be a
satisfactory solution for either the interim or the long-range time period.

3.6,4.4 AN/GRC-68. The AN/GRC-68 (ref. 3.4-8) is a radio relay repeater
set for 12 to 96 voice channels consisting of two basic AN/GRC-66 radio sets.
Although the design of the GRC-66 includes two-band operation (1700 to 2400
MHz and 4400 to 5000 MHz), only the upper band equipment is available. In this
duplex repeater configuration, the GRC-68 weighs nearly 800 pounds and requires
a primary power input of 1. 7 kw for a transmitter output power of I watt. In
view of the weight and power requirements, the use of this equipment would be
constrained to operation in large manned aircraft.

3.6.4.5 AN/TRC-38. The AN/TRC-38 is a rear area radio relay set (ref.
3.4-8) capable of providing 23 channels of voice communication. This AN!
TRC-38 cuiitibts uf two carh of the R-418/G receiver and two each of the
T-303/G transmitters. Thus it has the same equipment as two of the AN! TRC-
29 basic radio relay sets. It is given a nomenclature of "Standard A" and is
thus out of the development stage and is available quickly.

Since this equipment weighs over 2000 pounds and requires 2800
watts of primary power, it is obviously suitable for only the largest aircraft
under consideration.

3.6.4.6 AN/MRC-69(V). The AN/MRC-69(V) may be used as a radio
repeater and is air or vehicular transportable. It consists of two AN/TRC-24
radio sets or two AN/GRC-50(V) radio sets so that full duplex operation is pos-
sible. Each AN/ TRC-24 consists cf a receiver and a transmitter; therefore,
it may be expressed as a group of two R-417/TRC receivers or two R-1148(P)/
GRC receivers and two T-302/TRC transmitters or two T-893(P)/GRC trans-
mitters. The tuning range consists of seven bands from 50 MHz to 1850 MHz.
Thus there is little overlap with the 1700 to 2400 MHz ground terminal radio
equipments. It is primarily compatible with other frequency division multiplex
systems, such as other AN/TRC-Z4's or with AN/GRC-i0's. The AN/GRC-76
and the AN!TRC-35 also consists of two of the AN!TRC-24 radio sets and thus
have identical receiver and transmitter equipment. It is also a complete point-
to-point or radio relay set intended for ground and/or portable use. The ter-
minal set (AN/GRC-76) uses telephone terminal, AN/TCC-3, to provide four
voice channels and one voice frequency orderwire in the subcatrier frequency
range from 300 Hz to 20 KHz. It may also be used with telephone terminal,
AN/TCC-7, to provide 12 voice channels and one voice frequency orderwire in
the subcarrier frequency range from 300 Hz to 70 KHz. This radio relay equip-
rnent also is extremely heavy (3400 pounds) and requires a very large amount
of primary power (2200 watts). It thus is a very poor choice for any time
frame for an airborne application such as the HARR.
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3.6.4,7 AN/GRC-39. The AN/GRC-39 (ref. 3.4-8) is a mobile radio relay
set capable of four voice channel transmissions or combinations of voice and
telegraph or facsimile channels, It is composed of two complete AN/GRC-10
relay sets so that full duplex operation is possible, plus PE-75 power units.
The AN/GRC-10 basic set consists of the R-125/GRC-10 receiver unit and the
T-Z35/GRC-iO transinitter unit. Since power should be supplied by theprimary
power supply of the aircraft or other vehicle, the weight of the unit is based on
two AN/GRC-t0 units. This total weight value is thus 340 pounds, and the power
required to operate the equipment is 450 watts. The equipment is classified as
"Standard A' and thus is quickly available. It has a higher power output than
most of the equipments listed so far, 40 watts or 10 watts per channel.

Unfortunately, the only tuning range available is the VHF band of
54. 0 to 70, 9 MHz. This would mean that there would be mutual interference
between this point-to-point multichannel relay set and the normal VHF FM
tactical radio equipment. For this reason, the AN/GRC-39 does not appear to
be a useful choice for multichannel relaying.

3.6.4.8 Passive Repeaters. A selected bibliography on passive repeaters
is included in paragraph 6. 3. Some work was done in the analysis of system
gains using passive repeaters, The preliminary results of this work indicated
that the gain of passive reflectors is insufficient for satisfactory channel per-
formance. Some further work may ie done with passive and semi-active
repeaters for application to the rv-t-- -point multichannel relay case where
high-gain ground station antei- able to compensate partially for the
low repeater gain.

i
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Table 3.6-1. Multichannel Relay Equipment
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SECTION 4

PLATFORM SYSTEMS

4.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the platform analysis was to select at least three
platform candidate finalists to be combined with the recommended repeaters to
form the initial HARR system alternatives. It is out of these alternatives that
the optimum combinations will be chosen and presented as the HARR configurations
which could be implemented with minimal development.

4.2 PLATFORM STUDY REQUIREMENT

The platform analysis as outlined in the HARR Study Technical Guidelines,
14 April 1965, is specified to be based on a cost and operational effectiveness
study involving airborne platforms conceived during the course of the study or
those categorized as:

a. High-altitude balloons
b. Rocket-launched platforms

c. On-station aircraft
d. Synchronous communication satellites

As the result of recommendations made at joint ECOM/HARR study team
meetings, activity undertaken during the first half of the study concentrated on an
initial configuration developed from existing inventory platforms and repeaters.
In keeping with this recommendation, only those platforms are included in the
mid-term report that meet initial system configuration requirements. Any

exclusion, however, was not possible until an investigation disclosed that at least
a year of research and development was necessary prior to procurement.

4.3 APPROACH

The approach used in selecting the three or more platform finalists was:
investigate all likely prospects; eliminate enough of these to make a manageable
number on the basis of procurement and operational considerations; and narrow
down to the final three or more by entry into a cost-effectiveness trade-off,
Since a stipulation of the study was that the feasibility of the use of random
military aircraft as repeater-bearing platforms be investigated, this analysis was
undertaken in addition to the platform selection.
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4.4 RANDOM* AIRCRAFT SORTIE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

An initiai task in the platform analysis was to test the feasibility of
placing a repeater package on all available South Viet Nam U.S. military aircraft.

A critical problem in the pursuit of the "randon-, military sortie distri-

bution" approach was to find sufficient South Viet Nam aircraft flight operation
data to make the analysis reliable. First, effort was expended in seeking out

Viet Nam aircraft sortie simulation models that could be adapted to the desir'zd
requirement. One of these models was found to exist at Mitre Corporation in
Burlington, Massachusetts. A specific investigation of this model disclosed

that in its existing form it could only handle U. S. Air Force aircraft and that
the introduction of Army and Navy aircraft parameters would require additional
coding. Therefore, other methods of obtaining reliable distribution values had
to be explored. The most promising of these appeared to be a special probability
analysis. Obviously, the credibility of the results is only as good as the data used.
Work then concentrated on finding reliable Vietnam sortie information thaL was in

sufficient quantity and distribution to make the conclusions significant. Such a
data source was found in the Pacific Air Force Management Summary, which is
issued quarterly.

Since the classification of this sortie data is SECRET, the distribution

computations and results obtained directly from the classified material are not
included herein. The restricted data used gives destinations, origins, sortie
rates, operational times, typical mission profiles, and considerable pertinent
information on ARVN theater military aircraft operations during the past two
years. Only that portion of the analysis and the results that have been authori-
tatively determined as unclassified are included in the aircraft distribution
discussion and outcomes contained in the following paragraphs of this subsection
of the report. All data used were for daylight oper-tions only.

4.4. 1 Results. Figure 4-1 is the probability map for random aircraft to provide
a platform where needed dur'ng an assumed 1Z-hour daylight operating period.

The values a.djacert to the contour lines are the probabilities that a ground unit
will be within range of any airborne platform at a randomly selected time. It
appears that random aircraft will not serve the purpose of HARR except in the

delta where the C-iZ3 alone ensures availability of a platform. This is C'ue to
altitude and flat terrain and assumed high-altitude special operations. The
relatively "high cover-age" ridge from Pleiku to Phu Bai results from ti}e assump-
tion that strikes were channeled via that route.

*"Random" means randomly distributed as to place on time.
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4.4.2 Methodology. The effectiveness measure is expressed as follows:

c.l = 1. - •. (1 - P.j)
1. (1 P .

3 ii
P., =K.. F..

1.3 1.3 1.3

where

F.. the fraction of total time during which a platform of type j
is in zone i. When n platforms of type j may be in zone i
simultaneously:

n
- F.i= (1 - f.j)

where f., is the fraction of total time spent in zone i by each

of the n platforms.

K.. = that fraction of the area of zone i which is covered by a platform
of type j when it is in zone i.

P= the probability that, at a randomly selected instant, a platform
Sof type j is available to a ground station in zone i.

C. = the probability that, at a given instant, any platform is within
range of a ground station in zone i.

NOTE 3

The assumption of independence implicit in the foregoing is not
strictly true in all cases. In those cases where the assumption
is not valid, it is sometimes possible to treat the situation as
made up of properly mutually exclusive events. For example,
in the case of a few aircraft transiting South Viet Nam enroute to
Laos or North Viet Nam for long periods on station, the times of
transiting a given zone are probably not independent since one
aircraft relieves the other. Accordingly, in the calculations the
periods spent in a zone are added. As another example, in the
case of numerous small aircraft such as FAC operating from a
single base, flight paths and distinations are almost certainly
not independent on a short-term basis. However, over a long
period of time the distribution of aircraft locations may be
nearly uniform over an appropriately selected area. The approx-
mation introduced by making the assumption of independence is
appropriate to a relatively long period of time.
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4.4.2.1 Computations. This analysis makes use of data from operational

bases and the aircraft which makes use of the bases. After applying the pro-

bability factors shown in paragraph 4. 4. 2 for Ci. the computational results

were plotted on a map of South Viet Narn similar to that shown by Figure 4. 1.

Contour lines were drawn as isobars connecting the equal probability points.

A significant part of the computations was "the cone of coverage" determined

for each so-'tie considered. This cone of coverage was drawn from the posi-

tion of the aircraft to the ground. A terrain analysis made of each portion of

South VietNamplus the height of the aircraft determined the amount of area

covered by the cone. A "line of sight" value taken from the ground to the air-
craft and the range capabili'6y of the PRC-25 determined the dimensions of the

cone. The percent of timc aircraft would be in the viciaity gave the Fij

values. When there was a probability of more than one aircraft, Fij became
a compound value.

4.5 PLATFORM SELECTION ANALYSIS

4.5. 1 Problem. A dual problem governed the treatment of platform capa-

bilities. This was the ability to:

a. Penetrate tropical foliage
b. Avoid terrain masking

It was found that, although it would be most desirable to have a plat-

form responsive to both problem considerations, certain candidates did not

lend themselves to more than foliage penetration. As a consequence the
analysis was divided into two portions: that dealing with special platforms
which could primarily handle the foliage penetration problem, and that deal-

ing with platforms which could take care of the terrain masking avoidance as
well as the foliage penetration.

4.5. 2 Foliage Penetration Candidates. Although the guidelines of the study

prescribed a minimum altitude limit of 1, 000 feet, certain platforms w.re
examined that customarily would be put at altitudes below this height.

4.5. 2. 1 Tethered Balloons. Tethered balloons have been used with some

success by the Army of the Republic in Viet Nara (ARVN) forces in South

VietNam. The ARVN commanders have liked them for fairly fixed locations
and are unconcerned about the disclosure of location due to the tether line,

since their positions are already known to the Viet Cong.

The antennas used for the ARVN balloons were normally HF, and,

although conventionally-shaped balloons were used, the buffeting of the plat-
form did not present a problem until the winds became quite high. In fact, it

wzs found that the tilt angle of the antenna had little effect on propagation up

to an angle of 30 degrees.
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G. T. Schjeldahl Company currently is developing a tethered
balloon-borne antenna system for NATO to extend 15, 000 feet above sea
level. The balloon is a 70, 000 cubic foot natural shape envelope (55-foot
diameter) using the tether line for VLF quarter-wave antenna cable. The
cable weight is 125 pounds per thousand feet of length. The high-altitude
winds have restricted the on-station time of this balloon system from 40 to
80 percent.

Instead of the Schjeldahl antenna qupporting device, a tethered

balloon system more suited to the HARR missiOn would be an aero-dynami-
cally-shaped envelope such as that shown in Figure 4-2. The shape of the
balloon will enable it to maintain greater airborne stability than if it were
given the more conventional pear or spherical ihape. The payload package
carried by the balloon indicates that it could be used as a repeater. A simi-
lar balloon system is described in DDC document AD 445 943, "Tactical
Jungle Communication Study." t

A disadvantage often associated with the tethered balloon is its
hazard to flying aircraft. For the HARR application, balloons would probably
be flown at altitudes between 2000 to 5000 feet rather than the much higher
-altitudes planned for the NASA balloons. However, even at these lower alti-
tudes a series of tethered balloons carrying hard-material payload packages
would provide considerable flight crew concern.

4.5.2. 1. 1 Tethered Balloon Fmployment. Forward area employment of
tethered balloons designed for the HARK mission could be at three recom- !
mended echelons. A light-weight two-channel balloon configuration could be
designed to carry a payload of 48 pounds. It is estimated to cost $3, 000 for
platform and tether line only. This configuration would be tethered near a
company command post and would be used to service patrol and squad units.
The proposed altitude would be from 2000 to 3000 feet.

A second configuration might be designed to carry a six-channel,
282-pound payload. It is recommended that it be used at company or battal-
ion headquarters and be flown at an altitude of 3000-5000 feet. Its estimated

platform and tether line cost is $7, 100.

The third configuration might be a 14-channel, 628-pound carry-

ing tethered system. Its recommended tethered position would be at battalion
headquarters. It also would fly at between 3000 and 5000 feet. Its estimated
cost would be around $12, 000. Unless a means was found for ground-based
channel control, a 14-channel balloon-borne relay could very easily introduce
mutual interference problems.

Balloon costs versus the payload weight that can be carried
is given by the curve shown in Figure 4-3.
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4.5.2. 1. 2 Tethered Balloon Support. A 70-hour life is estimated for the
batteries each recommended balloon system would carry. In each case it is

felt advisable that a two-balloon arrangement be used with the relief balloon
launch occurring in order that the on-station balloon can be brought down
without a break in the relay service. In this case a timing device would have
to be used to make sure both repeaters were not active at the same time. A
one-hour turn-around time is estimated on the assumption that at least at the
company level the batteries would be circulated by airlift. A critical problem
encountered during the ARVN tethered balloon experience was the loss of bal-
loons and their payload due to breaking or snagging of the tether line in high
winds. This would mean that a fairly large replenishment of balloons, re-
peaters, and line should be kept on hand,

A reference used to determine the balloon configuration and
tethering characteristics is the paper. "Capability of Captive Balloon
Systems," given by J.A. Menke at the 1963 AFCRL Scientific Balloon
Symposium.

The greatest problem in forward area support of a balloon would
in all probability be in the providing for the necessary hydrogen or helium.
A balloon capable of supporting a 100-pound ayload at the higher altitudes
required about six cylinders of helium which weigh about 1100 pounds. The
use of the hydrogen generator AN/TMQ-3 would considerably lessen the logis-
tics problem, but its use is both time consuming and dangerous.

I
Aside from the gas supply equipment, the ground support

required to operate the balloon platform would be the tether cable, winch,
ground plates, and ground handling and protection cloths needed for the infla-
tion gas. If hydrogen is used, the ground equipment might be provided to
manufacture it from chemicals that have been brought in, but the advantage of
this method of supply will have to be weighed against the use of a highly com-
bustible gas.

4.5.2.2 Treetop Relay Platform. The treetop relay platform is a new
item, presented as a candidate which may be developed within six months and I
employed in Vietnam by early 1968. It consists of a gas-inflated structure

designed to bear on the generally dense and continuous typical upper surface
of tropical vegetation and support a 50-pound relay payload at its center.
The relay is assumed to consist principally of two AN/PRC-6 or AN/PRC-25
radio sets with a common pyrotechnically extendable whip antenna.

4.5. Z. 2. 1 Description. The platform structure (see Figure 4-4) is circu-
lar in shape, twelve feet in diameter. The tubular structure has an 8. 5-inch
diameter outer rim and a 12-inch tube inner hub in the form of a torus which
encircles the payload at the center. Eight tubular (spoke) beams between the
rim and hub provide stiffness to the platform for bridging bearing voids with-
in the 12-foot span. The top of the platform is a flat sheet covering the full
circle and bonded to the tubular structure. Two cylinders containing 2 pounds
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each of C02 gas (at approximately 1800 psi) mount adjacent to the relay
assembly. Valves, triggered by the pull of a lanyard, exhaust the stored gas
into the 43-cubic-loot volume of the platform for inflation.

The radio sets and CO 2 vessels mount directly to a 30-inch dia-
meter hard panel which bears on the inner torus. This panel also serves as
the top of the undeployed packed system during storage and delivery. The
flexible portion of the platform folds and is packed into the annular space
between the 30-inch outer diameter and the relay and inflation hardware at the
center, to a 15-inch depth. A thin, frangible plastic case contains and pro-
tects the folded flexible portion of the platform assembly during storage and
delivery until inflation pressure is applied for deployment. If a parachute is
used, it is contained in a deployment bag atop the relay mounting panel.

Modern strong imporous balloon materials are used in the infla-
table structure. A nylon fabric, mylar film laminate, is recommended.
The top sheet is of similar material, but with an aluminized surface to pro-
vide a ground plan for the relay system. Based on use of the above materials,
a flexible structure of 7 pounds is estimated. A total weight for the system
is itemized below:

Inflatable structure 7. 1 pounds

CO 2 gas (2.05 per cyl.) 4. 1 pounds

Two 96-inch3 cyl. and valves 12. 9 pounds

Mounting panel and brackets 4. 0 pounds

Relay, antenna and batteries 50. 0 pounds

Parachute and pack 2. 2 pounds

80. 3 pounds

The stowed system ready for deployment is 30-inches in diameter
and 15-inches high occupying 6. 2 cubic feet.

4.5. 2.2.2 Deplo)ment. Two methods of deployment are considered:
aerial delivery and helicopter deployment. If the tree canopy is consistent
and compatible with the bearing area of the platform, the air-drop delivery
will provide rapid and efficient deployment. Stations can be at selected
points (identified on a map) to be traversed by the cargo aircraft. A series
of treetop relay stations then would be static-line deployed in a timed
sequence. Airdrop may be performed at any suitable altitude (1500 to 5000
feet or higher), under good or poor visibility conditions.

The deployment sequence (Figure 4-5) starts with the release of
the 80-pound package from the aircraft, followed by static line deployment of
an li-foot diameter ringslot parachute. As the parachute starts to inflate,
the opening and deceleration force pulls the lanyards between parachute riser
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and CO 2 valves at the package. The flexible platform then bursts its thin
encasement shell and rapidly inflates to full size. The platform, stabilized
by the parachute, descends to the jungle canopy to hold a position for opera-
tion. After the parachute settles, a timed switch operates to extend the whip
antenna and energize the relay.

For an inconsistent frec canopy, a deployment by helicopter U
(Figure 4-6) is recommended, The 78-pound package (without parachute) ii
would be lowered on a cable below the hovering craft to the jungle canopy.
Inflation of the platform should be initiated well below the helicopter to avoid
instability from down-wash air currents. The platform would not be released
until it had assumed a satisfactory bEaring on the trees. Following release,
the antenna world extend by pyrotechnic actuation; then relay operation would
commence.

4. 5. 2. 2. 3 Retrieval. A battery life of 70-hours may be feasible with inter-
mittent power to the transmittter. The relay station's usefulness is over when
the power tails. Therefore, retrieval and replacement may be feasible. A
retrieved relay station can be refurbished simply by recharging batteries,
recharging CO 2 cylinders, resetting timers, replacing pyrotechnics and
repacking the assembly in storage and deployment status.

".4. 5.2. 2.4 Cost. Based on life raft production cost data, the platform
system without relay and batteries should be about $420 each.

4. 5.2. 2.5 Forward Area Employment. Employment of the treetop relay
platform is felt to be most effective at the company level. Improvement in
transmission range made possible by the treetop elevation of the platform is
not known. D. . David Sachs of DRC has stated that because a system of
this type could take advantage of the favorable propagation path that exists
above the treetop canopy, a definite improvement in range transmissions
from the ground can be expected.

Depending upon the extent of the anticipated ground-to-platform
transmission range, a treetop platform would be placed at a favorably-located
position within the vicinity of a planned ground activity. Another platform
would be placed near company headquarters, and signals picked up by either
repeater would be amplified and relayed to the companion platform; here it
would be amplified again and transmitted to the ground.

4.5. 2.2.6 Forward Area Support. A necessary support item for the tree-
top platform system that would be in addition to that required by the tethered
balloon is the deployment vehicle. The cost of operating this aircraft would
have to be added to the costs of the platforms.
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4. 5. 3 Candidates for Avoiding Terrain and Foliage. Platforms that could

overcome both the terrain and foliage problems were, of course, characterized
by their high-altitude airborne capabilities. An initial platform list was com-
piled which included quite a number of entries; this list will not be included as
part of this report. The aircraft portion of the list itemized 84 manned fixed-
wing military vehicle types, 24 manned rotary-wing military vehicle types,

7 fixed-wing military drones, 3 rotaty-wing drones, and one rigid-wing craft.
In some instances, non-military aircraft were investigate,; but because of the
problems knowni to be associated with their introduction into any miiitary service
invenlory, it waas decided that they be excluded. More than thirty missiles,
rockets and satellites also were listed. For each of these (as well as for the
aircraft), the name of the vehicle, the DOD or NASA designation, the popular
name, the service, primary mission, typical performance or loading, avail-
ability, and other vital statistics were included.

4. 5.3.1 Aircraft Platforms. Starting with the extensive list of possible air-
craft platforms discussed in paragraph 4. 5. 3, the study analysts went through
two elimination exercises.

4. 5.3. 1.1 HARR A-rcraft First Iteration Selection Rejection. The elimination
process initially conducted was based on a broad application otf what were believed
to be pertinent HARR mission and operational requirements. A tentative require-
meents list is given as follows:

Platform payload 50 - 300 pounds

Relay channels Single to 6

Relay type PRC-25 or replacement

Time to deploy 3 hours

Time on station 24 hour potential

Initial HARR configuration Helicopter, light or medium aircraft,
quick look at balloons and drones

PlAtform deployment Helicopter pad or forward area air
facility strip

Platform flexibility Capable of variable time and location

Deployment altitude Deployed sufficiently low to avoid radio
channel interference between Army Corps
(250 -mile line-of-sight sepa.ation);

deployed sufficiently high to avoid ground
fire

Platform support Minimum required. No new school for
training personnel

Destruct capability Optional

Air traffic control A consideration, but not deciding at this
time
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Pertinent requirements of the above list were applied, as well as operational
and procurement considerations which were known to have a definite bearing on

remote area employment.

The first elimination iteration was performed on aircraft in the

initial platform list, Table 4-1. This work reduced the number of platforms
considered for the initial HARR configuration to a more manageable preliminary

list, Table 4-Z. For candidates which are not suitable (or marginal), summary
reasons are given by codes A through G in Table 4-2. They are as follows:

A. On-Station. The aircraft is not suitable because of speed
or inability to loiter. For a few aircraft, inflexibility for
high (15, 000 feet) and low (1, 000 feet) altitudes is the

criterion.

B. Availability. For initial (i. e., initial configuration, Viet Nam,
operational in 1967), this factor includes the inventory in
Viet Nam, the allocable inventory elsewhere, the feasibility
of reactivating retired aircraft, and manning potential. For
interim and long-range, production schedules and probabilities
also pertain.

"C. Cost. The aircraft is too costly to operate for the HARR
mission. (For some aircraft, larger than necessary for
HARR, but otherwise very suitable, high costs might be
offset by multi-mission potential. ) Flying-hour costs are
considered more important than procurement costs, par-
ticularly for excess aircraft no longer produced.

D. Mission Suitability. The aircraft is not acceptable because
of payload limitations, short endurance low level of proven/
related military experience, etc.

E. Divertibility. The aircraft is in short supply for primary
missions probably out-ranking HARR; hence, a less effective
or more costly substitute platform is preferred for 1967 and
even later.

F. Theater Suitability. The aircraft is not acceptable for Viet
Nara because of logistics burdens, limitations on combat
mobility, vulnerability to combat hardships, inability to
operate all hours in all weather, etc.

G. Command. The aircraft is not readily operable by the Army,
or by the other services for direct and complete support of
Army operations.
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Table 4-i. Initial Platform List (Continued)

U.S. ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT

Popular Ceiling Range
Manufacturers Number Name (ft.) (mi.) Remarks

Bell (47G-4A) Trooper 13,700 324
Bell (47J-2A) Ranger 15, 100 268
Bell (206) Jet Ranger - - 400 1966 certifica-

tion
Bell UH-ID Iroquois 18,000 315 Armed escort
Bell (209) Huey Cobra . - - Interim AAFSS
Bell OH-i35 Sioux 18,000 324
Gyrodyne XRON - 1 Rotorcycle 7, 300 56
Gyrodyne 9H-50D Dash 20,000 35 ASW drone
Hiller OH-23F/G Raven 9, 500 226
Hughes TH-55A - - 6,500 195 Army primary

trainer
Hughes OH-6A - - 15,400 394 Army LOH
Hughes XV-9A - 6, 000 - - Research

vehicle
Kaman HH-43B/F Huskie 4.5, 000 277 In Viet Nam

UH-2A SeaSprite 14, 500 550 In Viet Nam
Lockheed XH-51A - 10, 100 11 Rigid-rotor

research
Sikorsky CH-34 Choctaw 4, 900 280 In Viet Nam
Sikorsky SH-3D Sea King 10, .00 62"
Sikorsky CH-3B/C Jolly Green 7,1U0 500 In Viet Nam

Giant
Sikorsky HH-52A - 14,100
Sikorsky CH-54A Skycrane 11,900 :).-3 In Viet Nam
Sikorsky CH-53A 10- I 400 282
Sikorsky CH-37 Mojave .... Tn Viet Nam
Boeing UH-25B Retriever 5,200 3"5
Boeing CH-21A Shawnee 6, 100 400
Boeing CH-46A SeaKnight 9,000 246 In Viet Nam

US;MC
Boeing CH-47A Chinook 12,400 234 Army transport

in Viet Nam
Boeing CH-113 Voyageur 10,050 690 RCAF

HKP-4 - 9, 100 760 Swedish
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Table 4-1. Initial Platform List (Continued)

U. S. VTOL AIRCRAFT

Manufacturer Designation Performance Remarks

Hawker Siddeley XV-6A 50. 000 ft Evaluation as
Kestrel btrike/recon.

fighter

Lockheed-Georgia XV-4A (VZ-10) 40, 000 ft Army evaluation
Hummingbird

Ryan Aeronautical XV-5A (VZ-11) 50, 000 ft Army evaluation

U. S. DRONES AND TARGET MISSILES

Manufacturer Designation Mission Service Endurance Remarks

Beech MQM-61A Target Army 85 min. Recoverable
Aircraft
Corp.

Maxson AQM-37A Target Navy 15 min. Rocket power
Electronics

Northrop AQM-38A Target Army 30 min. Rocket power
Ventura

Northrup MQM-37A Surveil- Army 40 min. (SD-I)
Ventura lance

Ryan Aero- MQM-34A Target Navy/ 114 min. Turbojet
nautical
Co.
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Table 4-i. Initial Platform List (Continued) j
U. S. RESEARCH ROC7KETS

Manufacturer Name Designation Payload Ceiling Remarks

Atlantic ARCAS ARC 29KS-336 12 lbs 40 mi Single
Research stage
Corp.

Atlantic ARCHER ARC 35KS-1375 40 lbs 90 rni Single
Research stage
Corp.

Atlantic METROC ARC 16KS-140 Z lbs 20 mi Single I
Research stage
Corp.

Rocket HOPI RPI 3.0KS-4000 11-1/2 lbs 50 mi Chaff
Power Dart
Inc.j

Rocket JUJDI RPI 1.9KS5-2100 10 lbs 33 n-i Balloon
Power Dart
Inc.

Rocket RAVEN RPI 8.5KS-1800 - --

Power
Inc.

Thiokol TOMAHAWK - - 45 lbs 400 mi
Chemical
Corp.

Rocketdyne AEOLUS 315 lbs thrust 6 lbs 15 mi (Gun I'
(NAA) launch)

1i
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Table 4-2. Reduced HARR Candidate List

Rank
Item (initial) Platform Limiting

Number (1967) Designation Factors
(Ref. p. 231)

Fixed-Wing Manned Aircraft

i i 0-IE
2 i F-2H
3 1 S-ZD
4 1 CV-23

5 1 UI-A
6 1 U-6A
7 2 OV-IC
8 2 E-IB
9 2 T- 37B A, C

10 2 T-39A A, C
11 2 C-47E C
12 2 C-121G C
13 2 C-123B
14 2 U-3B
15 2 U-7A
16 2 fU-8F
17 2 U-10A B
18 3 A-IJ
19 3 YB-26
20 3 B-66D
21 3 F-5A
22 3 RB-57F
23 3 P-3B C, E
24 3 T-2B
25 3 T-28D
26 3 T-Z9D
27 3 T-34B
28 3 T-38A A, C
29 3 T-41A
30 3 T-42A
31 3 C-54 C
32 3 C-117D
33 3 C-ii8A C

34 3 C-119i C
35 3 C-131E B
36 3 VC-6A C
37 3 U-4B A, B. C
38 3 U-SA A, B, C
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Table 4-2. Reduced HARR Candidate List (Continued)

Rank
Item (Initial) Platform Limiting

Numbe r (:1967) Designation Factors

39 3 U-11A
40 3 HU-16E B
41 3 U-17A

(42 models eliminated from initial 83 models)

Rotary-Wing Manned Aircraft

42 1 UH-ID
43 1 OH-6A
44 2 OH-13S
45 2 OH-23F/G
46 CH-34
47 3 UH-2A C, E
4g 3 SH-3D C
49 3 CH-37 C
50 3 CH- 21-A D

(18 models eliminated from initial 27 models)

Fixed-Winged Drone Aircraft

51 1 MQM-36

(initi.l 5 models eliminated; 1 or 2 may be
reinstated for analysis after this platform
category is evaluated versus other categories)

Roiary-Winýed Drone Aircraft

52 1 OH-50D
53 2 DH-2C

(Only OH-50D was on the initial list)
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Payload capability for initial configuration (50 to 300 pounds) has
not been a factor in rejecting candidates. For interim and long-range systems,
greater payload requirements may be a factor. Antenna mounting requirements
have not been considered critical.

4. 5. 3. 1. 2 HARR Aircraft Second Iteration Selection/Rejection. The reduction
to the 53 remaining candidates still left too large a number for entry into a
detailed cost/effectiveness. The candidate reduction process implemented during
a second iteration is summarized in Tables 4-2 and 4-3.

Table 4-3 recommends that the 53 candidates be "reduced" initially
to 17, and o 8 later in the study. The proposed reduction is on the premise that
types of aircraft have common technical and operational characteristics affording
gross measures of suitability, as follows:

A, Attack. The A-i was retained, while other aircraft of this
type were rejected because of liinited on-station capability,
high cost, lack of divertibility from other missions, etc.
The A-i is a marginal candidate, because of the same factors.

B. Bomber. Three models were retained as marginal candidates.
Others were rejected because of high cost and on-station
limitations, (e. g., ability to loiter at low altitudes in difficult
terrain and weather).

F_ Fighter. The F-5A was retained, while all others were
rejected because of on-station limitations, high cost,
etc. While the F-5A is considered to be a marginal
candidate, analysis based on F-5A data can be made
inexpensively (through -.ccess to Norair experience)
with respect to the RFP's concern for HARR objectives
being served by raudom soi.ties - close air support,
reconnaissance, etc. Suitab'.ity of the A-i (and, to an
extent, of bombers) can be extrapolated from F-5A
analyses.

'0. Observation. These aircraft are suitable because of
Army ownership/experience, ability to launch in an
austere environment, on-station loitering capability,
low cost, etc. Limiting factors may be all-wea!;her
capability, night-flying, and payload capacity.

P. Patrol. This is a unique case. P-2Vs are being moved
from atorage to special Viet Nam operations, the
storage inventory is being depleted, and active ASW
squadrons may or may not be releasing the obsolete
P-V's. The P-3 successor (Lockheed's Electra) is
not likely to be readily available. Both aircraft have
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Table 4-3. HARR Candidate Selection Goals

Aircraft Designators
Reduced Number of

Code Type Use r HARR List Candidates

Final Interim Now

A Attack N A-1 0 0 1

B, YB Bomber AF B-66D, RB-57F, 0 0 3
YB-26

F Figntier AF, N F-5A 0 1 1

0 Observation A, AF O-IE, OV-IC 0 1 2

P Patrol N (ASW) P-2H, P-3B 1 1 2

S Search N (AL.W S-2D 0 1 1

E Early N E-IB 0 1 1
Warning

T Trainer All T-37B, T-39A, T-2B, 1 2 9
"T-28D, T-29D, T-34B
T-38A, T-41, T-42A

C Cargo/ AF, N -C-47E, C-121B, C-123B, 1 2 9
Transport C-54, C-117D, C-118A,

C-119J, C-131E, VC-6A

U Utility .iI U-IA, U-6A, U-3B, U-7A, 1 2 12
U-8F, U-10A, U-4B, U-5A,
U-11A, HU-16E, U-17

CV Cargo/ A CV-2B 1 I 1
Transport

Rotary Wing (Helicopter)

UH Utility A UH-D.D, UH-2A 1 1 2

OH Observation A OH-6A, OH-13S, OH-23 F/G 0 1 3

CH Cargo/ A CH-34, CH-37, CH-Z1A 1 1 3
Transport

Subtotal 7 15 50

Drones 1 2 3

Note: Candidates within a type are listed Total 8 17 53

in approximate order of suitability.
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good on-station characteristics, particularly around
15, 000-feet altitudes, and night/all-weather capability.
Capacity and costs are high for HARR. However,
should the HARR relay payload be payload be expanded
significantly, these aircraft qualify when smaller air-
craft candidates for Quick Fix drop out. Present indi-
cations are that the P-2 should be analyzed in depth,
and the P-3 considered as an alternative.

S. Search. This is also a unique case. USAF is using
these Navy ASW aircraft for special Viet Nam missions.
Like the P-2, the S-2 is obsolete, but the S-2 does
not have a successor in inventory or production.
Available S-2 inventories have not been investigated.
Compared to the P-2, the S-2 has smaller payload,
less endurance, lower costs and better low-altitude
performance. Nevertheless, the P-2 is now considered
to outweigh the S-2 as a candidate. More evidence is
required.

E. Early Warning. The E-IB has much the same charac-
teristics, in terms of HARR, as the P-2 and S-2. rhe
E-IB also has avionics which may abet the HARR
mission and facilitate multi-mission operations in
Viet Nam. Short-comings may be in the areas of
availability, theater logistics, command channels,etc.

T. Trainer. While a number of candidates were rejected
because ofon-stationcharacteristics and costs, nine re-
mained. The T-37B and T-30A appear to be primary
candidates for Viet Nam and Quick Fix. This type air-
craft must be subjected further to the same sort of selec-
tion/rejection criteria already applied. One possibility
is to select a large, slow, inexpensive model and subject
both models to cost/effectiveness analyses.

C. Cargo. Larger models were rejected because of exces-
sive capacity and cost, and some of the remaining 9
candidates are marginal for this reason. The C-123B
is in substantial use in Viet Nam, and the C-47E and
C-12IG appear likely candidates.

CV Cargo. The CV-2B is a special candidate because of
its availability, logistics support, experience in Viet
Nam, etc. This aircraft is one transferred from Army
to Air Force, per the April 1966 agreement. Investi-
gation of the impact of this transfer on the CV-ZB's
HARR candidacy is desirable.

I8 &.-.



U Utility A few aircraft of this type appear marginal
because of on-station limitations, cost and limited
availability, but none were rejected. The U-IA
and U-6A are favored because of their present use
in Viet Nam. More specific cri'eria are needed for
subsequent selection/rejection. Because of the
apparently good candidacy of this aircraft type, a
preferability ranking may be needed, rather than
suitability exclusions. Relative ranking versus
observation aircraft also seems desirable.

UH Utility Helicopter. The UH-i's prevalence in Viet
Nam makes it a primary candidate. All versions
(including the earlier UH-IB and the new 2-engine
model) must be investigated. The UH-ZA is less
available, probably relatively costly, and possibly
not divertible from other missions. The UH-I is,
in terms of HARR, in competition with Utility Fixed I
Wing aircraft. Analysis may show that the UH-i i

compares unfavorably in cost, all-weather operation,
etc.

OH Observation Helicopter. There are three good ]
candidates to be reduced to one by some criteria not I
yet derived or applied. Payload and environmental
limitations are expected to rule this type out in favor
of Fixed Wing Observation aircraft or Utility Heli- I
copters. 2

CH Cargo Helicopter. The CH-34 (also designated UH-
34) is a primary candidate used extensively over
Viet Nam from land and carrier basing by both Navy
and Marine Corps. The CH-37 and CH-ZIA appear
to be poorer cost/eftectiveness candidates. Unless I
the HARR. payload increases and platformy mnaneu-

verability becomes a premium factor, the CH-34
may be rejected through subsequent analysis.

4.5.4 Cost-Effective Analysis. As is customary in a cost-effectiveness
analysis, the effort was divided into two major areas--that pertaining to
HARR operational effectiveness and remote area suitability, and that per-
taining to cost. Not in all cases were these areas kept separate. This was
because logistic and base support costs were to a large degree dependent on
a platform's present status in the U.S. inventory in South Viet Nam and the
experience or lack of experience with the candidate in the Pacific theater.
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4. 5.4. 1 Effectiveness Model. By considering the communications
requirements discussed in Section 2, and by material found in the Remote
Area Conflict Information Center (RACIC) Library, platform mission
requirements were Ppecified. These requirements were as follows:

a. Overcome Foliage and Terrain. The platform height was
required to meet minimurm altitude limits that would overcome both the
foliage and terrain protolems. If platform altitudes, such as the tethered
balloor or treetop net, did not meet this minimum altitude requirement,
either their height had to be increased or else the altitude deficiency would
have to be made up by the height of the ground at which the platform was
tethered or supported. Also, when terrain masking avoidance because
a problem, either the extra penalty in payload, special equipment, and
on-station endurance costs had to be accepted or the burden had to be
shared by special ground -to -air -to -air -to -ground provisions.

b. Avoid Mutual Frequency Interference. As expressed
elsewhere in this do,ýument, a critical platform requirement was that it
carry the additional payload or incorporate within its ground system the
sophistication necessary to avoid mutual frequency interference. The
AN/;-RC-25 repeater range improvement figures shown in Section 3
(a flat earth range of 150 miles for an altitude of 19, 650 feet for an
allowable path loss of 140 db, or a ground distance of 50 miles for an
equal path loss at a 1, 775-foot altitude) showed that an altitude imprve-
ment payed off handsomely in range; however, mutual frequency inter-
ference was now inevitable.

c. Meet Tactical and Environmental Conditions, Among the
critical parameters considered in the analysis were force deployment
and environmental conditions. The required employment tactics are
discussed in Section 2 of this document. The environmental conditions
were found by various personal-contact and literature-search references.
As much as possible, these were the tactical deployment practice and
environmental conditions as they now exist in South Viet Nam.

d. Remain Compatible with Operational Doctrine. Through
conferences held with U. S. Army aircraft project managers at AVCOM
in St. Louis, Missouri, it was learned that flight crew, ground support,
and logistic supply were critical factors to be considered in the evaluation
of military aircraft. Often, aircraft manuals present endurance curves
that are true for the vehicle, but not for the flight crew, particularly
when day-in, day-out, on-station missions are to be flown, such as are
required by HARR. Also it was learned that particular care should be
taken that the logistic and ground support requirements of a system
should not exceed supply and maintenance adjustment lirnttations. As a
consequency, if a platform already exists in the U. S. /Viet Nam inventory,
it would have a favorable advantage over one that was not; and when it
was found that a candidate required unusually demanding repair, logistic



or operational support (such as fuel), it should be drcppt: t .romn con-
sideration.

4. 5.4. 1. 1 Environmental Considerations

a. Weather Analysis. For the application of both balloon
and aircraft platforms, an understanding had to be es:tablished as to the

influence of upper winds and surface weather on total operational avail-
ability. Upper air winds and surface weather information was obtained
from the Environmental Technical Applications Center, Washington, D. C.
Specific Viet Nam operational flying condition information was obtained
from the AVCOM Army Aircraft Project Offices and specific surface
weather percentages, according to South Viet Nam area distribution,
from the AVCOM Foreign Intelligence Office. The environmental
influences are treated later in the discussion of the cost-e&fectiveness

curves,

b. Terrain Analysis. An important part of the effective-
ness model was the amount of transmission coverage that could be
counted on from an on-station platform, It was known that this varied
with the altituca of the platform and the terrain of the area being covered.
Since the South Viet Nam topography varied from the rough mountainous
terrain in the north to the lowlands of the south, it was imperative that
a terrain analysis be made. Such an analysis was not found to exist that
would meet specific HARR requirements, and a means had to be obtained
that would give terrain slope results that fell within HARR platform posi-
tional limits. These limits were rather broad, and accordingly the
terrain analysis was not done in precise detail.

The methodology emnployed was to obtain a large topo-

graphic chartof South Viet Nam. The scale used was 1:1, 000, 000; the
chart was divided up into sections representing ARVN Corps I and II
over the northern half and the ARVN Corps III and IV over the southern
half. Cross sections were taken over each postion of an area that indi-
cated topographic change. The spacing of the contour lines gave the
degree of slope.

1. Shadow Zones. Shadow Zones were computed
according to the geometry and equations shown in Figure 4-8. A section
of the II Corps area which represents a typical terrain analysis is shown
in Figure 4-9. Location of the shadow zones was determined by examining
evory location that appeared likely. The only exception was the case of
the gullies whose bank3, might have been considerably steeper than the
immediately surrounding terrain. As an example, it is probable that a

considera.ble portion of the area around Plei Girao Kup in the south-
eastern part (in Figure 4-9) is in shadows.
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MZ M,

M4 __,_,__

S

M, = Alititude difference in terrain

M2 = Height of platform above highest terrain feature

M = Contour spacing
3

M = Distance, platform to highest terrain feature
4

K = Intermediate factor; K -
Mi

C = Intermediate factor; C (M 3 K; If C M there is no shadow

S = Length of shadow; S - (M 4 )/ (K); Measured from highest terrain

feature at level of M 3 .

K M2
M1

C= (M 3 (K)

(M 4/
= AK)

Figure 4-8. Shadow Geometry
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The extent of the platform station was determined
graphically as the intersection of a plane at 20, 000 feet, with extensions
of the slope of the tcrrain. The general location was first selected by
inspection. For the purpose of calculating station extent, ambient
terrain slope was doubled. Thus the station envelope, represented by
the hatched, pear-shaped area near the "KLON GLUIH" lctiers, is
appropriate for a 10, 000-foot platform, if ambient slopes are considered
adequate, and for a 20, 000-foot platform, if twice the ambient slopes is
felt to be more realistic. The approximate center of the station area
was used for locating and determining the extent of the shadow. For
this rather mountainous section of the II Corps area the shadow zones
were estimated to take up less than 5 percent of the total territory of
Figure 4-9.

When the HARK system becomes a reality, its
utilization will be enhanced if accurate shadow zone charts were avail-
able to the forward area commander. These woulcd be prepared for the
altitudes which are compatible with the available HARR platforms,
Once the commander decided where his forces were to be employed, the
platform station would be positioned to optimnize the radio relay coverage.

c. Area of Coverage Cones. The two considerations of
terrain masking avoidance and foliage penetration were applied to obtain
needed platform "cones of coverage. " Considering the propagation
take-off angle requirements discussed in Section 3, a limiting horizontal
angle of 100 was obtained. Figure 4-10 illustrates this foliage penetra-
tion angle. When terrain was not the limiting cone of coverage factor,
the 100 angle was used.

Figure 4-10 also illustrates tl:e naanner in which the
terrain-limrited cone of coverage was estimated. The maxinmum slope
of the terrain was used which was greater than the 100 foliage limiting
angle and which sustained a "line-of-sight" angle that reached to the
platform's position at the apex of the coverage cone. The useful area
was determined by the intersection of the cone of coverage with the
topography, or else by the horizon which made up the 10° foliage-limiting
angl-.

As might be expected, the area covered by an on-
station platform, particularly in rugged terrtin, would be quite irregular.
This irregularity is illustrated in Figure 4-11. This terrain/relay
coverage interface is discussed in the paragraph that follows.

Interface Between Relay and Terrain. With respect
to a relay-carrying airborne platform, three major physical factors
determine its effectiveness. These are:
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EASTERN

BOUNrARY OF
RELAY
ACCOMMODATION
ZONE IMOUNTAIN

RANGE)I

RELAY POSITION LIMITATION
AT 10,000 FEET

NORTH
PLATFORM FLYING
CIRCLE MAWIMUM
6.5MILE9 DIAMETER

TOPAGRAPHY SAMPLE OF SOUTH VIETNAM TERRAIN

SCALE 1"--4MILES

NOTE :
TOTAL ZONE SERVICED BY THIS RELAY APPROXIMATELY 30 MILES SQUARE

Figure 4-If. Irregular Area of Coverage Due to Rough Terrain
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Configuration JVffvct of platform on relay and antenna
design.

This discussion deals only with the relay position
factor, and advances the idea for terrain definition in terms of platform

position on-station.

For purposes of analysis, platform position may be defined
as an area over terrain at an arbitrarily selected constant altitude. The limits
of this area may be defined by a value of cormiputed signal strength representing
an acceptable threshold betveen receiver sensitivity and voice transmission

from a standard man-pack radio at any point on the ground. The transmitted

signal will be influenced by indigenous vegetation and roughness of terrain plus
normal attenuation for distance. A signal strength contour may then be deter-
mined at the selected altitude which describes an irregular envelop within
"which the input voltage at the relay receiving antenna will exceed the threshold
signal strength. For simplicity, the irregular contour should have inscribed
within it a circle which defines the relay position limits to be maintained by
the platform, An example is given in Figure 4-11.

For a moving platform whose optimum performance altitude
differs from the altitude selected to define the terrain, a suitable value for
relay position factor may be computed based on free space attenuation and
threshold signal strength patterns for higher (and possibly lower) altitudes,
Higher altitudes should produce larger circular "on-station" areas over moun-

tainous t-rr:in 13 line-of-sight •-n-les are relieved.

As shown in Figure 4-11, the dashed-line enclosed area is

the guaranteed coverage an aircraft, flying in Lhe 6. 3-mile-diameter circular
pattern, can obtain when holding a 10, 000-foot altitude. The coverage is

maintained despite the aircraft's position on thc circumference.

d. Coverage Requirements. The area chosen for the first cover-
age investigation was that of the ARVN II Corps. This, as has been mentioned
before, was a fairly rugged terraih characterized by considerable tropical
foliage. An O-FE Bird Dog aircraft was chosen as the platform in this analysis.

To obtain adequate coverage of this area where some peaks reached nearly to
9, 000 feet, it was estimated that the Bird Dog should fly at a constant altitude
of 13, 000 feet. Figure 4-12 shows the areas of coverage which would have to

be provided in order for complete II Corps blanketing by the required 24 simul-

taneotuM station-keeping Bird Dog aircraft.
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enmployilnclh models.

a. la t-orm Placenic nt and m m unic..t Chann l .fl ation

1. Ulldt, the "itmplifying asss imptii) iS tihat for (a) the

propagatiLn is a straight line, then (1b), the portion of the earth of interest, can,

with acceptable accuracy, be treated ais a plane.

In this Section, platform altitudes are considered only on

the basis of conmunications re quire nents ind ignore miinimum altitude p'oblems

of ground fire, etc. The t,,seintial clements of the platform placement problem
can be iepresented in the following sketch.

tB]

a

A b

The line AB represents an element of the cone within which

communications are confined by terrain, foliage or other mechanism, about
a station on the ground at A. That cone can be completely defined by the

angle 6where:

0 = tan -- = tan -
a terrain slope

A platform at B is theoretically within the line-of-sight (LOS) of any ground
station along b.
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In or0dc !tl a plattori:• at B to tov.'r 11 draCa of
rat-. u, R. on, tit' grjund, hi e platlorij dlttude w, Jh nIU.1M he deterilliied
by:

R b
h= . tanl e --

a

2. Figure 4-13 depicts (at distorted scale) the constraints
on line-of-siglht thus far considered as they apply to discussions which follow.

The line labeled "35%" represents the constraint which
will be assumed to apply in rough terrain. It correspondsi to an angle of about
700 from the vertical and is at a slope approximately' double (when expressed
in %) of the slopes which could be measured on the 1: 1, 000, 000 scale charts
available. Although the 35% slope may adequately describe the general
terrain, there are undoubtedly local conditions which result in much F-ore
severe constraints. Those conditions exist at the bottoms of steep-sided
gullies and even behind peaks where the slope may be nearly vertical.

The line labeled "800" represents the constraint which
will be assumed for flat terrain and reflects the best currently available
estimate of the effects of foliage.

The line labeled "Flat Earth" represents the horizon
constraint applicable over water. As long as airborne platforms are above
intervening terrain, line-of-sight contact between platforms are governed by
flat earth geometry.

The dotted line from 1 to 2 in Figure 4-13 depicts two
airborne stations at 5, 000 feet altitude and 25 nrautical miles apart. The
dotted line from 1 to 3 depicts two airborne stations separated by 25 mniles
horizontally and 5000 feet vertically with the lowt r station at S, 000 feet.
Stations I and 3 are within line-of-sight of each other unless intervening
terrain interferes, such as, for example, a mountain of altitude greater than
7, 5000 feet at the point midway between the stations.

The tolerable intervening terrain altitude is expressed
by:

d
h = h + (h -h)

where:

h is the height of terrain, which will just intercept LOS

h1 is the altitude of the lower platform

h2 is the altitude of the higher platform

S is the horizontal platform spacing
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d is the horizontal distance irom the lowe r platform to

the terrain feature being considered. I
If both platforms are at an altitude wich exceeds by 200

feet the height of ary intervening terrain, they will be in LOS of each other.

The error in assuming a plane geometry treatment is on

the order of 60 feet over the Z5-mile interval. That error is ignored as
insignificant in comparison to other uncertainties such as, for example, the
accuracy with which the platforms will maintain altitude.

It must be noted at this point that to ensure the desired

coverage under any constraint, the platform altitude must be measured from

the highest terrain located in the area to be covered.

3. Figure 4-14 depicts the deployment and the elements of
a battalion which are assumed in the discussions which follow. This deployment
may be considered as something of a "worst case" in that an infantry battalion

will rarely present a disposition of forces more uidely separated.

4. Figures 4-15 and 4-16 illustrate application of the

previously described concepts of coverage to the battalion deployment shown
in Figure 4-14. Figures 4-15 and 4-16 depict the inverted cones of coverage
An vertical cross section from various platform altitudes and locations when
line-of-sight is defined by 800 and 35% constraints, respectively.

Figures 4-15 and 4-16 illustrate two factors which are

generally appropriate:

(a) The minimum acceptable platform altitude is a

function of:

•w u'- dimcnsion- of the area to Le covered

(2) the envelope within which propagation is

constrained.

There is also a maximum altitude above which it
may be profitable to consider a different deployment of platforms. This is
illustrated by points 1 and 2 in Figure 4-15 for example. A platform at i can

theoretically bridge the communications gap between the platoon leader and

company commander. If platform altitude is increased to the level of 2,
the capability exists of covering all platoons of a company as well as the

compaziy commander. If the platform can carry a sufficient number of relays,
it is feasible that it service the entire company.
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(b) The precise positions, such as I and 2 in
Figure 4-15, cannot be maintained even by tethered balloons. Fixed-wing
aircraft must maneuver to stay airborne, and the "brute force" hover of
rotary-wing craft reduces endurance. Furthermore, navigational inaccuracies
are unavoidable. Thus some allowance must be made for maneuvering and
navigational uncertainty. Stations shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16 labeled
a, b, etc. , correspondLng to and above stations 1, 2, etc. , represent the
increase in station altitude required to allow for a cumulative 2-1/2-mile
error, or to allow a 5-mile diameter maneuvering space. As a maneuvering
space, such a circle corresponds roughly to the room required to fly a race
track holding pattern with 2-minute legs. Eight hours of that maneuver may
be more than a pilot can endure.

It is assumed for the purpose of this report that "over
coverage" is not desired. For example, the space between battalion and com-
pany headquarters may be occupied by transient traffic but the requirement
for relay of vital communications does not concern that traffic. Thud: a
platform at such an altitude as to provide coverage not only for the vital areas
but for onome space outside is providing "over coverage." Some "over

coverage" is unavoidable, indeed necessary, but not necessarily desirable,
"Over coverage" may also be considered to exist when a ground station has
direct access to more than one platform, since relay between platforms is
generally unimpeded by the mechanisms which hamper surface co mmunications.

b. Tactical Employmnent Models. The tactical models described
in the following paragraphs produce estimates of the number of platforms
required as a function of platform altitude and assumed situation. Table 4-4
lists the results for the following tactical situations, each of which is
described in more detail later:

Situat'-n i: Situation I is that in which the objective is to
"cover" South Viet Nam completely. Numbers of platforms required are
generally untenable in terms of manned aircraft.

Situation 2: Situation 2 is that in which the infantry company
with a radius of five miles is the smallest tactical unit considered. Platform
altitude must be great enough to ensure coverage of the five-mile radius circle.
Tabulated numbers represent the number of platforms required per infantry
battalion.

Situation 3: Situation 3 is that in which it is necessary to
ensure continuity of communications from platoon throughi battalion head-
quarters. Numbers listed in i•ble 4-4 are the number of platforms required
on station per battalion as a functinn of platform altitude.
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Table 4-4. Platforms Required for Given Altitudes/Situations

No. of Platforms Required
Platform Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3

Altitude
(in thousands ARVVN CORPS ARVN CORPS ARVN CORPS

of feet) I1 III IV I IU III IV I II III IV

0, 1 23 16 16

0. 5 6 16 16

1.0 4 16 16

2.0 3 16 16

3.0 5, 470 2 16 10

4.0 3, 170 2 16 7

5.0 1, 890 2 16 7

6.0 1, 310 2 4 10 4

7.0 1, 000 1 4 7 4

8.0 755 1 4 7 4

9.0 585 ± 4 7 4_J

10.0 471 1 4 7 4

42.0 333 1 4 4 4 4

14.0 241 1 4 3 4 3

16.0 188 1 4 3 4 3

18.0 146 1 4 3 4 3

Z0.0 120 ± 4 2 4 2

25.0 75 1 4 2 4 2

30.0 55 1 3 ± 3 1

35.0 39 1 3 ± 3 ±

40.0 30 1 2 1 2 1

45.0 24 1 2 1 2 1

53.0 19 1 z 1 2 ±

60.0 14 1 1 1 1
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1, Application. TntLS model produces as a result, the
number of platforms required on station at a given tinie to meet various
communications requirements of an infantry battalion. Numbers listed in
Table 4-11 1nay be multiplied by the on-station flight hours to obtain operating
costs.

2. Assumptions. The results of the investigation at this
stage reflect the assumptions listed below:

(a) Effects of Terrain and Foliage. South Viet Nam
was divided into two regions described generally as "mountainous" and "flat.
Thcsc regions correspond fairly closely to ARVN Corps Zones I and 11 for
mountainous terrain, and Zones III and IV for flat terrain. It was a-numed
that terrain masking was the principal impediment in the mountainous region.
Communications were restricted to a zone above terrain with a "worst
average" slope of 35%. In flat terrain, two conditions were assuned. In
Situations 1, line-of-sight capability with no interference was assumed. In
Situations 2 and 3, communications were assumed restricted by the terrain
at a slope of 35% in Zones I and II and by foliage to within a 1.600 cone in
Zones III and IV.

(b) Relay Capability and Interference. These two
factors were ignored as problems in this phase.

(c) Effective Radio Range. Extremely high altitude
platforms provide line-of-sight coverage to ranges that may exceed the

capability of the transceivers under consideration. The effect of incorporating
the restrictions imposed by free-space attenuation will be to reduce the radius
of coverage. For the purposes of this study effort, the effect has been
ignored.
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4. 5.4. 1. 3 Data Acauisition. The objective of the data acquisition effort was
to obtain as much up-tc,-dtite and pertinent cost, performance, and operational
data as possible on the platform candidates which had survived the two plat-

forms elinmination iterations.

Initially the files at Noithrop- Venttira were searched. These
produced rather comprehensive data on fixed-wing drones and some balloons
but not satisfactory amounts on fixed- and rotary-wing manned aircraft.
rotary-wing manned and unmanned aircraft., and the latest developments on
balloons and other special platforms.

Cnsiderable assi,,ance, p-rticulaily on Air Force and Navy
manned aircraft, was obtainýd from the special data files at Norair in Haw-
thorne, California; this was supplemnented by contacts made at the Rand Cor-
poration, Santa Monics, California. Valuable information on rotary-wing air-
craft now undergoing development was obtained fronm Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation, BPdrbank, California. However, it was not until the necessary
need-to-know was established at the U. S, Army Aviation Material Command at
St. L.ouis, Missouri, that the much-needed Army aviation performance and
cost data was obtained.

A total of ttree v~sits were made to AVCOM. The AVCOM per-
sonnel contacted were:

H. M. Sigman Systems Engineering Division
Frank Barhorst 0-1 Aircraft Project Office
George Johnson U-8 and U-tO Aircraft Project Offices
Charles A. Doher U-6 Aircraft Project Office
Mr. Ceaser CV-2 Aircraft Project Office
Thomas Bell UH-1 Aircraft Project Office
Cedric L. Davis Maintenance Directorate Office
Mr. Bartel Deputy Director, Research and Development

and Engineering Directorate
Robert Andrews Foreign Intelligence Office

In pursuit of information on the Navy DASH helicopter drone, the
following key personnel were contacted

CDR. O'Brien DASH Project Office
LCDR. Savage Performance Analyst, DASH Project
Dr. Hauser Avionics, DASH Project
Mr. Robert Bowers Logistics Support
Admiral (Ret. ) Leiper Gyrodyne Regional Representative,

Washington, D.C.
Mr. Allen Yates Vice President, Gyrodyne Company

of America
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Besides an extensive search of the literature and correspondence
with balloon manufacturers, visits were made to the Cambridge Research Cen-
ter, Lexington, Massachusetts, and the Aereon Corporation, Trenton, New
Jersey.

The latest experinmental results on the use of balloons for nmete-
orological instrument carrying and data transmission purposes were obtained
from Cambridge Research Center personnel and special evaluation material
on the use of small dirigibles as relay platforms from the Aereon engineers.

Considerable use was made of the Remote Area Conflict Infor-
mation Center (RACIC) library to obtain information on firsthand experience
with Army aircraft utilization in South Viet Nam and indications of what the
1-gistic and base support problems might be.

a. Data Treatment. In addition to the individual contacts, the
U.S. Army -10 aircraft operational manual series and the U.S. ArnmyAviation

Planning Manual, FM-t0i--0, were used extensively as data sources. Though
there was extensive performance data in these manuals, it was found that
considerable special treatment was necessary before the data could be used to
give HARR mission values. Considerable effort, therefore, went into the

replotting of profile charts and in the development of HARR compatible per-
formnance curves.

A caution given by Army Aircraft Project Office members at
AVCOM was that for a mission as monotonous and long as would be charac-
teristic of HARR, the human endurance often would become a mnorv limiting
factor than the on-station endurance time of the aircraft. Figure 4-17 is a
chart which gives an example of the special consideration that was given to a
pilot's ability to spend long hours confined within the narrow limits of an O-1E
cockpit. Flight hours, i. e. , on-station hours r'.us station taking and base
return hours, are divided to obtain the abscissa values. Because the human
endurance is appreciably less than O-IE aircraft endurance at vach indicated
HARR station altitude, the human endurance curve falls consistently farther to
the right. The other important critical values used to make up the, curves are
also presented on the chart.

4. 5.4. Z HARR Platform Costing. The costing that was done was divided
according to whether the candidate was an aircraft or a special platform. Il
turn, the aircraft costs were divided according to whether the vehicle was
manned or unmanned.
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Fuel to Return:

Assume - TAS z ',!20 mph

Fuel Flow 5.5 gph

30
Fuel - 5.5 1.4 gal.

30
Time - 0. 25 hr = 15 min.

24

22, G.W. Z165 G. W. 2165

±64 G. W. 2400
14 [

V12 Ac durance/ Human Endurance 4.0 hr
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..0

0
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Flight Hours Per On-Station Hour

Operating Costs:

Assume -

1. Direct Operating Cost $24 / Hour
2. 720 On-Station Hours / Month
3. No. Vehbcles Required / Situation and Area as per R. West Report
4. Flight Endurance / Human Limited to 4. 0 Hours
5. 30 Mile Cruise Distance to Station

Figure 4-17. O-IE Endurance Curves
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4. 5.4. 2. 1 Costs for Manned Military Aircrait

a. Cost Factors. Several factors contribute to the cost of pro-

viding a manned military aircraft such as ,t HARR platform. These factors are:

1, Cost of the aircraft.
Z. Cost to replace aircraft lost through attrition.

3. Cost of fuel and oil for flying.
4. Cost of replacement parts consumed in the main-

tenance process,
5. Cost of manpower required for maintenance.

6. Cost of a flight crew for the HARR mission.
7. Cost of personnel (not part of the HARR program)

providing support for HARR operations.

8. Cost for the HARR "fair share" of base operating

support.

Information on these costs is presented in Tables 4-5 and 4-7.

Table 4-6 provides data on the requirements for military personnel to conduct
and support HARR operations. Table 4-5 gives purchase and operating costs

for the candidate aircraft. It lists each candidate and its cost, then gives the
attrition rate (losses per flight hour), the attrition cost ($/FH), the cost for

fuel oil ($/FH), the cost for replacement parts ($/FH), And the total direct

operating cost ($/FH). The total is the sum of the costs for attrition, fuel and

oil, and replacements parts.

Table 4-6 gives a breakdown of the military personnel require-
ments. It lists each candidate, its use rate (flight hours per month), and a
particular crew requirement case. Case i of Table 4-6 requires the basic
HARR flight crew. For this case, the relay repeater equipment will be oper-

ated by one of the basic crew. Case Z requires the basic flight crew, plus a
relay repeater operator. For this case, it is assumed that the relay repeater

equipment consist of many channels which must be monitored and operated by

an additional crew member. Case 3 requires the basic flight crew, plus a
relay repeater operator, plus relief personnel. For this case, it is assumed

that the flight mission will have a long duration (approximately twenty hours),
and extra flight personnel are needed to provide relief during the mission.

Following the listing of the particular case, the required number of personnel

are provided. The requirement is broken down into the officers and enlisted
men needed for the flight crew, maintenance operation, and support.

Table 4-7 gives military personnel and base operatirng support
costs for the candidates. The military personnel costs ($ per month) are listed

as calculated from multiplying the personnel requirement by the personnel rate.

Thus, for the O-1E which has a requirement for 4. 6 officers and 7 enlisted

men (for a rate of $1. 000 per month per officer and $150 per month per enlisted

man), the military personnel costs are $4, 600 and $1,050, per month, respec-

tively, for officers and enlisted men. These costs are added ,nd divided by
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Table 4-5. Purchase and Operating Costs

AIRCRAFT COST DIRECT OPERATING COST

Fuel & Replacement
Attrition Oil Parts Total

Losses/Fi $/'1l $/FH $/Fi $/FH

O-IE $49,000 15ixO 5 $Z. 85 $2.0o $ 5.18 $ 10.03

U-IA 122,000 13xct• 15.87 4.09 4.53 24.49

U-6A 98,000 13x0"5  1z. 75 3.20 8.49 24.44

U-8D 114, 000 13x10 5  14.82 5. (16 7. 5Z 7. 40

CV-2 725,000 13x40" 5  94.2,5 2t1.41 69.37 185.03

C-47 300.000 13xt0"5 39.00 17.00 21.00 77.00

C-123 673,000 13x10" S '6. 81 38.00 36.00 160.81

OH-13 55,000 44x10"5 24. .') 2.83 11.64 38.67

UH-ID 247,000 31x10" 76.50 7.90 34.52 118.92

NOTE: Fuel and Oil Cost is for Normal Cruise.
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Table 4-6. Personnel Requirements

Personnel Requirements Breakdown

Aircraft Use Case Flight Maintenance Support
FtI/MO

Off. Enl. Off. Enl. Of f. EnI.

O-IE 100 t 4 0 0 5 .6.

1 4 0 0 7 .6
U-IA 100 2 4 2 0 7 .6 4

1 4 0 0 9 .6 4
A 4 2 0 9 .6 5

1 4 0 0 9 .6 4
U-8 100 2 4 2 0 9 .6 5

CV-2 t00 2 4 2 0 20 .6 10

2 4 4 0 9 .5 4
C-47 100 3 6 6 0 9 .6 5

C-123 100 z 6 6 0 17 .6 7

OH--3 50 1 2 0 0 5 .5 3

1 2 0 0 7 .5 4
UH-i 50 2 2 1 0 7 .5 4

CASE I A special relay repeater operator not required.

CASE 2 A special relay repeater operator is required.

CASE 3 A special relay repeater operator is required, and relief personnel art

needed do to long duration flights.
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Tible 4-7, Coat of Military Personnel & Base Operations Support

Mil. Perm. Cost $/Mo. Mil Pero. B. 0. s.

Aircraft Use Case Coat $/F1 Ct

Off. Fnl.

O-IE t00 1 $4,600 $1, 050 $56. 50 $c6. r,(

V-IA 100 1 $4,600 $1,500 $61.00 $61. 00

2 $4,600 $1,950 $65.50 $6"1.50

v-6A t00 1 $4,600 $1, 950 $65. 50 $65.50

2 $4, 600 $2,400 $70.00 $70. 00

V-8 100 1 $4.600 $1, 950 $65.50 $63.50

2 $4, 600 $2, 400 $70.00 $70.00

CV-2 100 2 $4,600 $4,800 $94.00 $63.00

C-47 100 2 $4, 500 $?., 550 $70. 50 $47.00

3 $6,600 $3,000 $96. 00 $64.00

C-1Z3 t0o 2 $6,600 $4,500 $11 !. 00 $74.00

OH-i 3 50 $., 500 $1,200 $74.00 $74.00
$83.00 $83.00

UH-1 50 1 $Z,500 $1,650 $86.00 $86.00

2 $2,500 $1,800

Case 1. 2, & 3 are the same as for Table 4-6

Personnel rates are: $1000. 00 per Officer per month
$150. 00 per Enlisted per month
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the flight hours per month (100 for O-1E) to give the military personnel costs
per flight hour ($56. 50 for the 0-1 E). The base operating cost is determined
from a general relationship bet\wen the cost of military personnel and base
operating support. This relationship is that for the cargo transport candidates
(C-47, C-i123 and CV- 2) the base operating support is equal to 67% of the mili-
tary personnel cost, and for the other candidates the base operating suipport
cost is the same as the military personnel cost.

b. Basis for Cost Information (Table 4-5)

1. Aircraft Cost. The cost of the 011-13, U11-ID, V-6A,
U-8D, CV-ZB, U-1A, and 0-IE are the values listed for flyakay cost in Sc-
tion II of Chapter 4 of FM 101 -20, rounded off to the nearest $1, 000. The cost
of the C-123 was obtained from personnel at Northrop Norair, and the cost of
the C-47 is an estimate.

Z. Aircraft Loss Rate (Losses per Flight Hour). The nuni-
bers of losses per flight hour for the Cv-2, U-iA, U-8, U14-1, U-6, OH-13
and 0-1E are the values listed fnr wartimne MOB inactive or non-combat in
Section III of Chapter 1 of FM 101-20, rounded off to two significant figures.
The values for the C-47 and C-i 313 are assumed to be the saie as for th, CV-2.

3. Fuel anrd Oil (Dollars per Flight Hour). The costs for

fuel and oil used per flight hour are taken from Section I of Chapter 4 of
FM 101-Z0 for the U-IA, U-6A, U-8D, CV-2, O1-113 and U14-1; and for the
O-IE, C-47 and C-123, thy are taken from Table 4 of AFNM 172-3.

4. R'placevint Parts (Dollars per Flight Hour). The
costs for replacement parts consumed in the maintenance process per flight
hour are taken from Section I of Chapter 4, FM 101-20, for the 0-1E, U-IA,
U-6A, U-SD, CV-2, OH-13 and U11-1; and from Table 4 of AIM 172-3 for the
C-47 and C-123.

c. Procedure for I)eterrnining, Personnel Requirenicots (Tlable, 4-b,)

1. Determnine Aircraft Use (Flight i-tours per Mlonth). The
numbers for OH-I 3 and U11-I are based on information contained in th,, Api il
1966 issue of United States Army Aviation Digest, which stated that the, U1!-I
helicopters are av, raging over 50 flying hours per mnontl,. The nuinbers for
the other aircraft are bas'd on informnation in AFM Z6-31-, 12 October 1966.

2. Determine Flight Personnel Requ.iremients (Officers/
Enlisted Men). The c jews for thw candidate.- aircraft arc as follows: (Thest,
values arbitrarily selected)

O-lE Case 1 2 officers

U-1A Case I Z officers
U-I; Case 2 2 officers I enlisted
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From this information, t. followii.g table is established:

Maintenance .

Aircraft Use MH!FH Men

0-1E 100 4. 2) 5 1
U-IA 100 5. 77 7
U-6A I OU 7. 79 9
U-8D/F 100 7.70/7. 10 9

CV.-2 100 18.19 20
UH-IB/D 50 9.67 7

OH-1 3H/S 50 6.75 5
C-47 100 8 9
C-123 100 15 17

4. Determine Support Personnel Rcquiretnents (Officers/
Enlisted Men). Requirements for support personnel are estimated based on

published requirements on other aircraft. The following table is prepared
from information presented in Table I of AFM 172-3, 31 March 1966.

Program Personnel Support Personnel
Aircraft Officers Airmen Officers Airmen

FI-100 3 21 .7 9. 5
F--105 Z.6 26 .6 11. 5
B-57 3 15.6 .7 7
RB-66 8.4 30 1.8 13
F-4 4. 3 30 .8 11. 5
C-124 10 49 .6 9. 5
C-130 6 32 .6 10

Values for the fighters and bombers are for General Purpose Forces and
squadrons of 18 aircraft. Values for the cargo transports are for Airlift and
Sealift Forces Industrial Fund and squadrons of 16 aircraft.

NOTE

Requirements listed
are per aircraft.
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U-6A Same as U-IA

U-8 Same as U-IA

CV-Z Case 2 2 officers 2 enlisted

C-47 Case Z 2 officers 2 enlisted
C-47 Case 3 3 officers 3 enlisted

C-123 Case 2 3 officers 3 enlisted

01-1-13 Case 1 2 officers

UH-I Case 1 2 officers
UH-1 Case 2 2 offi;ers I enliuted

Next, it is assumed that each flight personnel will fly 50 hours per month.
Then one crew is required for the helicopters which fly 50 hours each mnonth
and two crews are required for the othe, aircraft which fly 100 hours per
month.

3. Determine Maintenance Manpower (Enlisted Men). The
number of maintenance men required is determined from the required MH/FI1
(maintenance man hours per aircraft flight hour). From FM 101 -20, 25 March
1966, Section VIII, titled, "(FOUO) Maintenance Man-Hours, " the direct pro-

ductive maintenance man-hour requirements per flight hour (MH/Fli) arc:

UJ-1 5. 77 MH H/F14
U-6 7.79 MH/FH
U-30 7, 70 Mli//FII
U-8F 7,01 MH/I i
0-1 4. 29 ME /F n-
CV-2 18.19 MH-/FH
UH-iB 9. 67 MH/ FH

UH-tD 9.67 MH/FH
O-!- 1 3G 8.63 MH/.PH

OH-1 3H 6.75 MIv /FH
OH-13S 6. 75 MH / FH

From AFM 26-3H, 12 October 1966, Table II, the maintenance nmanIpowr
requirements are:

C-47 8 MI-1/Ft1 9 Men per aircraft for 100 F1H per month
C-123 15 MB!FH 17 Men per aircraft for 100) FH per month
U-4 7 MH/FH 8 Men per aircraft for tCO FH per month
U-6 7 MH/FH 8 Men per aircraft for 100 FH per month
U-4 7 MH/FtI 5 Men per aircraft for 50 FH per month
U-6 7 MH/FHi 5 Men per aircraft for 50 YH per month
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Based on the previous table, the following table is prepared to give estimates

of the support personnel requirements:

Program Personnel Support Personnel

Aircraft Officers Enlisted Officers Enlisted

0-IE 4 5 .6 2

U-1A 4 7 .6 3

4 9 .6 4

U-6A 4 9 ,6 4

4 11 .6 5

4 9 .6 4
4 11 .6 5

CV-2 4 24 .6 10

UH-1 2 7 .5 4
2 8 .5 4

OH-13 2 5 .5 3

C-47 4 13 .5 4
6 15 .6 5

C-123 6 Z3 .6 7

Requirements listed are per aircraft.

d. Cost Relationship for Share of Base Operating Support

(Table 4-7). Costs for Base Operation Support are estimated, based on pub-

lished requirements on other aircraft. The following table is prepared from

information presented in Table i of AFM "72-3.

Military Personnel
Cost Share of B. C. S.

Aircraft $/aircraft/month $/aircraft/month

F-100 $11, 400 $13,400

F-105 12,800 15,000
B-57 9, 100 10, 200

RB-66 20,200 24,200

F-4 16, 200 18, 900

C-124 27, 900 18, 500

C-130 18, 600 12, 600
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For the cargo transports, the share of B. 0.S. is approximately 67% of the
Military Personnel cost. For the others, the share of B. 0. S. is about 15%
more than the Military Personnel cost. It is assumed that for the C-47,
C-123 and CV-2, share of B. O.S. is 67%, as much as Military Personnel,
and for the other aircraft, share of B.O.S. and Military Personnel costs are
equal.

NOTE

Share of B.O.S. for the other aircraft is
assumed equal to Military Personnel rather
than 15% more since B. 0.S. of support air-
craft would not be as costly as B. 0. S. for

tactical fighters and bombers.

4.5.4.2.2 Costs for Unmanned Military Aircraft HARR Platforms. The
only drone candidate that survived to the cost-effectiveness "run-off" was the
DASH helicopter.

The total flight hour on-station costs for the DASH helicopter
when modified and equipped for the HARR mission are expected to be slightly
above those given in Table 4-5 for the U-8D manned aircraft.

4.5.4. 2. 3 Costs for Special Platform Types

a. Tethered Balloon. The platform and tether line costs for a
blimp-shaped tethered balloon platform are presenieu as follows:

Ground Payload Platform
Channel, Height Airborne Weight Weight Cost

2 2,000 ft. 48 pounds 150 pounds $ 7,800
6 3,000 ft. 282 pounds 510 pounds 16,800

14 5, 000 ft. 628 pounds l, 000 puunds 26,000
14 15, 000 ft. 628 pounds 2,400 pounds 45, 000

Under the assumption that a thethered balloon HARR platform
would not be used during high winds, an attrition rate of . 004 per flight hour
has been estimated. It is also estinmated that two-man teanms working in eight-
hour shifts will be required to fly and support a two-channel balloon system.
This is increased to a three-man team for the six-channel system, a four-
man team for the 14-channel system at 5, 000 feet, and a five-man teanm for
the 14-channel system at 15, 000 feet. Ground support costs are based mostly
on the 183-pound standard helium cylinders which imust be supplied. Some
estimates indicate that the balloons could remain aloft for only 48 hours; but
with the improved material now available, an estimate equal to the life of the
batteries is used.
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Total single station and channel per flight hour costs are given

below for the various suggested blimp configurations:

Attrition/ Personnel/ General Total Total
Channels FYI FH Support/FH System/FH Channel/FH

2 $ 31.20 $ 5.05 $ 10.00 $ 45.25 $22.62

6 67,20 7. 56 34.00 108.76 22.46
1-1 at 5,000 ft. 404.00 9.08 67.00 180.08 12.90

44 •t 15, 000 ft. 480. 00 12.60 160.00 352.60 25.20

These costs do not include those for the repeater and its support.

b. Trectop Platform. Tile most expensive part of the treetop
system will be the cost of the aircraft used to plant and recover the platform.
The cost figures given are based on the use of a UH-I helicopter which is esti-
mated to be able to plant and recover 50 treetop platforms during its 50-hour
monthly utilization. Some of the ground support will involve the handling and
supply of the CO 2 bottles, but these costs are not considered to be high. The

attrition rate, however, is estimated to be 10 times that of the tethered bal-
loon. For a two-channel system not including repeater costs, the following
estimates are given;

L' Jloyment/ Total Total per
Channels Attrition Personnel Recover System Charnel

2 $20/FH $5.05/FH $41.00/FH4 $71, 05/FH $35.32

4. 5.4. 3 Cost-Effectiveness Modeling. Before the cost-effectiveness mod-
cling was begun, it was decided that the major platform cost-effectiveness was
to attain the greatest on-station time at minimum cost that was possible within
HARR altitude, position keeping, and crew endurance constraints.

When the cost-effectiveness modeling was initially attempted, con-
siderable care went into time and distance to home base considerations, tuia
aroui d time, relief scheduling, number of backup aircraft needed, and many
other operational factors. However, when all the flight hours required of a
single aircraft for one month of HARR activity were totalled, almost invariably
this total exceeded AVCOM established monthly flight hour limits specified for
that aircraft. This brought the realization that the aircr?.ft operational flight
hour limit was the overriding factor, and that the modeling development had to
be reinitiated with thi.s consideration in view.

This second modeling development is described in the following
paragraphs.
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4.5.4.3. 1 Cost-Effectiveness Model Design

a. Approach. The basic approach taken in designing the HARR
cost-effectiveness model was to attack first those items of the total cost for
which input data would most likely be obtainable. These appeared to be the
costs associated with procurement and operation of the platform. It was
assui,,ed that platform suitability from an operational point of view would be
evaluated in accordance with a tactical model, the development of whicih is
proceeding separately. The cost-effectiveness model was intended to be
applied in making a selection of a platform or a platform mix, from a buet of
operationally suitable platforms, on the basis of the cost of mounting and sus-
taining the effort during the greatest practical on-station time.

The model was designed to accept as inputs those cost items
commonly available in ternms of the parameters in which costs are conmnonly
expressed. As an example, ground support costs are often stated in terms of
the flight hours per aircraft-month. Accordingly, flight hours per aircraft-
month was taken as a basic parameter.

Consideration of costs, such as training, was deferred until a
more firm estimate of the required effort was established.

b. Inputs

1. Flight hours per aircraft month: This is the basic
parameter by which operating costs are computed.

2. Operating costs per flight hour: This is a function of
the flight hours per aircraft month.

3. Support costs per flight hour: This is a function of flight
hours per aircraft month.

4. Endurance and other platform performance characteris-
tics: These characteristics are necessary in determining the number of plat-
forms required, both at the operating base and in the system.

5. Failure and loss rates: These factors are necessary in
determining the nunwber of platforms required, both at the operating base and
in the system,

6. An assumed tactical situation which defines the distances
to be transited, on station times, and number of sites to be supported.
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c. Unaccounted Items

1. Aborted Flights. If an abort rate, is available or can be
estimated, it may be applied to the number of aircraft required on the flight
line. An aborted flight will most likely be replaced, with the result that addi-
tional flight line aircraft are required,

2. Inclement Weather. It is possible that energetic ground
actions will be conducted when it is impossible to put an airborne platform on
station. This is particularly so in the case of conventionally powered (recip-
rocating engine, propellor driven) aircraft. Since altering the number of simi-
lar platforms will not alter the situation, it is suggested that the appropriate
point of application of this factor is in determination of the operational accept-
ability of the platform or of a platform mix.

d. Methodology

Step I. Calculate platform endurance and its components.
This will generally be an iterative process with the objective of maximizing
on-station time for a given tactica, situation. Inputs for the process are the
platform performance characteristics commonly expressed by means of graphs
for a specified platform model, configuration and loading.

E: Platform endurance. I
RT: Reserve flight time required over base on

return.

FT: Usable platform time.

FT = E- RT

TT: Transit time from operating base to oper-

ating area.

CT: Climbing time, time required to reach oper-
ating altitude.

ERT: Enroute time, time required to reach opera-
ting position. Reaching operating position
will generally involve a horizontal and/or
vertical displacement of the platform. The
platform. is not on station until both are com-

pleted.

ERT = Maximum{TT
CT
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RBT: Time required to return to operating base
from operating area. This is not a factor

when expendable platforms are being con-

sidered.

OST: On-station time, that period of time during
vhich platform position satisfies both alti-

tude and geographic requirements.

The relationships of the components of FT are expressed by the following
equation:

FT = ERT + OST + RBT

TAT: Turn around time, that period of time
required to ready an item for use.

OP: Operating period, the period of time

required for a platform to complete one
operating cycle of flight and turn around

time.

OP = FT + TAT

Step II. Calculate a value for the number of aircraft required

to support a specific tactical situation in accordance with the steps listed

below:

I. Compute the number of individual sorties
per month required:

r30)(TOS)SPM (req.) = O T(OS T)

2. Compute the number of sorties which
one aircraft can fly in one month:

SAM - (EFF)
(FT)

3. Compute the estimated number of air-
craft required on the flight line:

FLA (est.. (SPM Jreq.])
(SAM)

The accuracy of this estimate nmay be judged qualitatively and roughly for a

given situation and platform FIA (est.) is fairly stable unless OST can vary

over a wide range. This will be done in slightly more detail in succeeding

steps.
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FLA (est.) can be factored as the product of two quotients:

(FT) and (TOS) (30)
(OST) (EFF)

The first factor will be used later as "the number of aircraft
required to be airborne simultaneously." The second is the number of aircraft
per month required to provide the coverage required if each aircraft realizes
maximum utilization. FLA (est. ) results in a value, therefore, which is some-
where between the number of aircraft required on the flight line and the num-
ber of aircraft required in the system and may therefore be useful as an esti-
mate of neither. It appears that refinement of the estimate is appropriate.

Step III. Depending on the value of TOS, branch atthis point
in the computation.

1. TOS = 24, go to step IV

2. TOS < 24, go to step V

NOTE

In the common situation where n stations are supported from
the same flight line or launch point, the value OST should be
replaced by OST/.i wherever it appears. For purposes of sched-
uling, OST/n is the effective OST. It appears that significant
savings may be realized in some cases by supporting as many
stations as possible from one launch point due essentially to the
shorter effective OST which is the launch interval in a regular
launch schedule.

Step IV (TOS = 24). Calculate the number of aircraft
required on the flight line.

1. Compute the number of aircraft required
to be airborne simultaneously.

next integer larger than (FT)
(OST)

2. Compute the service time available
between landing and the next launch.

ST = (D) (OST) - (FT)

3. Compute the ratio.

TAT
ST
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4, Compute the number of flight line air-

craft required to next larger integer.

TAT - ST
OST

FLA (req.) - or

D R I

Step V (TOS < 24). Calculate the numnber of aircraft required
on the flight line.

I. Compute the sorties per day required.

SPD (req.) =
(OST)

Rounded to the next larger integer

SPM (req.) = (30) (SPD)

2. Adjust the sortie (OST),

TOS
OST (adj.) S ( q

SPD (req.)

3. Ac'just the flight time per sortie.

FT (adj.) FT - OST + OST (auij.)

NOTE

From this point all computed values will be
assumed based on adjusted values to obviate

the need to write (adj.).

4. Begin a recursive computation to deter-
mine the minimum number of flight
line aircraft as follows:

ST = (K) (x) - FT + (OST) (y)

where

x = t, Z, ---- , N,
y 0, 1, ---- , SPD-I
K = the interval between starting each cycle. In the case

of one on-station period per day, K equals 24 hours.
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I
Start with x = 1, Y = 0,
Compute the iatio RF

RF =TAT
ST

If RF 1., go to step VI to determine if FLA can be less than SPD.

NOTE

A departure from generality is made at this
point in that several on-station periods may
be scheduled in one day. In that case (K) (x)
would be replaced by a sum. However, it is
expected that a sufficiently close estimate will
be obtained if regular intervals are assumed.

If RF > i, compute the ratio N

N FT + TAT
24

Round N to the next integer less than the ratio.

Set X = N and solve f%"-h - alue of y which makes R s I

If y s (SPD - I), then

FLA = (N) (SPD) + (y - i)

If y > (SPD - i), then

FLA = (N) (SPD)

Step VI. To determnine relief cycle/short TAT relationships
proceed in accordance with the following steps.

I. Compute the number of aircraft required
to be airborne simultaneously.

FT
ASA next integer larger than -LT-' 1) D ! SPD
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NOTE

ASA will only be greater than SPD w-hen FT

is greater than TOS. It would be a ridicu-
lous'y extreme situation, however, in which
more than S13) platforms would be airborne
sinrultaneous]y. It would require an unreal-
istic combination of

TOS, very large, approaching 24

FT, very large
OST, very small

so that flights for the next period are launched
while current flights are still airborne.

2. Compute the short service time available.

SST= (ASA) (OST) - FT

3. Compute the ratio RH.

TAT
RH = ,

SST

If RH > 1, round to the next larger integer and go to Step VI-4 belowv

41. Comnpute the sumu S.

S = D + RH

If S SPD, FLA = (D + RH)

If S > SPD, FLA = SPD

Step VII. Calculate the expected flight hours per aircraft per

month and adjust FLA if appropriate.

1 . Compute the ratio RE.

(30) (TOS)
RE=

FLA + C

where C = 0, 1, 2, ---- ,

with C = 0
If RE ! EFF, use RE as EFF and do not adjust FLA.
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II

NOTE

This is to the platform's advantage, FLA
assumes a maximunm schedule. If the sched-
ule can be met with less effort than EFF, any

attempt to raise RE is inefficient except for

increasing TOS -,}hich may be pointless.

If RE > EFF increase C by I integer at a time and select that

value M which tnahes RE nearest EFF.

Use FLA (adj.) = FLA + M

Sthp VIII. Calculate the costs of operating and supporting
the platform.

I. Compute the operating costs per nmonth
per station maintained.

CPM (SPM) (FT) (OCH)

where

SPM and FT are computed in either Step IV or Step V.

OCH is obtained by table look-up based on EFF (or RE as in
Step VI) as the operating costs per flight hour.

2. Compute the cost of operational support
at the appropriate level of flight effort

(EFF or RE).

OSC = (FLA) (OSC/Aircraft month)

whereI

FLA results from the computations of Step VII.

OSC/Aircraft Month is tabulated with respect to EFF.

NOTE

Some tabulations may combine items
CPM and OSC, generally in the form

used above for CPM.
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3. Compute the cost with respect to ground

support personnel.

GSP = (FLA) (Perts. /Aircraft) (Cost/Pers)

where

FLA results from the computations of Step VII.
Pers. /Aircraft is comnionly tabulated with respect to EFF.

Cost/Pers. may not be available. It may be estimated or
"number of persons" may be used as a separate cost mea-
sure.

Step IX. Calculation of the number of flight crews required
on the flight line can be made to directly parallel the calculation of the number
of flight line aircraft required in most cases. The scheme is to treat a flight
crew as if it were an aircraft with different performance characteristics. The
following substitutions are appropriate:

Instead of Use this

OST FT: This is the time during which the crew
is performing usefully.

FT ET: The total time devoted by the flight
crew to a sortie. Includes brief,

debrief, etc.

TAT CRT: A relaxation period between flights. In
extremes this can be delettd since
nothing in computations precludes
TAT = 0.

Computations to account for diurnal and periodic extended
rest and recreation periods more closely parallel those of overhaul periods in

the case of aircraft. With respect to diurnal periodicity a reasonable approxi-
mation may be obtained if TOS is taken as 8 hours and the result multiplied
by 3.

The number resulting fronm the computations will represent

flight crews requi:'ed on the flight line (FCR) instead of aircraft required on

the flight line (FLA).

Step X. Calculate the number of aircraft (or flight crews)

required in the overhaul/operating base cycle.
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1. Compute the expected time between over-
hauls (TBO) for each airc.:aft.

HIBO
TBO = in months

E FF

whe re

HBO is the time in hours between overhauls.
EFF is taken as EFF or RE from

2. Compute the ratio RO.

OHT
RO =OH

TBO

where

OHT is the time in months required per overhaul.
RO is the ratio of the number of aircraft in overhaul to that num-

ber on the flight line.

3. Compute the total number of aircraft
required (TAR) per tactical situation and

expected overhaul costs.

TAR = (FLA) (1 + RO) I
NOTE

Step X starting with I above may be used to
estimate the number of flight crews required
when periods of R and R are scheduled at
regular intervals. Such intervals are probably
scheduled by calendar time but it is possible

that other criteria, such as number of missions

flown, will also apply. In the latter case, the
rotation schedule computations mcre closely

parallel those for aircraft where the compara-
ble criterion is flight hours.

4. Compute the expected costs of overhauls
per month for FLA.

(FLA) (CPO)
TBO + OHT

where

CPO is the cost per overhaul.
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Step XI. Determine the cost of personnel training. This
cost will be some function, as yet undetermined, of the number of personnel,
both flight and ground, and of the type platform.

CPT = C (flight crews, ground support pers., platform type)

Step XII. Calculate expected procurement costs.

1. Compute expected tosses per month.

LPM (FT/mo.) (LPH)

where

FT/mo, is the total flight time per month.
LPH is the estimated losses per flight hour.

2. Compute expected procurement costs per
month.

TARCOP = + LPM CPU

where

L is the expected life of the platform in months.
CPU is the cost per unit platforr. !

Step XIII. Calculate the cost of non-expendable ground sup-
port items per month.

Cost of itemnsCGA=
L

where L is the expected life of each item in months.

Step XIV. Calculate the cost of supporting a remote launch
point (CRS) when required. Determination of this cost item requires informa-
tion not yet available. Consideration of the overall cost should include it, how-
ever. There will be a cost trade-off between the savings realized by shorten-
ing the distance from launch point to operating area, and the cost of supportirg
the remote station. The cost will be some function of the flight effort suppoited
from that station and its remoteness from a resupply point.

CRS C (FLA, FT, distance to resupply point)
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Step XV, Calculate the total costs per month.

Item Step Factors Cost: $/mo.

CPM VII-4 N (SPM)(FT)(OCH)
OSC VIII-2 N (FLA)(OSC/ACMu.)
GSP VIII-3 N (FLA)(Pcrs. )(Cost)
FCP IX N (FCR)(Pers.)(Cost)
COH X-4 N (COH)
CPT Xi
COP XII-2

CGS XTI!

Total
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4.5.4.3. 2 Cost Tabulation Example Used in Cost-Effectiveness Model.
Costs of supporting the II Corps Area on a 24-hour-a-day basis with complete
coverage of the area are presented as an example of cost-effectiveness model
cost tabulations.

Table 4-8 lists costs for four manncd aircraft in three cost
categories. The aircraft are UH-i, O-1E, YAT-37D, ard C-130. Cost
categories are direct operating costs in dollars, number o'f flight crews re-
quired, and number of aircraft on the flight line. Direct dollar operating costs
include flight expendables.

In making the computations for spares consumed and maintenance
manpower, two basic operational situations are applied. For the UH-1 and
O-IE, 24 ctations are continuously manned from 9 airfields, each of which is
within 25 miles of the operating area. For the YAT-37D and C-130, 3 stations
are continuously supported from 2 airfields within 100 miles of the operating
area. It was necessary to short circuit the cost effectiveness due to insuf-
ficient time and lack of firm data. For example, Turn Around Time (TAT)
had to be estimated. Consequently, a number of items could not be realis-
tically estimated, the more significant of which are listed below,

a. Flight Crews. The number of personnel per flight crew may
vary substantially. The training requirement is not known but from an oper-
ating standpoint it would seem that very little additional training would be re-
quired since the flight operations are basic. With respect to the relay how-
ever, in the case of large aircraft with long endurance, in-flight maintenance
may be feasible indicating possible technical training. Such training might
be most economically performed at a service school.

b. Aircraft Procured. Computations did not include a number
for aircraft in overhaul. Nor does it allow for mission aborts due either to
aircraft or relay malfunctions. Aircraft price is not presently available for
all platforms.

c. Remote Support Operations. Additional costs of supporting
operations at the outlying (or remote) stations is not considered. This may
well be a significant item.

d. H-lousekeeping Costs. Housekeeping costs generally are not
included and input data is not currently available.
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Table 4-8. Typical Cost Figure for Supporting the 2nd Corps
Area Continuously with Types of Manned Aircraft
Platforms.

1 I,A'ITOR NJ

Goat Item

Jll 01 IM : YA'l'-371) C-i W0

Consurnables I r,6, 000 43, 600 .0, 5(00 f I. o, 6,4 v

Spares Constinied 333. 000 1 30, 803) 34, 700( 1.(10), (I(I(I

Manpower (Maint.) 605, 0(30 3 93.000 7Z, ZIo 377,000

Total (Dollar) 1,094, 800 567, 400 147,400 767, 640

Flight Crews
108 108 15 18

Required ..___

Flight Line

Aircraft 144 10 1O8 12

Required
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4. 5.4.3. 3 Typical Cost Tabulations

a, UH- I Utility Helicopter. Three operations supported from
each of 9 remote stations gives:

E = 3 tours (180 minutes)

ERT = 30 ] 60 = 12 minutes

ERT + RBT= 24 minutes

OST 156 minutes

OST (eff.) 52 minutes

",'FLA 4

SPM (30)(24)(60) 830/station
(52)

"-'FTM (830)(3) = 2490 flight hours/mo. per
aircraft = 620.

Therefore, FLA will be multiplied by 3 or 4 to make time per aircraft month
reasonable, on the order of 150-200 FLA - 16

FLAr 16

FLP 12 crews for 8-on/16-off cycle.

GSP

2nd Corps FTM= (9) (2490)= 22,400

FCP = 108 crews

FLA = 144 aircraft

CPM = (22, 400) (7) = $ 156, 800
Spares Cons. = (22,400) (14) = 333,000

Manpower (Maint.) = (22, 400) (27) = 605, 000
$1,094,800

Flight Crews required 108
Procured A/C 144
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b. O-1E Observation Aircraft. Three operations supported
from each of 9 remote stations gives:

E 5 hours (300 minutes)

25
ERT = 10 (60) = 16 minutes

ERT + RBT = 32 minutes

OST = 268 minutes

OST (eff.) = 89 minutes

:I FLA = 3

SPM = (30) (24) (60) 48 /station
(89)

FTM = (486) (5) = 2430 per A/C 810

*FLA. 12

FCP 12 crews

2nd Corps FTM (9) (2430) 21, 800

CPM = (21, 800) (2) = $ 43,600
Spares Cons. = (21,800) (b) = 130,800

Manpower (Maint.) = (21, 800) (14) 393,000
$567,400

Flight crews required (9) (12) 108
Procured A/C 108

c. YAT-37D Fixed-Wing Aircraft. Two operations are
supported from one major airfield.

E = 2. 5 hours (150 minutes)

100
ERT = 1 (60) = 19 minutes

ERT+ RBT = 38 minutes

OST = 112 minutes
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OST (eff.) 56 minute,;

D 2. 7 (3)

FLA = 4

SPM _ (30)(24)(60) = 772
(56)

FTM = (772) (2. 5) = 1930 per aircraft = 482

FLA• 12

FCP 9

One operation supported from one major airfield.

E = 2.5 hours (150 minutes)

ERT + RBT = 38 minutes

OST OST (eff.) = 112 minutes

D =2

FLA =4

SPM ( {30) (24) (60) = 385(it2)

FTM (385) (2. 5) = 960 per A/C = 480

FLA = 6

FCP = 6

2nd Corps FTM = (960) + (1930) = 2890

FCP= 15

FLA=- 18

CPM = (2890) (14) = $ 40, 500
Spares Cons. = (2890) (12) = 34, 700

Manpower (Maint.) = (2890) (25) = 72, 200
$147,400

Flight crews required 15
Procured A/C 18
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d. C-130 Transport Aircraft. Two operations supported from
one major airfield.

E = 9 hours (540 minutes)

ERT = 100 (60) = 22 minutes

ERT + RBT = 44 minutes

OST 496 minutes

OST (eff.) 248 minutes (Assume TAT 2 hours)

D =3 1

FLA =4t

SPM (30)(24)(60) = 75

(248)

FTM (175) (9) = 1575 per aircraft 394 j
FLA• 8

FCP•2 ±2

One operation supported from one major airfield

E = 9 hours (540 minutes)

ERT + RBT = 44 minutes

OST = OST (eff.) = 496 minutes j
D = j
FLA =2
SPM = (30)(24)(60) - 87

(496)

FTM = (87) (9) 783 per aircraft 392

FLA = 4

FCP = 6
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2nd Corps FTM = (783) + (1575) 2358

FCP = 18

FLA = 12

CPM = (2358) (80) = $190. 640

Spares Cons. = (2358) ( 85) = 200,000
Manpower (Maint.) = (2358) (160) = 377, 000

$767,640

Flight crews required i8

Procured A/C 12

4. 5.4. 3.4 CQhantity of HARR Platforms Required. The quantity of HARR plat-

forms required depends on several factors. These factors are related to

both the mission requirements and the platform capability. Mission require-
ments are not well established, and will vary from month to month as the

operational situations change. Furthermore, platform capabilities vary for

the different candidates, and the HARR system may very likely make use of

a platform "mix" (a combination of different candidates). Thus, a specific
quantity of platforms needed for HARR cannot be determined at this time.

4.5.4.3.4.1 The following paragraphs describe the factors that determine

the number of platforms needed. The discussion pertains specifically to

manned military aircraft candidates, but is intended to be general enough to

apply to other possible platforms. By referring to the discussion, plat-

form quantity requirements can be determined, once mission requirements

and platform capabilities have been specified.

The factors considered are:

a. The number and location (altitude and over ground

position) of the platform stations.

b. The length of time (period of duration for each assign-

ment and total hours each month) stations are required.

c. The scheduling capability of each candidate (how often it

can be assigned to a station and what portion of the scheduled flight is effective
time on station).

d. The reliability of each candidate (i. e. , the degree of
probability that the platform will be able to continue satisfactory operation).

It should be noted that neither the navigational nor the

inclement weather limitations are considered. it is assumed that each
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platform capable of operating can navigate to the station location; and if the
weather prevents operation of a particular candidate, increasing the numbers
of that candidate serves zu purpose.

4. 5.4. 3.4. 1. 1 Concerning the number and location of the platform
stations, the requirements for relay repeaters generated by a particular
military operation can be met by any one of several possible configurations
of station positions and altitudes. Station configurations are most likely to
have a significant influence on the quantity of platforms required when the
number of -rtations simultaneously provided is a maximum. An upper limit
on the stations needed can be determined by considering the more extensive
military operations and the particular station configuration, of all the probable
configurations, which requires the most stations. This type of station con-
figuration analysis should consider the possibility of using different platforms
at different altitudes, and, thus, should determine a. upper limit on the
stations required in the iifferent altitude ranges. For instance, an analysis
may show that six stations between 5, 000 feet and 10, 000 feet, and two stations
between 20. 000 feet and 25, 000 feet would meet the requirements of a partic-
ular operation. It may also show that four stations between 20, 000 feet and
25, 000 feet is a second probable way of meeting the requirements. Then, the
upper limit on stations needed simultaneously between 5, 000 feet and 10, 000
feet is six, and the upper limit on stations needed simultaneously between
20, 000 feet and 25, 000 feet is four. Suppose the UH-1D's have been chosen

", as platforms to operate between 5, 000 feet and 10, 000 feet, and the U-8F's

have been chosen as platforms to operate between 20, 000 feet and 25, 000 feet.
Then, platform requirements based on the number and location of platform
stations would be six UH-ID's and four U-8F's. This provides one platform
for each station for the situation of maximum simultaneous station require-
ments.

4. 5.4. 3.4. 1. 2 As to the length of time stations are required, each air-,
craft is limited to the time it can stay on station by its endurance. When
mission requirements call for continuous use of a station for a longer period
than can be provided by a single flight, flights have to be scheduled to provide
continuing coverage. In addition to influencing scheduling, endurance deter-
mines the percentage of the aircraft flight time that is effective time on sta-
tion. Effective time on station equals the total flight time minus the transit
time to and from the station. For a given transit time, the percentage of
effective time on station increases as the endurance increases. In addition to
its endurance limit, each aircraft has a maximum monthly flying hour util-
ization. The comnbination of monthly flying hours and effectime time on sta-
tion gives a maximum number of hours on station each aircraft can provide.
As the station altitude increases, the time to station increases and the time
on station decreases; thus, the hours on station per month decreases. Enough
platforms must be provided to provide the required hours on station.

4.5.4.3.4. 1. 3 As to the scheduling capability of each candidate, when a

single flight does not have the endurance to provide a station as long as it is
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required, a second platform must relieve the first. Continuous coverage is
provided by scheduling. The number of platforms needed dejpends on the

scbedaling technique and the capability of each platform to cycle through tinie

on station, return to base, preparation for flight, and flight to the station.
The scheduling technique which requires the minimum aircraft is shown in

Table 4-9. It consists of staggering the arrival and departure of aircraft at

the base, so that each aircraft is reassigned to a station as soon as possible

after its turnaround preparation is complete. This type of staggered sched-

uling weuld not be needed if the total on station hours per mionth, divided by
the maximum simultaneous stations was considerably more than the aircraft
monthly hours on station. The following equation can be used to determine

the number of aircraft required for scheduling needs.

N = NS[T I+ T 2 + T 3]

P T 1 ]J

where: N is the number of platform neededp"

NS is the maximum of simultaneous -tations

T is the time on station

T, is the time in transit to and from the station

T3 is the time on the ground for aircraft turnaround

Scheduling tends to become a critical factor as the ratio of T + T + T3 to

T becomes large, and the ratio of total on-station hours to maximum simul-
taneous stations approaches the monthly hours on station per aircraft.

4. 5.4. 3.4. 1.4 Concerning the reliability of each candidate, it is known
that, since some aircraft will be lost through attrition and others will fail to

operate when needed, backup aircraft are needed. The number required for
backup is determined by considering the number of aircraft committed to the

HARR mission and the reliability of each aircraft. If ten aircraft are coni-

mitted (either in flight or in the flight line for turnaround) and the reliability

of each aircraft is 90%, then normally one aircraft will be inoperable. How-
ever, the possibility is not too remote that two aircraft will be inoperable.

But if one hundred are committed, therc will nearly always be ten inoperablh1,

and almost never will there be twenty inoperable at the same time. A rnathe-

matical expression for backup requirements can be provided; but for the actual

operation, it probably does not have much meaning. Enough aircraft will be
needed to cover the peak activity period!;. If some of the aircraft are inoper-

able, the lower priority stations will not be provided. If activity decreases
and aircraft become available, the lower priority stations will be provided.
Where platform reliability is 80% or greater, backup requirements are

probably overshadowed by the range between what a commander would like to
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Table 4-9. Staggercd Platform, Scheduling

STAGGERED PLATFORM SCHEDULING

TI T2 T3
CASE i 2 = 2

Tt

AIRCRAFT NO. 1

AIRCRAFT NOT _

AIRCRAFT NO. 3
AIRCRAFT NO, 4

TWO STATIONS COVERED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY FOUR AIRCRAFT

T, T2 T34
CASEZ 2 3 4

TA 3N__

AIRCRAFT NO. I......

AIRCRAFT NO. Z_...... .
AIRCRAFT NO. 3 ..

AIRCRAFT NO.4 -4--

THREE STATIONS COVERED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY FOUR AIRCRAFT

T IS TIME ON STATION

T IS TIME IN TRANSIT TO AND FROM THE STATION

T3 IS TIME ON THE GROUND FOR AIRCRAFT TURN AROUND

LEGEND

TIME SPENT ON STATION (T 1 )

-TIME SPENT OFF STATION (T 2 * T 3 )
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provide and what he must provid. to conduct an operation. Where platform
reliability is below 80%, backup platforms may be required before an oper-
ation would be started.

4. 5. 4. 3. 4. 2 The number of platforms needed will be determined either by
the requirement to provide the specified total hours on station, or to provide
the specified maximum number of stations. The number needed to provide
the hours on station is determined from the total hours required, the hours
provided per aircraft, and the requirement for backup aircraft. The number
needed to provide the stations is a function of the number of stations,
scheduling, and backup requirements. Equations for the number of stations
needed are as follows:

To provide needed hours on station:

H T i

N = - x - rounded to next higher whole number

p

where: H is the total hours on station in a month
T

H is the hours on station per month per platform
p

R is the reliability of the platform

To provide needed stations:

[ T 1  + T

N = NS x K rounded to next higher
whole number

where: NS, Tt, T2 and T3 are the same as in paragraph 4. 5.4. 3. 4. 1. 3

R is the reliability of the platform.

The larger of N or N2 will determine the number of platforms needed. The
conditions that tend to make N*i larger than N2 are: When there are about the
same number of stations required throughout a month and these stations are
required more hours than a single platform can provide; or when turnaround
time and transit time are small compared to endurance. The conditions that
tend to make N larger than N are: When there are large numbers of stations
needed for periods longer than can be provided by a single flight, but for less
hours per month than a single platform can provide; or when turnaround time
and transit time are large compared to endurance, this would require sevwcrat
aircraft per station. Table 4-10 lists the number of aircraft needed for from
1 to 14 stations, and thirteen different ratios of T + T + T to T (ranging

1 2 3
frorn 4 to 8/7). When the number is not a whole number, the next higher whole
number is the quantity of aircraft needed to schedule continuous station
coverage.
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4. 5. 5 Cost and Effectiveness of HARR. All of the previous subsection plus

tables contained in this subsection constitute the basis for this discussion.
The object of this discussion is to combine the meaningful elements of Sub-
section 4. 5. 4 into a form which will enable a comparison of the HARR initial
platform candidates on a cost/effectiveness basis.

4. 5.5. 1 Cost. Paragraph 4. 5. 4. 2 deals extensively with HARR platform
costs. Of the many possible ways of representing those costs, the following
is appropriate to the form in which the most recent data is tabulated and is
concistent with previous cost presentations.

Cost = Direct Operating Cost (DOC) + Procurement (PROC) + Base
Operating Support (BOS)

The dimensions of each component are dollars per unit time when possible.
An example of the difficulty of assigning dimensions is that of initial procure-
ment. It would be necessary to ascribe a useful life to each platform procured
in order to express its costs in dollars per unit time. Procurement costs
due to attrition, however, may be so expressed since expenditures for replace-
ment platforms are assumed to occur at the same rate with respect to time as
losses.

4. 5.5.1.1 Direct Operating Cost (DOC). The DOC's used in this dis-
cussion are listed in Table 4-11 which was obtained from AVCOM. Available
data, as presented in paragraph 4. 5. 4. 2, indicate that operating costs are
not strictly linear functions of flight hours. They will be treated as if they
were here. Operating costs will be determined from the following expression

(OST) (FF) (Cost/FH) (N)

where:
OST is the number of on-station hours required per month.

Maximum is taken as 720.

FF is the flight factor or ratio of number of hours flight
timne required in providing one hour on station. Flight factors are taken fronm
previous subsections when available.

FH
FF FOST 

.

Cost/FH is the dollar value of maintenance and operating costs
per flight hour taken from Table 4-i.

N is the number of stations maintained for the case within
the platform capability.
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4.5. 5. 1.2 Procurement. Procurement is considered as a two-stage process.
First is initial procurement which is stated as a lump sum since the useful
life of each platform is not known. Initial procurement is determined from
the fouwing expression:

(FH)
(U)(A)

where

FH is the number of flight hours per month to be flown by the
platform. FH = (OST)(FF).

* is the utilization of the platform in hours per month.

A is the platform availability taken from Table 4-12. This table
was also obtained from AVCOM.

Procurement to replace attrition losses is expressed as a
monthly dollar expenditure as follows:

(FH)(AH/FH)

where:

FH is the number of flight hours flown by the platform per month.

AH/FH is the dollar rate of attrition replacement from sub-
section 4. 5. 4. 2.

4.5. 5. 1.3 Base Operating Support. Base Operating Support (BOS) is not
included in the calculations made in this subsection. This is regrettable
since BOS may be more significant than DOC, particularly in view of the
difficulties which may be encountered in establishing and supporting renlote
bases. Available data do not reflect such factors and are most likely

determined as a "fair share" portion of the operation of an established
base of operations. The basis for "fair share" allocations is not known
but may well be number of personnel supported. BOS figures presented
in paragraph 4. 5. 4. 2. 1 required estimation in some cases but are based on
the best data obtained. It should be noted that the variability in BOS dollars
per flight hour listed in paragraph 4. 5. 4. 2. 1 is not nearly so great as the
variability in maintensince and operating costs per flight hour listed Table

4-11. Thus the contribution to "spread" of BOS is less. Therefore, BOS
is ignored in this presentation on the grounds that, when known, its contri-
bution to variability is small compared to that of maintenance and operating
costs. It is of. interest that correlation of DOS with Maint/Op costs is not
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direct. The objection to use of BOS as generally known is that operation
of an aircraft such as the O-IE from remote fields may exceed that of the
U-8, which, due to its all-weather capability, may best be operated from
a major airfield.

4.5.5.2 Effectiveness. Definition of a suitable measure of effectiveness
for HARR has been troublesome due to the "'apples vs oranges" nature of the
choice to be made. For example, the O-IE aircraft is very inexpensive to
operate. Even though equipped with DF (Direction Finding) radio equipment,
it is a single pilot craft and precision navigation is out of the question.
HARR station keeping is by visual reference to the ground. Therefore, if
24-hour operations are anticipated, the O-IE simply cannot meet the require-
ment for night operations by itself. Furthermore, some manned aircraft
(e. g., the O-jE) are more sensitive to inclement weather than others (e. g.,
the U-8). An instrument qualified aircraft can climb to and maintain HARR
station with only nominal reference to the ground during takeoff and landing.
For purposes of this discussion it is assumed that aircraft such as the
O-1E require a ceiling of no less than 5, 000 feet. (The 5, 000 feet is the
minimum altitude to avoid groundfire, and the aircraft must be able to
maintain visual reference to the ground.) Weather factors are taken as the
most severe of those presented in Table 4-13.

Effectiveness is expressed by:

(FH)(W)(R)

where:

FH is the number of flight hours per month which the aircraft
is capable of providing. The maximum for an aircraft which is restricted
to daylight operations is assumed to be 360.

W is the weather factor (Table 4-13) or the percentage of the
total time capability during which weather does not preclude flight operations.
It is assumed that this factor is independent of the time of day, that is, day-

light vs darkness.

R is the relay reliability factor which is not considered here.

4. 5. 5. 3 Cost vs Effectiveness. In this discussion, cost plotted versus
effectiveness is a straight line -lue to the assumed nature of the cost function.
The cost/effectiveness ratio is to~e slope of that line which is simply cost per
flight hour. This measure is app'opriate only for the number of flight hours
per month which the platform can provide. For a requirerrent in excess of
that number the measure is not defined for that platform.
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4. 5.5.4 Calculations. The results of calculations made must be considered
with respect to the assumptions made and the input data. These results must not
be considered as final. Further investigation is required in order to arrive at a
realistic cost factor. Some examples of missing data have been cited and there
are others, the end result of which may completely obscure the factor of main-
tenance operating costs.

4. 5. 5. 5 Factors. The more significant factors affecting maintenance and
operating costs and costs related to purchase of manned aircraft platforms are
listed in Table 4-14. These are generally extracted from previous cost tables.
One exception is the flight factor for the O-fE aircraft which is very sensitive
to payload. It was found to be less expensive to use the 300-lb relay in Case 4
(subsection 4. 5. 4, 1. 2) even at the higher flight factor of 1. 4 than to use the
100-lb relay at flight factor 1. 2 due to the higher number of stations required

with a smaller number of channels per platform.

Case 4 is considered appropriate for Army aircraft. The altitudes
are within the capabilities of the aircraft and the aircraft cannot operate effec-
tively at the attitudes required for Cases 5 and 6 in mountainous terrain.

Table 4-15 lists the results of calculations to determine maintenance
and operating costs for maintaining a single station and 4 stations (as in Case 4)

with the aircraft listed in Table 4-15. (Under the assumptions made, one is

simply 4 times the other.)

Table 4-16 lists the results of calculations to determine the number
of platforms to be procured initially, the cost of initial procurement, and the
cost of replacements due to expected losses. Calculations were based on a
4-station battalion situation and were carried out only for those aircraft for
which a pr- curement price was reasonably known. The latter could be included
in operating costs but was not due to the low confidence of attrition data. The
results are sensitive to the assumed values of utilization (75 hours per mionth)

and nur -r of stations (4). Doubling the utilization, which is not unreasonable

for some fixed wing aircraft, and halving the number of stations will reduce to

a quarter the number of required platforms as listed in Table 4-6.

4. 5. 5.6 Cost-Effectiveness Curves. Figures 4-18 and 4-19 show the results
listed in Table 4-15. Monthly maintenance and operating costs are plotted
against hours coverage provided per mnonth. When the latter is used as a
measure of effectiveness, the cost/effectiveness ratio is simply the slope of
the line. As mentioned earlier, however, the mneasure is not defined where the
platform capabilities are exceeded. For example, the O-1E is the platform
with the lowest cost/effectiveness ratio but it cannot satisfy the requirenment if

night coverage is requircd. The next best cost/effectiveness ratio appears to
be for the U-6 which can operate at night, from grass fields, etc.
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Figure 4-18. Maintenance and Operating Costs for One Station
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Figure 4-18 lists the results for one station while Figure 4-19
lists the results for the four-station Case 4 battalion. Again, under the linear
assumptions, the relationship between the two figures is such that the scales
are changed.

4.5.6 Measure of Effectiveness. An equitable measure of effectiveness is
difficult to find when dealing with such dissimilar platform candidates as
balloons and manned and unmanned aircraft. It was decided to present repre-
sentative candidates on a cost-per-channel-hour basis with each candidate
used in optinmum HARR fashion. Once a cost comparison could be made on
this basis, qualifying ,Ttatements would then be possible.

Figure 4-ZO )-resents cost-per-channel-hour measure of effectiveness
results for certain chosen tepresentative candidates. Because of its sensitivity
to payload, the tethered balloon shows up as a rather flat curve. Though the
tethered balloon would have limited range in rugged terrain (i. e. , unless
tethered from a high peak), it looks very attractive for use for a small number
rf channels at the company level or for use at the company-to-battalion level
when mutual frequency interference is not a problem.

The O-1E is also attractive on a cost basis for a small number of
channels. However, it has limited "around-the-clock" utilization particularly
in mountaineous topography. The O-IE Bird Dog would appear to be an
excellent HARR platform choice when a command needs radio coverage of a few
channels over a mobile area during daylight hours.

An aircraft that would be used in a fashion similar to the 0 .E is the
U-6A. It can carry a better payload than the 0-IE and can be iised at iiight
over rough terrain. Since it is only more expensive to operate than the O-IE,
it should be seriouslyr considered as one of the candidate finalists.

The QH-50D DASH Helicopter ha- proven to be more disappointing as
a HARR platform than was initially expected. Its relatively high attritinn rate
and ground support and control requirements added. to the need of a special
rernote control channel switching system tend to put it in a less favorabie light
than its manned competitors. The two torpedoer now carried for its present
mission would be removed for the HARR application, and additional fuel and
the repeater package would be carried instead.

Probably the most promising candidate from the standpoint of channel
flexibility and payload is the UH-tD. The advantages of this vehicle as a
H.ARR platformn are covered in the next subsection.

An indication of the applicability of a transport aircraft type to the
HARR mission is given by the C-2V, It, of course, is the most expensive of
the platforms to operate; but when used to carry a number of channels and
control console, its cost per channel niour becomes quite reasonable.
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4.6 ANALYSIS OF PRIMAY..Y CANDIDATES

4.6. 1 Introducticn. The preceding discussion has dealt with all categories of
platforms applicable to the relay packages defined in Section 3 of this eport.
As has been indicated, mann,:-i aircraft are preferred from the viewpoints of
technical feasibility anru operatir-rýal suitability. It is also evident that manned
aircraft are costly in ternxs of normal acquisition and use, battlefield (remote
area coaflict) operations, and battlefield penalties. Therefore, the HARR
study has been concerned with parametric analysis of potential system approaches
to the reducticn of aircraft costs aond the increase of operational effectiveness
of aircraft for theb A WARR mission. Ensuing paragraphs deal with the following:

Time phasing

Costs

Initial aircraft candidates
Airborne functions

The UH-lD ctndidate

4.6, 2 Time Phasing. The HARR applied research etudy is concerned with
"implementable" alternatives. The governsnent has not specified deadline dates

by which time a HARR operational capability must be in the hands of tactical
commanders engaged in remote area conflict, Conversely, there is no indica-
tion that the HAtRR program should be continuingl>r concerned ,,tth striving
toward an idealized system capability which is inc':easingly defined but not
achieved at an appropriate time, after appropriate investmnent. Figure 4-21
represents a first iteration of the timne phasing which mnay best match operational
requirements, technological constraints, systern costs and risk-taking.

The initial solution is defined as one applying current state-of-the--art
to current combat requirements in Southeast Asia. Analysis to date indicates
that -.he solution discussed in this report is also applicable, environmentally
and command-wise, to other specific locales which have remote area conflict
potentials defined in classified documents. As illustrated, a two-year service
life for the initial solution is suggested to be a reasonable period for trade-off
of battlefield penalties attributable to a less-than-perfect systen, of amortization
of developmental costs, and of learning curve experience applicable to follow-on
system capabilities. This two-year period of system operation might be extendedi
or reduced, depending on the intensity of combat requirements and the evaluated
necessity for and achievability, of follow-on solutions.

The interim solution is defined as modification of off-the-shelf equip-
ment to meet existing or potential combat requirements. For this time-frame,
operational planning and deve!opmnental activities may provide system flexibility
to the degree that tactical commanders will employ a mix of aircraft and non-
aircraft platforms for H-ARR missions, depending on requirements of the moment.
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A three-year operational life cycle is suggested. In this period, the locale of
remote area conflict might be significantly different from the tropical environ-
ment specified for the present HARR study. Platforms conceivably would be
required above windy deserts of large expanse, over a terrain consistently
well above sea level, and in an envelope of persistently cold weather with
large humidity variations.

The long-range solution is suggested to be one requiring a substantial
investment in advanced development. Depending on progress made in the
interim solution with relay packages, , Ais development may be largely for
new platforms representing radical departure from and/or significant
improvement over those used previously for the HARR mission. A four-year
life cycle also is shown. Also illustrated is the likelihood that no system will
be ideal, hence a system modification during use of the long-range solution
is shown. Figure 4-21 also suggests that the evolving of HARR systems must
provide for "in-service compatibility" so that technological advantages afforded
tactical commanders are not out-weighed by the burdens of complex, dupli-
cative and dissimilar systems. For the initial solution applied to current
combat requirements, the tactical ground subscribers and commanders should
operate as at present; system changes should be platform/relay oriented, not
impositions on ground operations.

Figure 4-21 also shows time phasing considered appropriate for major
HARR platform categories for which parametric analyses are required con-
tractually. Various experiments and combat expediencies have shown that
aircraft can be used (and are being used) for radio relar, For an initial
solution, the preferability of manned aircraft is attributable primarily to the
algorithm that "range extension generates mutual interferer..ce. " Because of
this interference, manned control of channel switching and network operations
is imperative. This circumstance has been discussed in Section 2 and also is
reflected in paragraph 4. 6. 4 of this Section.

The basic question is, "Can airborne operations required for the
HARR mission be automatic and/or ground-controlled, without airborne human
intervention and judgment?" If the answer is yes, the parametric values
are based on the following: how soon; at how much development cost; with wh:.
risk taking; with what battlefield costs and penalties; and for what gain in opera-
tional effectiveness, The present conclusion is that costs outweigh operational
effectiveness for an ;'initial solution" predicated solely on an unmanned platform.
Consequently, the role of unmanned platforms should be for emergency launching
of limited relay frequencies and during limited operational periods, if at all.

Aii illustrated in Figure 4-21, it is sugg.:-sted that the initial HARR
airborne operation be comprised of austere, manual fu!1cticas; the interim
solution be comprised of limited sophistication of the functions found necesstary/
desirable during operation of the initial system; and the long-range solution
may possibly be automated, In this way, the transition to unmanned alternacives
can be at reasonable cost, with acceptable risk-taking, and for the operational
effectiveneu s dictated by operational experience.
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4.6.3 Costs. Components of the platform cost model are discussed in
paragraph 4. 5. 4. 2. 1. It is self-evident that additional system costs are not
measurable in dollars but are a function of tactical situations and decisions.
Examples of such , osts are:

a, reduced force mobility
b. increase logistics burdens

c. additional combat skill requirements

Figure 4-22 postulates system costs generally applicable to the Viet-

namese conflict. The intent of this figure is to illustrate cost relationships
which are pertinent to selection of HARR candidate systems and to evaluation

of system parameters.

A basic design goal is to improve the quality of service afforded by
a HARR system and to reduce HARR costs over a long-term program. The
proposed measure is "cost per message relayed" which might be $4. 00
initially, and $1. 00 in a long-range solution. As illustrated, total operating

costs may be quite high; and relatively large developmental investments may
be justified by the combined need to reduce operating costs and improve
service. The illustrated approximations indicate that HARR system costs are
influenced more by the selection and tactical use of the platforms than by

the selection and tactical use of relay packages.

Some bases for certain of the approximations used in Figure 4-2Z
are as follows:

a. "Cost per message relayed" is predicated upon tables of organi-
zation and equipment for standard forces and upon estimates of the number of

transceivers in daily use by American, allied and indigenous forces. The
need for range extension is a function of interplay between the environment
and tactical situation. lissume that there are 5, 000 transceivers assigned to
forces which may require HARR support, that at any one time 50% of these

transceivers do require HARR support, and that each of these transceivers
averages six imperative messages daily. Then, the number of messages
annually relayed approximates 5, 000, 000; the cost approximates $4. 00. The

value of the message relayed can only be conjectured.

b. Annual platform operating costs are predicated on the example
stated in paragraph 4. 5, 4, 3. 2 concerning complete and continuous coverage

over the Vietnamese Corps III area, where terrain line-of-sight is a severe
path problem. The tactical situation may not require "25 station'. for Z4 hours

daily and 365 days yearly." Similarly, it may be a tactical decision to use
a $300-per-hour platform rather than a $100-per-hour platform. The total

costs illustrated are considered a realistic product of tactical requirements
and actual costs. Obviously, the HARR study seeks a minimum number of
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platforms arid rn'nimam cost per platformi co mmens urate with effectiveness
required, 'It is not within the scope of the present HARR study to estimate how
and to what degree tactical commanders will decide to emnploy HARR alterna-~
tivesi et their disposal.

4. 6. 4 Initial Aircraft Candidates-. The ensuing discussion in the following
paragraphs concerns the specific aircraft which presently are recommended
as initial solutions to the HAR.R platform problem., Emphasis is placed on
cost- effectiveness related to operational suitability as well as technical feasi-
bility. The discussion is outlined as follows:

Basic considerations
Payload considerations
Performance values
Ernvironmental v'alues
Cost values
Platoon repeater platforms
Battalion repeater platforms
Division repeater platforms
Rotary -wing platforms
Drone pla~forms
Fixed-wing platforms

4. 6.4. 1 Basic Considerations, The H-ARR mission is similar in several
sigaiificant respects t~o o,,_her airTborne missions spons9ored by Project Agile and
presently used or progý.anrnmed for the remote area conflict in Viet Nam. These
missions include d(fohialion, reconnaissance and surveillance, specialized
target acquisition, psychl~ogical warfare, specialized logistics support, arid
so on. It is predic'r .))e tLiat similar missions would be required in the event
of other remote co.ýflict ý;- the CINCPAC responsibility area, as well as
CINCSC)UTH, CINC S ',`R'U'%.?E', and other Unified Command areas. Airborne
systemn cornmona4.t' i . . lude the following.

a. Af' ~t;,,iire good loitering capability, i. e, , the ability to
stay over iý corifi! ~ :J area for a prolonged period, and a good ratio of
'1on.'sl-atio~i -i.-' ,/ u" station time.

.1r'f1r~s~be able to provide maximum "flying hours per
monorth' i.;, 87`if f~ r 'A 117'~,,,.'n:,a 1, logistics and personnel limitations.

C. ra:'t i-u.;rt be able to adjust well to unavoidable changes in

ic k' kould have a good eatio of payload to operating costs,
lar~l iz~:~.u'. n ' '~i ,austerity in remote a rea conflict.

e iipa~~c~ii rhould not include costly self -protection fea-
t u_' e a g. 'l f4:ftiihIC armor and armiament, counter m'ea sure s,
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etc. ), since air superority is considered to be assured, and ground firt. is
the major threat,

In these and similar considerations, the prerogatives of the
tactical commander to make battlefield selection of valid alternatives are
of paramount importance. For HARR, there is no argument in favur of one
aircraft to the exclusion of all others. Therefore, a command option to u•e
one aircraft or another (from an inventory of several types/models /series)
is recommended. This recommrendation leads to the further recoi-imendation
that aircraft may be readily configured to and from the HARPl mi'.sion, and
therefore be available for other missions,

It also is basic that the aircraft selected for HARR either be in
common usage for remote area conflict, or can be adapted easily in terms of
operability, logistics support, command relationships, skill requirements,
ZEc, In this respect, it is desirable to develop military technology which may
be used increasingly by indigenous forces, with decreasing dependence upon
American operation.

Another basic consideration is the need for platform mnaneuver-
ability. This need is in two respec.Ls. First, it is important that the HARP
platform, when airborne, can be quickly and reliably relocated to avotd
terrain and weather, to avoid other airborne vehicles which may be hazardous,
to remove itselt as a hazard to other air operations, to avoid unusual haz-
ards from the ground, etc. Secondly, it is important that the HARR platform
be located to optimize the performance of its relay payload. Since battlefield

tactical radio traffic rates, location of transceivers, environmental conditions,
and communication ranges required or achievable cannot be predetermined
or accurately predicted, it is desirable that the controlled, variable location

of the HARR platform compensate adequately for the uncontrollability of the
variables mentioned. In fact, it is also desirable to provide some degree of
flexibility in HARR mission while the platform is airborne.

4.6.4.2 Payload Considerations. The HARR platform is required to accorn-
modate the communications requirements and mission models di.scussed in
Section 2. Likewise, the platform is required to carry the relay payload
discussed in Section 3. Neither of these considerations is expected to be
definitized to the point that a platform can be selected, tailored, or designed
to meet a precise requirement. Rather, the total nature of remote area
conflict is considered to be so volatile that the HARR mission must be served
by a flexible, modular and modifiable system configuration. For convenience
of expression, three basic "models" are discussed with respect to the HARR
payload and platform. They are:

2-channel platoon repeater

8-channel battalion repeater

64-channel division repeater
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II I dd1t W' tI() tbU býý tic re •a\ pa ,k gvs represented by these three
payload m11odels, lIhvrt. v r'.i lit y 1in payload a _hievable by alternatives in
ai rcr it I afl d ing, noth iL. L iL ot f oI -asic aircraft configuration (e, g., fuel,
arinnr, aOvioics), and selectio: -f .io:-: clay equip:nent for the HARR platform
(e. g. , aiuxiliary power unit, terraiin ,voidance radar),

Section 3 gives estimattes .it tie physical characteristics of various
relay packages which might be used for the HARR mission. In the selection
of appropriate platforms, weight is the liiniting physical characteri stic. The
platoon, battalion and division repeaters are expected to weigh 75, 215, and
1, 500 pounds, respectively.

4. 6. 4. 3 Performance Values. For any HARR platform, the primary value
is on-station performance, that is, the ability to acquire and maintain the
airborne position which optimizes the performance of the HARR system.

For flat jungle, a relay altitude of less than 2, 000 feet above
terrain will provide relay coverage 50 miles in diameter. On the other hand,
a similar coverage in the mountainous terrain by a ground -air -ground link (as
compared to a ground-air-air-ground link) would require platform altitudes
of approximately 20, 000 feet above the terrain, depending on the terrain, For
lighter and less costly aircraft carrying heavier relay payloads, this high

altitude reduces on-station endurance times sharply, due to high fuel con-
sumption in attaining and maintaining altitude. Depending on topography and
flight conditions, more than a half hour might be required to reach a 20, 000-
foot station from a take-off site ideally located.

There appears to be no way to position a platform at an altitude
which will provide with any precision the relay coverage desired. Too low an

altitude might provide significant gaps in the relay of communications between
netted transceivers irregularly dispersed over irregular terrain, Too high
an altitude might amplify the mutual interference wh'ich accompanies range
extension when frequency assignments are shared between nets. At any altitude,
both gaps and interferences might exist, with either predominating. The most
desired performance value, ther, is ability to change altitude quickly to achieve
by performance monitoring, t-he altitude which best fits the relay mission in
process. Environmental conditions and channel interference are likely to limit

the achievability of this fit.

Since desired maximum and miniraum platform altitudes are not
readily defined in terms of relay performance, a generally applicable operational
altitude is recominended as follows. The normal minimum altitude for a platform
will be 3, 000 feet above the terrain. At lower altitudes, the HARR platform is
vulnerable to ground fire. Lower altitudes than 3, 000 feet may be flown when

the weather inhibits both hostile ground fire and attainment of higher altitudes,
or when reduction in mutual interference for relay of messages which have
urgent priority is mandatory. The normal maximum altitude for a platform
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will be 10, 000 feet above the terrain, At higher alti tudes, the ItA RH lkpatforw

experiences higher cost, reduced endurance and potential conflict with other
military traffic ur (at still higher altitudes) commercial traffic. liigher altitud.s

than 10, 000 feet may be flown, to escape poor weather or to provide egqenti.li,
radio relay for operations in the highest mountains. Air-to-air relay should

be employed to avoid sustained altitudes in excess of 10, 000 feet. The lARR

mission should be flown at as low an altitude as the requirements permit.

Requirement to increase altitude to overcome terrain masking should be
determined by relay test messages.

Path analyses referenced in Section 3 indicate that horizontal
deviations from an ideal platform position have limited effect on path loss.

A circular or lazy-8 mission profile of several miles width at 3,000-foot
altitudes will not degrade or eliminate radio relay coverage significantly. In

effect, a cone of coverage shifts with the platform's horizontal motion, and

transmission loss is only at the perimeter of coverage. A random change in
ground coverage will occur in horizontal platform shifting in mountainous

terrain. Figure 4-16 illustrates this effect. In such terrain, relay test
messages may be used to derive, while in flight, the flight pattern which

minimizes terrain masking and maximizes radio relay 6ervice to ground

transceivers most in need of the service,

4.6. 4.4 Environmental Values. Values which bear most on selection of

HARR platforms are weather and terrain. Effect of jungle foliage is largely

with respect to difficulties in visual position-fixing. This effect does not vary

particularly for the different loitering aircraft which are suitable HARR
platforms.

Effect of weather on aircraft missions of the HARR sort in remote
area conflict is extremely important. The HARR study team has not been

able to acquire quantitative data on Vietnamese operations. News reports and

government data on strike missions indicate that a surprisingly large percentage

of strike missions are either aborted or diverted to secondary objectives
because of weather. These sorties, of course, represent a traverse over

greater distances and through morc variable weather than anticipated on HARR
missions. In the absence of conclusive evidence on weather pertinent to the

HARR mission, the following experienced observations are paraphased:

a. "In the areas of conflict I was assigned to, there were very

few days when the helicopters weren't flying at any hour of the day, regardless

of the weather." (Told to the -ARR study team by a senior Armny officer.

b. "Weather in Viet Nam is always bad. Throughout the seasons,

a rule of thumb is that each day sees good weather in the eastern portion while

it's bad in the western portio" and vice versa." (Told by a retired Air Forct

office- who consulted on the HARR project and was previously in charge of

Forward Air Controller functions throughout Viet Narn
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t " -t+ f+'a'+,lty l ,t'• t zit ; bald 'vrt l,t,t 'r cli ht iscretion
of t oil iajih•r'r at .Ir -;tr1JS. Uldvl'r identical circumstarn ces, one commiander

1might grouiid 1ll rotlr'- % ing aiI rcraft and allow most fixed- wtng aircraft to

fly, while anlother culliliander might d -cidc exactly thli opposite. " (Same

sovirc , a.- ýl,

1"or tho tIL\1 R l Hmisbion, takt-itf flight, and landing generally

will be confined to a snia!l geographical area under localized control It is

suggiestecd that the comnlianider should have available locally a variety of
platforms for the HtARR mission, hence there would be a variable solution to

weather problems. It is further suggested that a remotely based platform
which can fly "over the weather and terrain" may be useful for HARR missions
under unfavorable conditions, even tlough responsiveness to energency relay

requirements will be slower. For a classified airborne missioa in Viet Nam--

one similar in profile to the HARR mission--it has been decided through combat

experience that weather avoidance radar must be installed. This decision lor
HARR would put the payload and pilot burden near maximum for the lighter

HARR aircraft selected at this mid-point of the study.

A correspondingly complex factor is terrain. Much of the limiting

of missions resulting from unfavorable weather (as just discussed) also
results from terrain. The two factors are obviously interrelated and have

compound effects. The necessity for night flights for the HARR missions adds
to these effects. One Army aviation specialist who was consulted by the

HARR study team recommended against single-engine fixed-wing aircraft,

and suggested twin-engine aircraft for higher altitudes, more difficult terrain, __
longer endurance and adverse weather conditions. He also suggested a mixed

inventory of rotary and fixed-wing aircraft for the HARR mission.

A special environmental situation is the need for HARR nissions

within valleys so confined by high mountains that aircraft are operationally
limited to the valley environment, with only occasional entrance and egress
beyond mountain boundaries, and this during favorable weather. In this

environment, single-engine aircraft have been able to operate within narrow
corridors which are unavailable to twin-engine aircraft. Also, the few air
strips available in such terrain very often can accommodate only the lightest
aircraft. It is understood that a number of aircraft projects for remote area
missions similar to HARR (i.e., all-weather, all-terrain, all-hours, varying
altitudes, loitering, etc.) will carry terrain avoidance radar. These projects
involve heavier aircraft than those suggested for HARR. Nevertheless, it

now seems desirable to include this radar in HARR aircraft which carry the
larger relay payloads and may be diverted in flight to difficult terrain, even
if the relay payload must be reduced by a number of channels,

4. 6.4.5 Cost Values. Figure 4-23 shows the aircraft which have been
selected for initial HARR solution. Preceding discussion has dealt with some

aspects of the columnar values shown for each aircraft, and more analysis is
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to follow for theb.: values and for cost values applicable to the aircraft
seletted. Sonme general observation-i are in order.

a. The most significant cost variation is expressable in "dollars
per channcl hour available" which varies between a maximrun; of $75 for the
DASH carrying 2 channels to less than $3 for the UH-ID carrying 64 channels.
It appears rmost desirable to use the fullý loaded UH-tD whenever possible,
and to avoid using the DASH when alternatives exist. As discussed elsewhere,
the cos' savings reflecte I in the largest. configuration must be accompanied
by a satisfactory solution to large-scale interference problems.

b. As best illustrated by the UH-tD, cost per flying hour increases
in proportion to payload for any one aircraft. The altitude and endurance
attainable decrease as payload increases. The cost per flying hour increases
with altitude. A consistent reduction in flight hours attained increases the
proportional fixed costs (e. g. , base facilities) and therefore the cost per
flying hour. Remote basing of aircraft reduces the on-station flight portion
and the productiveness of flight hours.

c. Fine-grained analyses of these detailed cost inter-relation-
ships are not in order for the HARR project at this time, since major cost/
operational effectiveness trade-offs outweigh such considerations. For
example, during a shortage of aviation gas for all missions, the tactical
commander is likely to keep HARR missions at a minimum, and also likely
to select the aircraft which consumes least gas per hour, even though
remlIting deficiences in endurance, altitude and coverage may rzsult. ilis
preference might be the 0-1 Bird Dog, which can fly at 8 gallons per hour.

4.6.4.6 Platoon Repeater Platforms. As illustrated by Figure 4-23, the
UH-tD "Huey" helicopter, U-6 "Beaver") single-engine utility aircraft, 0-1
"Bird Dog" single-engine observation aircraft, and QM-50D DASH drone
helicopter (designed for antisubmarine warfare) are recommended in that
order.

The platoon configuration--so named for convenience only--is to
satisfy several of the radio relay and range exteasion requirements discussed
in Section 2. One requirement is to support platoons with limited dispersion
throughout dense jungle and/or mountainous terrain, engaged in operations
which may involve high-priority and high-density communications traffic.
For this requirement, the tactical commander is expected to exercise the
option of launching a HARR platform to cover reliably a specified (and
relatively small) ground area for mission durations which may vary from
one hour to six or more hours. Adverse weather and diurnal operations
may be expected. In the event that coverage proves to be available from so-
called battalion and division repeaters, the commander may call back the
platoon repeater after very brief on-station time. For this mission, desired
platform characteristics include low flying-hour costs, austere takeoff and
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landing capabilities, lI,•ited logisitcs support requirements, and quicd
responsiveness to t,1tlcaI .Itio~is. P'latforms with payload should be
airborne within I ,inutc 3 of the commander's decision and be on-stat'.on

in less than a half hour under extreiLe emergency. For planned relay
coverage, system costs are reduced by allowing two to three hours to
achieve on-station coverage. The selected aircraft meet the foregoing
specifications.

A second requirement to be satisfied by the platoon repeater is
support of various units on nets which mdy be so widely dispersed that the
commander responsible for these forces cannot determine in advanre whether
or not relay support will be needed, Therefore, HARR iplatfo-mn launchings
must be planned well in advance, so that proper on-station positioning can
be achieved initially. Max,:inmm mission durations are desired, as are
mlini mum costs. The communication path difficulties for this HARR mission
are expected to be more associated with terrain than with foliage; therefore,
aircraft probably will have to fly at higher altitudes and will have to maneuver
to find optimum positioning for line-of-sight relay paths. The U-6 and 0-1
aircraft, operated from base camp air strips, may be preferable to the
UH-ID operated from helicopter clearings. The DASH is least preferred,
under normal conditions, for this wide-dispersion mission as well as for the
limited-dispersLon platoon mission, because of the logistics and control
burdens imposed on mobile forces. Its value is for emergency requirements
to be met in spite of adverse environments, thus justitying higher attrition
rates and more complex battlefield burdens.

4.6.4.7 Battalion Repeater Platforms. As illustrated by Figure 4-23,
the preferred platform is the LO11-0 light observation helicopter which now is
entering the Army aviation invrentory. Its candidacy is strengthened by the
fact that it is planned to replace, in large quantity, many of the light fixed-
wing and rotary wing aircraft prscently used in remote area conflict. In
addition to the advantages accruing from prevalence (e. g. , logistics support,
inventory of skilled personnel, knowledge of flight parameters, full comple-
ment of support avionics), the LOH-6 has the advantage ot being flyable from

clearings closest to the desired area of radio relay coverage. Disadvantages
of the LOH-6 may be in limited payload, endurance and altitude inter-relation-
ships. These factors cannot be assessed with m'uch validity at this time,
since flight data and experience is limited.

Other candidates for the battalion repeater mission are the U-6,
the UH-1D, and CV-2 Caribou twvin-engine aircraft, and the C-123 Provider
(USAF) twin-engine aircraft, in that order.

The battalion repeater HARR mission is to satisfy radio relay and
range extension requirements not too dissimilar from those specified above for
the platoon repeater. Operationally, the battalion repeater supports more

tactical organizations dispersed over a larger area for more continuous time
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periods. I he HARR payload difference is only a matter of several hundred

more pounds cf relty packaging. The IIARR platform selection and performance

for the battalion mission involves more wetght-ca, rying ahilit-, more all-

weather flying capability, and more maneuverability over difficult terrain.

These criteria rule out the 0-1 and DASH, which were selected for

the platoon mission. The 1.0114- and U-6 ,,rt- acceptable only for the mini-

mum battalion mission. The UI-1 D is ideally suited for all battalion missions.

The CV-2 and C-123 are expensive platforms, with slower response times,
for the niinimum battalion mission. They are more suited to a HARR

niusion supporting multiple battalions and additional special subscribers.

4. 6.4.8 Division Repeater Platforms. In conventional ground warfare, the

division is the maeuver element which exercises complete control over a
continuous area, within which the classical function is to "move, shoot and

communicate, " In guerrilla and counter -insurgency operations within the

limited warfare conducted in remote areas, any large ground area is likely to

contain a heterogeneous population of hostile and friendly forces. The latter

may be indigenous, American and allied, with variable organization and
command relationships. Even so, it is the division command which, in

remote area conflict, is likely to have the composite knowledge of all or

mnost operations potentially requiring tactical radio relay, the generalized I
knowledge of existing and planned transceiver locations, the authority for

assigning radio frequencies to specified organizations, and the control over

use of HARR to extend range. It is therefore desirable to have a sin, e

HARR platform, dispatched from division headquarters, which can carry

enough channol-; in its relay package to satisfy most (if not all) radio relay

requirements throughout dhe division area of responsibility.

The scope and nature of division radio traffic have been discussed

in Section 2.

The needs of a division for radio range extension are for highly

mobile VHF transceivers in the forward area, and for semi-fixed transceivers

(VHF frequencies and higher) in the rear areas.

As shown in Figure 4-23, the UH-1D is the preferred division

repeater platform. It accommodates the minimum relay payload nicely, but

it has only limited flight capability for the maximum relay payload. The

CV-2 and C-123 have capacity in excess of the maximum relay payload now

estimated. They also have better ability for overcoming environmental

constraints than does th'e UH-1D. Contrarily, the CV-2 and C-123, because

of baing limitations, cannot reach the division's on-station relay status aa

quickly as the UH-iD.
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It is suggested that the command decision might generally be to
use the U-i-ID when relay payload requirements are minimum, time allowable
for reaching on-station is m-inimkUni, and the mission prefile is 1or shorter
duration and restricted positioning. Conversely, the CV-2 and C-1I23 might
be used when payload requi rements are maximum, several hours are allowable
for reaching on-station, maximum IIARR mission duration is desired, and

the platform may be flown in a, larger cn-elope (because of transceiver
deployment, terrain and weather conditions, etc).

Additional platforms have been considered for the division repeatcr
mission, and might in fact be used advantageously if they are available in the
remote area and can be outfitted there for the HARR mission in addition to or
instead of their primary missions, The Navy's S-2 and P1-2 antibubmarine
warfare aircraft are being recommissioned for remote area conflict use. As
arn;ounced publicly, these aircraft have been selected for reconnaissance
missions because of excellent loitering capability, good speed to the point of
use, low acquisition costs, extensive operational experien.-e and logistics
support, favorable payload facto b, etc, For the IIARR inission, these
characteristics have similar ;wreit. Fiurther evaluation involves military
considerations, such ab pree mpting of limited inventories, establishment of
feasible command channels, and disposition of equipments and procedures not
compatible with the HARR mission.

4.6.4.9 Rotary-Wing Platforms. As a group of aircraft, helicopters are
advantageous for the HARR mission because of their ability to operate from
nearby clearings rather than remote air strips. This advantage is partly
offset by a higher fuel consumption rate which requires that a refueling complex
be operated in very remote areas which are also accessible to other aircraft.
Air strips in the rear echelons tend to accommodate most CCIN-type aircraft,
but forward airstrips often must be closed to most aircraft because of
weather and correlated runway condition..

Aacther a•'¢-ntagc of hclicoirtcrs for iARI.R is the ability to hold
a very tight position over rugged tcrrain in bad weather. Hovering, per se,
is not desired because of the very high fuel consumption involved. Very tight
flight patterns are not required for effectiveness of HARR radio relay,
except for extreenc line-of-sight problems. The advantage lies in greater
ability to avoid dangerous terrain at night and in bad weather at lower
altitudes, thuL, reducing chances for non-combat loss of personnel, platform
and payload.

Helicopters, more so than fixed-wing aircraft, degrade in per-
formance characteristics and increase in operating costs as payload weights
increase. This disadvantage can be compensated for somewhat by avoiding
overloading and maximum altitudes for HARR mission, Analysis recommrrends
against extensive use of helicopters larger than the UH-tD because of more
unfavorable costs, as compared to fixed-wing aircraft. Lighter helicopters
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(possibly including the LOH-6) are less desirable because of poor perf.r rmance/
payload ratios and limited endurance of platform and pilot.

Operational experience also indicates that a number of the heli-
copters presently in use have not performed to specification, have presented
excessive reliability and maintainability problems, and should be replaced
by newer aircraft. The LOH-6 is planned to replace light helicopters and
fixed-wing aircraft, but it is premature to place total confidence in the LOH-6.

On the other hand, the UH-1D) has surpassed performance expectations and is
planned to be the predominant helicopter for many more years. The high level
of logistics support and skilled personnel inventory for the UH-1D are
additional reasons for the "Huey" being most preferable for the HARR mission.

4. 6. 4. 10 Drone Platforms. For the HAIRR mission profile as defined by
study to date, the QM-50D DASH drone is the only drone platform suggested.
As shown in Figure 4-23, the DASH might be used in environmental circumstances
which preclude manned aircraft, because of increased probabilities of non-
combat loss. DASH costs per flight hour are high, but these costs may be
tolerable for urgent radio relay requirements. The relatively high attrition
anticipated for DASH on HARR missions also should be justified by urgent
requirements. This attrition is not because of the helicopter's unworthiness,
but rather because of the uncertainty of ground control at extended distances
(e. g., 20 miles) in poor weather and difficult terrain. Because launch and
recovery of the DASH is a large part of its battlefield burden, long endurance
flights should be planned. The payload of the DASH on a HARR mission can
be up to 800 pounds of fuel and relay equipment. With two reiay channels, an

8-hour flight is achievable.

Fixed-wing drones have been rejected as HARR platform candidates.
Operating costs, battlefield burdens and payload limitations for fixed-wing
drones are as disadvantageous as for the DASH. Without development and
testing, there is no asburance that external fuel stores of sufficient capacity
for desired mission endurance can be added. The DASH, with its helicopter
flight characteristics, presents no such aerodynamic problem.

Perhaps the most important reason for favoring a rotary-wing
drone over a fixed-wing drone is the combined difference of speed/flight
pattern. A fixed-wing drone flying a large pattern at relatively high speed
might crash into terrain under expert control, while a DASH helicopter flown
in a smnall pattern at low speed has a better chance for terrain avoidance,
even if control is less expert. Should propagation and interference tests and
"air corridor protection measures" permit drones flying high over rough
terrain, fixed-wing drones may be reconsidered as HARR platforms.

As a HARR platform, the drone should be evalu:Aed against
other unmanned alternatives. The tethered balloon, with approximately the
same payload capacity, is perhaps the best comparison. If cost is the
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primary concern, the balloon may be preferred to the DASH because of lower
platform costs and lower attrition of the platform/relay configuration, However,

if precise location and relocation are needed- -particularly over rough terrain
during high winds -- the DASH has definite advantage over ballooUs, Both are

hazardous to other air traffic. The DASH platform and the balloon proper can
provide visual and radar illumination. lilumination should also be provided

for the balloon tether which constitutes a hazard to low - level helicopter
traffic,

Several classified field experiments and CONUS developmental
activities have shown the feasibility of using DASH in remote area missions
similar to HARR.

4.6.4. 11 Fixed-Wing Platforms. In addition to the four shown in Figure 4-23
(O-t, U-6, CV-2 and C-123), the OV-1C and U-3 have proven operationally
effective in loitering-type missions in Viet Nam. Both are light. twin-engine

aircraft which might be preferable to the 0-i and U-6 for missions of longer
duration in more unfavorable environments. However, study does not show

this to be necessarily the case, No fixed-wing aircraft other than the CV-2
and C-123 are suggested for the payload size called the division repeater.

The cV-2 appJears preferable to the C-123 because of its ability to use
marginal air strips in marginal weather.

The CV-2 and C-123 have capacity in excess of that required for
the maximum HARR mission payload suggested by analysis to date. There
is a possibility of multi-mission flights (i. e., HARR and other missions
requiring loitering over the same area) for these two aircraft, arid channels
for investigating this possibility might be a desirable step within the remote

area conflict program.

The spare cargo space of the CV-2 and C-123 offer an advantage
not found in the aircraft selected for the HARR mission. This advantage is

the facility for the crew to recuperate from cramped quartering during
mission lulls and by rotation. Smaller aircraft sometime have 20% or more

endurance beyond that of the pilot. This diffcrence is negligible on a single
mission but very important in planning year-round operational capability.

Experience in flying four-engine aircraft on barrier missions of 12 or 14
hours duration has shown the importance of human factors uader the conditions

which would pertain to continuous HARR operations.

4. 6.5 Airborne Functions. The cost and operational effectiveness of various
HARR platform/relay configuration are influenced significantly by the functions
to be performed while airborne. The basic functions are the control of the
platform and control of the relay equipment. The HARR project is concerned
solely with the airborne relay of radio communications which have, otherwise,

insufficient range.
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Analysi:' has not shown any unmanned platform to hL dependable or
desirable for launching, positioning or carrying the various HARR payloads
(at least not in the near future). The DASH drone helicopter is, at. best,
an emergency measure which involves some risk-taking that Should be
resolved by a thorough test, programi before co minitment to an operational
prograin or deployment in actual conflict.

Assun.ng that control of the platforin is not to be remoted but is
to be in the hands of the pilot., the next major question is, "Can or should
the control of the relay equipment be remoted?" If not, it must be deter-
mined whether the relay control functions should be performned by the pilot
or by another crew membe.:r. These determinations depend upon a definition
of candidate control functions and upon a realistic appraisa1 of the cost and
operational effectiveness of the functions.

Rernotirg of DASH control to a ground station is required for both
platform and relay. For the platform, only a telemetry and co.nmand data
link is recquired (this is already available, including an option to sw%'itch to a
programmed flight piofile). The same data link is usable for limited relay
control, such as turning a channel on or off. Remote relay control responsive
to evolving requiiirements of ground subscribers would call for, at a minimum,
transmitting relayed radio traffic to the DASH control station where the
operational inter-relationships of platform and relay functions wou'.d be dealt
with in real time.

For a platforin already manned, there is no cost/operational
effectiveness basis for remoting control of the relay, since there is no need
for continuous control on the ground instead of in the air and since all
remoting costs would be redundant.

Accepting airborne, manned control of the HARR relay ecquipment,
a trade-off is needed on the level of control required and the interface
between airborne platform control and airborne relay control. These con-
siderations vary with the size of the HARR repeater (i. e. , platoon, battalion
or division) and with the platforms selected for the three payload classes.

In the platform repeater class, the U-6 can be only a one-man aircraft.
The 0-1 normally carries an observer, but for the HARR ni.ion this ".:•lt
pound payload" must be replaced by additional fuel and the relay package in
proper balance. The UHt.-tD has a co-pilot and room for eleven co.,,bat-
equipped troops. For HARR, only the UH-tD can support a "comlmunicator"
to manually control the relay equipment and to interfce with "pilot" functions.
The 0-1 and U-6 pilots must not be -iven time-consuming additional duties,
e.g. , HARP, relay control. This point is stressed by authorities on aircraft
operations cver Viet Nam and would apply equally to any other remote area
conflict having similarly hostile environment.
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In the battalion repeater class, the second man in the LOH-6 may
,ecessarily be displaced by the HARR payload. If not, he should be

repositioned so that he can act as "communicator," i. e. , as controller of the
relay equipment. The IH-I1D, CV-2 and C-121 have ample space for manning
the battalion class payload and also the division class payload, even if several

communicators are required to control relay functions at maximum payload
and maximum intensity of communications support.

4.6.6 The UD-iD Candidate. Earlier discussion within paragraph 4.6 has
indicated the preferability of the UH-ID "Huey" for the HARR mission.
Pertinent information is shown in Figure 4-24, "General Arrangement Dia-
gram;" Table 4-17, "Principal Dimensions;" and Table 4-18, "Communi-
cations and Associated Electronic Equipmrnt." Not included in this report,
but available in HARR project working papers, are such data and graphs as
" Weight limitations and cargo loading chart, " "Altitude versus time and fuel
to climb, " "Fuel flow for best endurance," "HARR mission profiles, " "Cost
per on-station hour versus altitude and gross weight, " and "Total operating
cost per on-station hour." These data will be part of the final report.
Figure 4-25, "Conceptual UH-ID HARR Layout," is an approximation of how
the personnel, equipment and functions discussed throughout paragraph 4. 6
might be 9ccommodated within the UH-iD for the "Division repeater" con-
figuration.

Additional basic information about the UH-iD is listed as follows:

a. Model: The D model is larger than the UH-IB and UH-IC
which have permanent gun and rocket racks installed exteriially
and are used primarily as attack aircraft. The UH-ID mounts
guxs in the cargo area, but is used primarily for troop trans-

port and medical evacuation.

b. Inventories: Approximately 1, 000 B's, fewer C's; almost
4, 000 D' s.

c. Service ceiling: 22, 000 feet at intermediate gross weight;
fuel flow increases rapidly above 16, 000 feet.

d. Weights (pounds): Airframe 4800, fuel 1300, personnel 600,
other 100, payload 2700, gross 9500. Auxiliary fuel 110.

e. Cost: $250, 000 plus $90, 000 avionics; 12-year life.

f. Machine guns: Each 130 pounds plus 80 pounds ammunition.
Four are generally carried (delete or reduce for HARR
missions).
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Table 4-17. UH-ID Principal Dimensions

LENGTH: 44 FDOT ROTOR 48 FOOT ROTOR

Overall (main rotor fore and aft and 53 ft. 1. 1 in. '7 ft. I. I in.
tail rotor horizontal)

Overall (main rotor fore and aft and 50 ft. 2. 35 in. 54 ft. 1. 91. in.

tail rotor vertical) to end of tail skid

Nose of cabin to aft end of vertical fin 39 ft. ;. 09 in. 41 ft. It. V' in.

Nose of cabin to aft end of tail rotor 4Z ft. 10. 1 in, 44 ft. 10. 1 in.
(rotor horizontal)

Nose of cabin to center line of main 11 ft. 8. 66 in. Ii ft. 4. 66 in.
rotor

Skid gear 12 ft. 2. 0 in. 12 ft. 2. 0 in.

WIDTH:

Synchronized elevator 9 ft. 4. 3 in. 9 ft. 4. 3 in.

Skid Gear 8 ft. 6.6 in. 8 ft. 6.6 in.

Stabilizer bar 9 ft. 0.4 in. 9 ft. 0. 4 in.

HEIGHT: (To static ground line,)

Tip of main rotor forward blade:

Secured aft 17 ft. 2.5 in. 17 ft. 1.49 in.
Pressed down forward 7 ft. 7.0 in. 7 ft. 0.69 in.

Top tip of tail rotor vertical position 14 ft. 3.75 in. 14 ft. 8. 20 in.

Top of stabilizer Chinese weights 13 ft. 4. 0 in. 13 ft. 4.0 in.

Top of cabin 7 ft. 8.4 in. 7 ft. 8.4 in.

Bottom of cabin I ft. 3. 0 in. I ft. 3. 48 in.

Tail rotor clearance (ground to tip, 5 ft. 9. 75 in. 5 ft. 11. 5 in.

rotor turning)

Tail skid to ground 4 ft. 5. 0 in. 4 ft. 9. 0 in.

DIAMETER (Swept circle): 4 ft. 5. 0 in. 4 ft. 9. 0 in.

Main rotor 44 ft. 3. 2 in. 48 ft. 3.2 in.

Tail rotor 8 ft. 6.0 in. 8 ft. 6.0 in.

Stabilizer bar 9 ft. 0.4 in. 9 ft. 0.4 in.

Turning Radius 34 ft. 0.4 in.
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In summary, the referenced analyses indicate the preferability of
the UH-ID as a HARR platform in terms of mission performance at all levels
of support--platoon, battalion and division. The cost of the UH-iD is compar-
atively high for the platoon repeater, but favorable for the division repeater.
The division repeater is preferred for the HARR mission. In the initial
solution or early time-frame, the frequency interference problems associated
with extension of radio range are to be overcome by improvisation techniques
and evolutionary equipment modifications for the airborne H-ARR communicator.
Subsequently, solution to interference problems may stem from more extensive
development of HARR relay packages, e. g., the use of directive antennas.

In spite o1 niintatui .zation potentials for electronic equipments, the
maximum HARR payload is expected to continue to require a platform of the
UH-ID size, or larger. The HARR mission profile is expected to continue
to require relatively precise location over a force area, particularly in difficult
line-of-sight terrain. A more pressing requirement might be for maximum
flyability and maneuverability under most difficult weather and terrain conditions,
with nominal assistance from such ground support facilities as radar, prepared
airfields, etc. The emerging "compound helicopter" appears to meet these
broad specifications better than other aircraft in development. Prototypte
compound helicopters have already flown "loops" and other acrobatics, indicating
an excellent airworthiness.

Combat evaluation of the AAFSS compound helicopter will not be
completed before 1970, and no commitment to extensive procurement of this
aircraft is in sight. Furthermore, the AAFSS could not. be modified to accom-
modate the UH-iD's HARR payload quickly or inexpensively. A more promising
activity is the proprietary (Lockheed) development of a Universal Tactical
Transport (UTT). The UTT compound helicopter is proposed to satisfy a
variety of limited warfare mission requirements of all military services. In
every respect, it would be a natural and desirable "next generation" platform
for accommodating the UH-ID's HARR payload.
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